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Board Books

HELLo GENIUs
For the youngest learners, Hello Genius books are 
fun, cheerful read-alouds that help guide a child’s 
first steps in learning and growing.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍEncourages children to use the potty on their own

 ÍPooping on the potty is often a bigger challenge 
for toilet training toddlers

 ÍBright colors and fun characters make this issue 
relatable for toddlers

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 2–4  •  trim: 203 x 203  •  pages: 20

NEW Every Bunny Poops • 9781684464852

NEW Little Dinos Don't Bully • 9781684464906

Bunny Eats Lunch • 9781404857285

Duck Goes Potty • 9781404857261

Pig Takes A Bath • 9781404857292

Pony Brushes His Teeth • 9781404857278

Nap Time for Kitty • 9781404852167

Story Time for Lamb • 9781404864955

Bear Says "Thank You" • 9781404867864

Hippo Says "Excuse Me" • 9781404867871

Mouse Says "Sorry" • 9781404867895

Penguin Says "Please" • 9781404867888

Little Elephant Listens • 9781479522897

Little Lion Shares • 9781479522873

Little Monkey Calms Down • 9781479522866

Little Tiger Picks Up • 9781479522880

Big Bed for Giraffe • 9781479557912

Bye-Bye Bottles, Zebra • 9781479557929

No More Pacifier, Duck • 9781479557936

Thumbs Up, Brown Bear • 9781479557943

Penguin Misses Mom • 9781479587391

Playdate for Panda • 9781479587414

Go to Bed, Goat • 9781684462322

Haircut for Lion • 9781684462346

Little Turtle Tries • 9781684462827

No Worries for Whale • 9781684462834

2 NEW TITLEs
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Board Books

a GErM’s JoUrNEY
Where did your cold germ come from? And 
ACHOO! Where is it going next? A germ’s journey is 
filled with snuffles, sniffles, and sneezes. Pack your 
bags, and get ready to follow it!

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍMake nonfiction fun for the littlest learners with this 
board book edition of one of our most timely titles

 ÍWritten by a doctor, this book is packed with 
reliable information

PICTUrE WINdoW Books

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 203 x 152  •  pages: 20

NEW A Germ's Journey • 9781666339383

NEW TITLE

NUrsErY rHYME Board Books
Sing along with Nursery Rhyme Board Books! With 
charming illustrations, traditional songs such as Old 
MacDonald and Wheels on the Bus come to life. 
Children will delight in these die-cut board books 
that are perfectly sized for little hands.

 sELLING PoINTs

 ÍDie-cut shaped board book that is the perfect size 
for little hands

 ÍEasy to read and sing along

 ÍTraditional rhyming song paired with colorful, 
charming illustrations, making it perfect for home 
and preschool settings

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 1–3  •  trim: 127 x 146  •  pages: 10

NEW The ABCs • 9781684464197

NEW The Muffin Man • 9781684464203

Old MacDonald Had a Farm • 9781474790857

Wheels on the Bus • 9781474790840

2 NEW TITLEs
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Board Books

HENrY HELPs
Studies have found that participating in household 
activities at a young age is the best predictor of 
future success. Henry Helps is a series about a sweet 
little boy who really wants to help out around the 
house. From sorting the washing to setting the table, 
his parents find routine and predictable activities 
that Henry can accomplish to feel helpful. Topped 
off with a touch of humour, these board books will 
soon become family favourites.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍBoard book format handy for toddlers and first 
readers

 Í teaches important PSHE values at a young age

 Ípromotes self-esteem and self-worth through 
contributing to daily family chores

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 2–4  •  trim: 178 x 178  •  pages: 20

Henry Helps with the Baby • 9781474798723

Henry Helps with the Washing • 9781474798747

Henry Helps with Dinner • 9781474798754

Henry Helps with the Dog • 9781474798730

MarVELoUs ME
An all-new board book of the bestselling title from 
the All About Me series, which can be found in 
paperback format in the backlist. Alex is special. 
Alex is unique. Alex is his own kind of superhero—
and so are you! Embrace what makes you YOU, 
and be proud of how marvelous you are with this 
encouraging board book.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍPerfect for celebrating #BlackBoyJoy

 ÍPromotes self esteem, confidence, and positive  
self image

 ÍBestselling picture book now available in a sturdy 
board book edition for the littlest readers

PICTUrE WINdoW Books

age level: 4–6  •  trim: 203 x 203  •  pages: 20

Marvelous Me • 9781666341744

New  
Board Book 

Format
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PICTUrE Books

BrIaN THE daNCING LIoN
Brian the Lion loves dancing, but lions are meant to 
be brave and strong and fierce. Nobody would think 
a dancing lion was brave or strong or fierce. But when 
Brian finds out about a big dancing competition, 
he decides it’s time to prove everyone wrong! Tom 
Tinn-Disbury tears apart any lingering notions of 
gender (and lion) stereotypes in this musical picture 
book, showcasing the importance of believing in 
yourself, trusting your friends, and dancing at every 
opportunity.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍA positive message of overcoming embarrassment 
and the importance of not bowing to gender-
based stereotypes

 ÍHighly appealing and relatable characters make 
this book a great choice for storytime or one-on-
one reading

 ÍAuthor-illustrator Tom Tinn-Dinsbury’s engaging 
illustration style is sure to appeal

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 4–8  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

NEW Brian the Dancing Lion • 9781684464241

NEW TITLE

THE HIkING VIkING
While the other Vikings love to holler and howl and 
battle and brawl, Leif prefers spending time by himself 
atop the beautiful fjord. But when it’s time for the 
Viking Games, everyone must participate. Will Leif 
let down his clan . . . or surprise them? Highlighting 
the value of nature and earthly wonders, best-selling 
author Laura Gehl teams up with illustrator Timothy 
Banks to remind readers to stay true to themselves 
and to look at things from a new perspective.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍMain theme of being who you are and loving 
yourself seamlessly and relatably ties into the SEL 
competency of self-awareness

 ÍShows how family traditions are important, but 
seeing things from a new perspective and being 
true to yourself is also important as times change

 ÍHighlights the importance and beauty of nature 
and earthly wonders in a clever way, lending itself 
to Earth Day promotions and curriculum tie-ins

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 4–8  •  trim: 224 x 279  •  pages: 32

NEW The Hiking Viking • 9781684464272

NEW TITLE
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PICTUrE Books

BEsT BUddIEs
Best Buddies introduces a boy-and-dog duo 
who are BEST FRIENDS and who do EVERYTHING 
together! So how will they manage being apart 
when the boy heads to school for the first time? Find 
out how a clever boy with Down’s syndrome and 
his loyal pet find the perfect way to feel close even 
when they can’t be together. A sweet, inspiring story 
that will ease concerns about the first day of school 
and other big changes for kids.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍPerfect for back-to-school or starting school for the 
first time

 ÍStars a boy with Down’s syndrome who comes up 
with a unique solution to solve a problem

 ÍFills a need for more stories featuring characters 
with disabilities

 ÍPet-centred story makes this book relatable to all 
readers

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 3–5  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

Best Buddies • 9781398223325

MY PET CLoUd
Max wants a pet, and a pet cloud seems way better 
than a cat, dog, or fish. A cloud is clean, quiet, and 
doesn’t shed. How hard could it be to take care of 
a puffy cloud? Author Amanda Rawson Hill subtly 
blends lessons on responsibility, problem solving, 
and friendship with lots of humor for a unique 
approach to the typical pet story. The added 
science element provides the perfect combination 
of learning and fun in a picture book illustrated by 
Laia Arriols.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍCombines social emotional learning and science

 ÍGreat lesson on responsibility, problem solving, and 
friendship

 ÍNew approach to pets, a well-loved subject matter

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 4–7  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

NEW My Pet Cloud • 9781684464258

NEW TITLE
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PICTUrE Books

MY sPECTaCULar sELF
Life can be challenging, and social and emotional skills 
play a huge role in learning how to cope with those 
challenges. The My Spectacular Self picture book series 
uses humorous and relatable stories to draw the reader 
in. Story-related SEL discussion questions are included to 
allow caregivers and educators the opportunity to help 
readers become more aware of themselves and others, 
helping each child become their most spectacular self!

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍSocial and Emotional Learning curriculum is being 
implemented more and more, particularly to combat 
the mental health crisis compounded by the pandemic

 ÍPicture books are one of the best ways to help 
children with social and emotional learning 
because they allow children to see things through 
other children’s eyes

PICTUrE WINdoW Books

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 224 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Hammock for Two • 9781663984876

NEW Heads Up! • 9781663984890

NEW Out-of-Control Rhino • 9781663984883

NEW Sometimes Cows Wear Polka Dots • 9781663984906

NEW sErIEs
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PICTUrE Books

GIFTs oF THE MaGPIE
A big-hearted bird, who loves to find things and loves 
to help, gets tripped up by homonyms and gets 
everything wrong! Will she ever get it right? Then the 
bird’s friends take a second look at the unwanted 
gifts and realize that, with a little creativity, the magpie 
gave them just what they needed. Scrap-illustrations 
provide a feast for the eyes, and silly word mix-ups 
tickle the funny bone, letting readers discover the 
delights of found objects and true friends.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍEncourages social emotional learning and 
resilience by turning a negative into a postive

 ÍDelightful introduction to honomyms - words that 
sound alike but have different meanings

 ÍSubtle celebration of re-using, recycling and 
making use of what you have

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 249 x 203  •  pages: 32

Gifts of the Magpie • 9781398213050

TaG aNd THE MaGIC sQUEakEr
Tag the dog can do all kinds of things with his 
squeaker ball—chew it, toss it, and especially squeak 
it. Then one day the squeaker comes to life! Tag is 
delighted, but the resident cat is suspicious. Where 
the cat sees a mystery, Tag sees only magic. Which 
one is right?

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍBy the creator of Gifts of the Magpie, which 
received a starred review from Kirkus

 ÍA joyful celebration about the magic of wonder 
and looking at the bright side—supports SEL 
competency Optimistic Thinking

 ÍRich backmatter that gives additional context 
includes scavenger hunt style questions for readers 
to identify the objects in the art, and questions to 
make readers think and brainstorm

 ÍHundley’s art provides a subtle environmental 
message—reuse and recycle to create art

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 5-8  •  trim: 249 x 203  •  pages: 32

NEW Tag and the Magic Squeaker • 9781684464265

NEW TITLE
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MINdFUL Mr sLoTH
Sasha has one speed - fast. She loves to do lots of 
things, all at once, as fast as possible. Mr Sloth has 
one speed - slow. He loves to do things one at a 
time, at a nice, easy pace. Can Mr Sloth’s mindful ways 
teach Sasha to slow down and enjoy life? Best-selling 
author Katy Hudson gently weaves a mindfulness 
theme into this unlikely friendship tale between an 
energetic girl and a sloth, encouraging children to 
stop, breathe and be present in every moment.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍNew characters from best-selling author Katy 
Hudson (Too Many Carrots and A Loud Winter’s Nap)

 ÍStory themes of mindfulness and friendship 
combine perfectly with PSHE topics of social 
awareness and relationship skills

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 3–7  •  trim: 203 x 254  •  pages: 32

Mindful Mr Sloth • 9781398216334

FEaTUrEd TITLE

The  
Latest Katy 

Hudson  
Book!

PICTUrE Books
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Too MaNY CarroTs
The bestselling picture book that Publisher’s Weekly 
calls “simultaneously sassy and sweet.” Rabbit loves 
carrots and that’s a big problem! In this phenomenal 
bestseller, Rabbit loves carrots a little too much. In 
fact, his carrots are crowding him out of his cozy 
burrow. When his friends offer to help, they’re just 
asking for trouble, a lot of trouble! This charming and 
lovingly illustrated children’s book, by acclaimed 
author Katy Hudson (A Loud Winter’s Nap and Bear 
and Duck), shows how friendships get us over the 
rough spots in life, even if the going gets a little 
bumpy. Too Many Carrots is the perfect springtime, 
Eastertime, and anytime gift.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍBeautiful picture book showcasing the value of 
friendship over material items

 ÍAdorable animal characters with tons of appeal 
including a rabbit, tortoise, bird, squirrel, and beaver

 ÍPerfect for Easter and Spring promotions

PICTUrE WINdoW Books

age level: 3–5  •  trim: 254 x 254  •  pages: 32

Too Many Carrots • 9781515830030

a LoUd WINTEr’s NaP
Every year Tortoise sleeps through winter. He assumes 
he isn’t missing much. However, his friends are 
determined to prove otherwise! Will Tortoise sleep 
through another winter, or will his friends convince 
him to stay awake and experience the frosty fun of 
winter? Best-selling author Katy Hudson’s charming 
picture book will have everyone excited for winter.

sELLING PoINTs

 Í themes of animals, hibernation, and winter

 ÍKaty Hudson is the best-selling author/illustrator of 
Too Many Carrots

 Íhumorous story with sweet ending

PICTUrE WINdoW Books

age level: 3–5  •  trim: 254 x 254  •  pages: 32

A Loud Winter's Nap • 9781479598519

PICTUrE Books
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PICTUrE Books

THE GoLdEN aCorN
Whoosh! Squirrel takes off at full speed through the 
autumn leaves. But slam on the breaks, because this 
year The Golden Nut Hunt race it is a team event. 
Squirrel reluctantly enlists his friends and is not 
impressed. Will Squirrel’s competitive spirit take over 
or will he learn how to be a team player? Best-selling 
author Katy Hudson (Too Many Carrots and A Loud 
Winter’s Nap) proves that winning isn’t everything 
in this energetic picture book about friendship, 
teamwork and forgiveness -- and those are things to 
go nuts about!

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍBy best-selling author Katy Hudson, author of Too 
Many Carrots and A Loud Winter’s Nap

 ÍSeasonal appeal for autumn promotions

 ÍGreat PSHE themes of acceptence, cooperation 
and teamwork

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 3–5  •  trim: 254 x 254  •  pages: 32

The Golden Acorn • 9781474778060

THE PErFECT BIrTHdaY rECIPE
Beaver’s friends are determined to make his birthday 
extra special this year! Tortoise, Bird, Rabbit and 
Squirrel insist on baking his birthday cake, but Beaver 
isn’t so sure. He is the ultimate perfectionist and 
would rather do it himself, following the recipe exactly. 
Will Beaver’s nitpicky ways ruin his birthday and his 
friendships? The Perfect Birthday Recipe is the fourth 
and final story in Katy Hudson’s best-selling collection 
of seasonal picture books, including Too Many Carrots, 
A Loud Winter’s Nap, and The Golden Acorn.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍWritten and illustrated by best-selling author Katy 
Hudson

 ÍGood seasonal appeal for spring promotions and/
or birthday promotions

 ÍCharming story-line prompts discussion of themes 
of trust and friendship

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 3–5  •  trim: 254 x 254  •  pages: 32

The Perfect Birthday Recipe • 9781474778077
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PICTUrE Books

do NoT TakE YoUr draGoN...
Have you ever thought about bringing your dragon 
to the library? What about on a school trip or out to 
dinner? Don’t do it! Author Julie Gassman’s popular 
Do Not Take Your Dragon… series uses rhyming text, 
relatable situations and a diverse cast of characters 
to show the importance of proper etiquette in a fun, 
entertaining way.

sELLING PoINTs

 Í Reading themed around common activities e.g. 
last day of school, school trip

 Í Fun read-aloud with opportunity for audience 
participation

 Í Energetic rhyming text which is fun to read aloud

 Í Colourful art with a diverse cast of characters and 
dragons

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 4-7  •  trim: 229 x 279  •  pages: 32

Do Not Let Your Dragon Spread Germs  •  
9781398207486

Do Not Bring Your Dragon to the Library  •  
9781474729048

Do Not Take Your Dragon to the Playground  •  
9781474761383

Do Not Take Your Dragon on a School Trip  •  
9781474787246

Do Not Take Your Dragon to the Last Day of School  •  
9781474793162
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PICTUrE Books

kNoW YoUr NUMBErs
Find the hidden numbers in these exciting counting 
books. Count in ones, twos, fives and tens!

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍFun introduction to counting for early learners

 ÍGreat for pre-schools and nurseries as well as for 
Reception and Year 1 classes

 ÍUses familiar topics such as animals and the body 
but also an exciting space theme to encourage 
imagination

PICTUrE WINdoW Books

age level: 4–8  •  trim: 275 x 229  •  pages: 24

Downhill Fun • 9781404810921

From the Garden • 9781404811164

On the Launch Pad • 9781404811195

One Big Building • 9781404811201

Eggs and Legs • 9781404811140

Lots of Ladybugs! • 9781404811188

Toasty Toes • 9781404819269
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PICTUrE Books

so YoU WaNT To BUILd a LIBrarY
There is no better place in the world than a library. 
Especially a library that kids create themselves! A 
million storeys high? Sure. Bathtubs? Absolutely. A full-
service sundae bar? Of course. Everything is possible 
in this library - just like in books! Author Lindsay 
Leslie puts the reader in charge as the architect of 
a fantastical library in this imaginative picture book 
celebrating libraries and the joys of reading.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍA celebration of libraries and the love of reading 
makes this book perfect for reading promotions

 ÍA diverse, inclusive mix of characters ensures 
representation and supports Raintree’s 
#ReadingIsForEveryone mission

 ÍPlayful, interactive text mixed with colourful, zany 
illustrations make this picture book a great read 
aloud for storytime

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 4–7  •  trim: 224 x 279  •  pages: 32

So You Want To Build a Library • 9781398235908

HELP WaNTEd, MUsT LoVE Books
Shailey loves bedtime, especially reading with her 
dad. But her dad starts a new job, and it gets in 
the way of their bedtime routine. So Shailey takes 
action! She fires her dad, posts a Help Wanted sign, 
and starts interviews immediately. She is thrilled 
when her favorite characters from fairytales line up 
to apply. But Sleeping Beauty can’t stay awake, the 
Gingerbread Man steals her book, and Snow White 
brings along her whole team. Shailey is running out 
of options. Is bedtime ruined forever?

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍAddresses the common struggle of a perfect 
bedtime routine for caregivers and children

 ÍFeatures a determined main character who feels 
empowered to take control and use her creativity 
to solve a problem

 ÍHighlights the father/daughter relationship in a 
positive way

 ÍOpens kids’ imaginations by incorporating fairy tale 
characters into everyday situations

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 4–7  •  trim: 254 x 203  •  pages: 32

Help Wanted, Must Love Books • 9781684460755
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PICTUrE Books

PaCHo NaCHo
Mama and Papa could not agree on a name for their 
first baby, and everyone in the family had an opinion. 
That’s how the name Pacho-Nacho-Nico-Tico-Melo-
Felo-Kiko-Rico came to be, and Pacho’s parents insisted 
that everyone use his full name. But when Pacho finds 
himself in trouble, his younger brother, Juan, must 
quickly find help, which isn’t easy when you have to keep 
saying Pacho-Nacho-Nico-Tico-Melo-Felo-Kiko-Rico. 
Author Silvia Lopez highlights family values, community 
connections, and brotherly love in this interactive, 
energetic, and silly picture book. Pacho Nacho is based 
on an old Japanese folktale and includes Spanish words 
and phrases and multicultural settings.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍShowcases extended family values, community 
connections, and brotherly love

 Í Introduces some simple Spanish words and 
multicultural settings, filling the need for 
multicultural books

 ÍRhyming, plot repetitions, and the sprinkling of 
Spanish words make this read-aloud perfect for 
audience interaction and participation

 ÍHits common core themes of second-language 
learning and classic folktales

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 4–7  •  trim: 203 x 254  •  pages: 32

Pacho Nacho • 9781684460984

doNUT WorrY
Poor Donut is feeling anxious. School is about to 
start again, and Donut can’t stop all sorts of worries 
from filling her round donut head. She’s tired of her 
friends and family saying, “Don’t worry!” As if it’s that 
easy! Can her new friend, Cookie, help her find ways 
to manage her anxiety?

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍA light-hearted approach aids parents and 
teachers trying to help kids cope with anxiety

 ÍCoping methods are entwined with a witty story 
about anxiety... and donuts!

 ÍPerfect way for parents to talk about the start of 
the school year with their kids and for teachers to 
address social-emotional learning in a fun way

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 4–8  •  trim: 249 x 203  •  pages: 32

Donut Worry • 9781398213036
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PICTUrE Books

FIrsT daY oF UNICorN sCHooL
Milly is incredibly excited to go to Unicorn School, a 
school that accepts only the best and the brightest. 
There’s only one problem: she isn’t a unicorn! She’s a 
donkey in a party hat. Milly first feels uncomfortable but 
eventually learns that she and the others at the school 
have more in common than it might have seemed.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍUnicorns continue to be an extraordinarily popular 
mythical creature, and this perfect readaloud for 
back-to-school makes unicorns part of the fun

 ÍAuthor Jess Hernandez has created a delightful tale 
sure to please fans of unicorns and those who feel 
they don’t fit in

 ÍHumorous word play and matching illustrations 
make this picture book an animal lover’s delight

 ÍThis picture book makes social-emotional learning 
relatable and fun

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 4–8  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

First Day of Unicorn School • 9781398213029

LET IT GroW
A young boy has a pumpkin seed. A very small 
pumpkin seed. A very small but special pumpkin 
seed. And what will become of this very small but 
special seed? He’ll only find out if he lets it grow… 
and grow… and grow! Because sometimes the 
smallest things can lead to the biggest adventures! 
In a world full of immediacy and instant gratification, 
author Mary Ann Fraser plants the seed of patience 
in her playful picture book about the life cycle of a 
giant pumpkin and the rewards of letting it grow.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍStory mixes themes of patience and independence 
with responsible decision-making

 ÍCreative way to introduce the life cycle of a 
pumpkin that supports curriculum for early learners 
and ties into autumn promotions/activities

 Í Interactive, energetic text makes this a great 
storytime read-aloud

 ÍShowcases an intergenerational relationship 
between a boy and his grandfather

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 4–7  •  trim: 254 x 254  •  pages: 32

Let It Grow • 9781398226036
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PICTUrE Books

PaTrICk’s PoLka-doT TIGHTs
Patrick’s tights are smooth and stretchy, purple and 
polka-dotty, and absolutely perfect for pretend play. 
But Patrick’s tights aren’t his at all. They belong to 
his sister, Penelope, who does NOT deserve them. 
Author Kristen McCurry proves that a pair of tights 
and a little imagination can provide endless fun in 
this charming picture book about a boy’s creativity.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍA sweet, humorous picture book that stresses 
creativity and gender neutrality

 ÍThe story has a strong theme of imaginative play, 
which is critical for a child’s mental, social and 
emotional development

 ÍThe understated story focuses on letting kids be 
who they are and like what they like, and readers 
will enjoy the realistic sibling relationship that is 
portrayed between Patrick and Penelope

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 4–7  •  trim: 249 x 203  •  pages: 32

Patrick's Polka-Dot Tights • 9781398213043

MY sIsTEr, daIsY
Daisy’s older brother is thrilled when he gets a baby 
brother. They are best buddies who do everything 
together. But then, his younger brother realizes she 
is a girl and wants to be called Daisy. Daisy’s brother 
must adjust to the change - including what it means 
for him and their sibling relationship. A moving, 
lyrical picture book based on a true story, <i>My 
Sister, Daisy</i> handles a sensitive subject with 
warmth and love.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍTrue story of a family whose second child disclosed 
that she is transgender

 ÍSocial-emotional learning about LBGTQIA

 ÍAuthor is parent of a transgender child

 Í#OwnVoices illustrator gives authentic 
representation to transgender characters

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

My Sister, Daisy • 9781398223417
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PICTUrE Books

BEars MakE THE BEsT…
All the students in the class are assigned reading 
buddies, except for Adelaide. She already has one, 
a bear! And Adelaide is quite persuasive as she 
explains to her language arts teacher, Mrs. Fitz-Pea, 
and the reader, that bears really do make the best 
reading buddies: they sniff out good books and their 
claws are just right for turning pages. And the bear 
looks rather friendly (and studious) in these crayon-
bright, contemporary illustrations, making this is 
must-read picture book for story time!

sELLING PoINTs

 Íperfect fit for story time, theme of accpetance and 
persusian, contemporary illustrations

PICTUrE WINdoW Books

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 229 x 279  •  pages: 32

Bears Make the Best Reading Buddies • 
9781479591817

Bears Make the Best Maths Buddies • 9781474787222

Bears Make the Best Writing Buddies • 9781684460816

Bears Make the Best Science Buddies • 
9781684460830
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PICTUrE Books

a PLaCE For PLUTo
Pluto got the shock of his life when he was kicked 
out of the famous nine. His planet status was 
stripped away, leaving him lost and confused. Poor 
Pluto! On his quest to find a place where he belongs, 
he talks to comets, asteroids, and meteoroids. He 
doesn’t fit it anywhere! But when Pluto is about 
to give up, he runs into a dwarf planet and finally 
finds his place in the solar system. This feel-good 
picture book combines a popular science topic 
with character education themes of self discovery, 
acceptance, and friendship. It has bonus material in 
the back matter to support curriculum.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍA fresh approach to a common science theme - 
mixes science with Character Ed

 ÍNonfiction back matter connects the narrative story 
to the curriculum

 Í  Addresses the need for books on acceptance and 
self-awareness

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 235 x 260  •  pages: 32

A Place for Pluto • 9781684460045

THE VErY LasT LEaF
Lance Cottonwood is the best and brightest of the 
leaves, but even the top students on the tree have 
worries. Can Lance conquer his fear of falling and 
just let go when the time comes for his final exam, 
or will he let his worries take over? In this funny and 
encouraging picture book, best-selling author Stef 
Wade (A Place for Pluto) tells an engaging story and 
deftly addresses social and emotional struggles many 
kids encounter each day...feeling anxious, wanting to 
be perfect, facing fears, etc. These themes combined 
with illustrator Jennifer Davison’s delightful characters 
and rich autumnal colors make The Very Last Leaf a 
perfect book for the start of a new school year, the 
arrival of autumn, or any period of transition in life.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍA new story from the author of A Place for Pluto, a 
best-selling picture book

 ÍThe engaging and accessible storyline hits on 
important social/emotional themes involving 
anxiety, perfectionism, and facing fears

 ÍThe story also features a science hook related to 
the seasons and cycles of nature

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 235 x 260  •  pages: 32

The Very Last Leaf • 9781684461042
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a dIFFErENT PoNd
A 2018 Caldecott Honor Book that Kirkus Reviews calls 
“a must-read for our times,” A Different Pond is an 
unforgettable story about a simple event - a long-ago 
fishing trip. Graphic novelist Thi Bui and acclaimed 
poet Bao Phi deliver a powerful, honest glimpse into 
a relationship between father and son - and between 
cultures, old and new. As a young boy, Bao and his 
father awoke early, hours before his father’s long work 
day began, to fish on the shores of a small pond in 
a Western city. Unlike many other anglers, Bao and 
his father fished for food, not recreation. A successful 
catch meant a fed family. Between hope-filled casts, 
Bao’s father told him about a different pond in their 
homeland of Vietnam. Thi Bui’s striking, evocative art 
paired with Phi’s expertly crafted prose has earned 
this powerful picture books six starred reviews and 
numerous awards.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍWinner of numerous awards in the US, including 
the Caldecott Honor, Ezra Jack Keats New Writer 
Honor and New Illustrator Honor, and the Charlotte 
Zolotow Award 

 ÍAuthentic memoir from Bao Phi, acclaimed poet 
and political activist Gorgeous illustrations by Thi 
Bui, creator of the critically acclaimed graphic 
novel, The Best We Could Do: An Illustrated Memoir 
(Abrams Comic Arts, 2017) 

 ÍPowerful storytelling: Details Phi’s childhood 
immigrant experience through a simple story about 
fishing Unique

 ÍCelebrates family history and the sacrifices that 
families make for each other

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 229 x 279  •  pages: 32

A Different Pond • 9781474791144

CALDECOTT 
WINNER
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MY FooTPrINTs
Every child feels different in some way, but Thuy feels 
“double different.” She is Vietnamese American and she 
has two moms. Thuy walks home one winter afternoon, 
angry and lonely after a bully’s taunts. Then a bird 
catches her attention and sets Thuy on an imaginary 
exploration. What if she could fly away like a bird? What if 
she could sprint like a deer, or roar like a bear? Mimicking 
the footprints of each creature in the snow, she makes 
her way home to the arms of her moms. Together, the 
three of them imagine beautiful and powerful creatures 
who always have courage - just like Thuy.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍA second picture book by Bao Phi, author of the 
Caldecott-honor-winning A Different Pond

 ÍThemes address a story about finding inner 
courage and strength and rising above bullies

 ÍA celebration of an LGBTQ family and embracing 
differences

 ÍOwn voices author and illustrator

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 5–9  •   
trim: 229 x 279  •  pages: 32

My Footprints • 9781684460007

HELLo, MaNdarIN dUCk!
Twins Hue and Hoa are excited for the May Day 
parade! While waiting at the park for the parade to 
begin, they spot a little duck who seems new to the 
neighborhood—and looks confused by the crowd 
and commotion. How can the twins help the duck get 
to the pond? Many friends from the neighborhood 
stop to say hello and offer suggestions. Teamwork, 
collective brainstorming, and the duck’s own 
inspiration finally help it reach its new home—with an 
entire community welcoming it with a parade!

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍBao Phi’s debut picture book, A Different Pond, won 
many awards, including a Caldecott Honor, an Asian/
Pacific American Award for Literature, a Charlotte 
Zolotow Award, Ezra Jack Keats New Writer Honor, 
and others. His subsequent release, My Footprints, 
also earned many accolades and rave reviews.

 ÍOwn voices story touching on real-life worries about 
harsh immigration policies and a desire for refugee 
and immigrant children to feel safe and welcome

 ÍShows a diverse group of kids working together to 
solve a problem through trial and error

 Í Includes author’s note and photos about the 
inspiration for the story, the beloved parade in 
Minneapolis’ Powderhorn Park

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 5-9  •  trim: 224 x 279  •  pages: 32

Hello, Mandarin Duck! • 9781684462568

As  
featured in  

the New York  
Times
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CaTkWoNdo
Kitten wants to a break a board, and she wants to 
do it now. But Tae Kwon Do is not easy. Kitten must 
focus. She must practice. And above all, she must be 
patient. Will Kitten’s determination and dedication 
pay off when it’s finally time to break a board? 
Author Lisl Detlefsen delivers a turbo-charged story 
filled with action, fun, and encouragement. Korean 
phrases are intermixed throughout Catkwondo, and 
the Tae Kwon Do Oath and a Tae Kwon Do glossary 
complete this energetic picture book.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍEncapsulates the qualities of respect, discipline, and 
mindfulness that encompass Tae Kwon Do

 Í Includes: Korean phrases in the text, a glossary of 
Tae Kwon Do terms, and the Tae Kwon Do Oath

 ÍThemes of discipline, determination, perseverance, 
and patience are shown in encouraging and 
relatable scenarios in the story

 ÍReaders will appreciate and relate to the main 
character’s journey of trying and failing – before 
ultimately succeeding – at a new activity

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 203 x 254  •  pages: 32

Catkwondo • 9781684461004

sELFIE
Click! Click! Click! Sylvie the Squirrel is obsessed 
with selfies. However, as she’s clicking away, Sylvie 
is missing out on the fun right in front of her. When 
her friends save her from a scary situation, Sylvie 
realizes what’s really important and it’s not taking 
selfies. Social media starts at an early age, and debut 
author/illustrator Sandy Horsley brings that issue 
to the forefront in this timely picture book. Selfies 
are fun, but nothing is more fun than being a good 
friend and living in the moment.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍTrendy social media topic that fills a gap in 
marketplace for this age level

 ÍSocial/emotional themes of friendship, being 
a good friend, and remembering what is really 
important

 ÍDebut author/illustrator Sandy Horsley

 ÍThe detrimental effect of excessive social media 
use on children’s mental health has been widely 
reported. Selfie encourages children to be preent 
in the moment and to use social media sparingly

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 203 x 254  •  pages: 32

Selfie • 9781684461455
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soarING IN sTYLE
Long before Amelia Earhart became a superstar, 
she was a girl who longed to touch the stars. But the 
dresses women had to wear at the time made those 
dreams seem almost impossible. Amelia didn’t let 
that stop her. As a young aviator breaking records 
and expectations, she learned to fly her plane with 
flair. Later, she dared to create a trendsetting fashion 
line for active women like herself. Soaring in Style 
tells the groundbreaking story of how Amelia Earhart 
defied expectations in the air and on the ground to 
become America’s first celebrity fashion designer.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍA historical story about a little-known aspect of a 
feminist American icon

 Í Inspires kids—especially girls—to be fearless and go 
after what they want, including in male-dominated 
fields

 ÍPerfect for integration into STEAM curriculums

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 8–10  •  trim: 224 x 279  •  pages: 32

NEW Soaring in Style • 9781684464289

NEW TITLE

JUBILEE
Lis Hartel became paralyzed after contracting polio 
in 1944. Her dreams of riding horses and competing in 
the sport of dressage were shattered. After months in 
the hospital, doctors told her she’d never ride again. Lis 
tried anyway. How do you stay on a horse without using 
your legs? How do you give the subtle cues needed in 
dressage with limited mobility? With hard work—and 
an unlikely horse named Jubilee. After years of training 
together and creating a new way of communicating, 
Lis and Jubilee danced into the competition ring, 
and eventually all the way to the Olympics. Lis Hartel 
became the first woman with a disability to compete in 
the Olympics, and the first woman to stand beside men 
on the Olympic winner’s podium for equestrian sports.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍFirst picture book on the market about this heroic 
horse and rider who overcame great odds

 ÍEmpowering story about facing adversity and 
achieving with disability, in the spirit of Railway Jack 
and Karl’s New Beak

 ÍOffers young readers a hero who represents many 
groups: women, athletes with disabilities, horse lovers

 ÍAuthor KT Johnston has established a niche in 
telling incredible stories about humans and their 
animals, touching on friendship, determination, and 
therapy and healing

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 8–12  •  trim: 224 x 279  •  pages: 32

NEW Jubilee • 9781684462551

NEW TITLE
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raILWaY JaCk
Jim was a South African railway inspector in the late 
1800s who lost his legs in an accident while at work. 
Unable to perform all his tasks with his disability but 
desperate to keep his job, Jim discovered a brilliant 
solution, a baboon named Jack. Jim trained Jack to 
help him both at home and at the depot. But when 
the railway authorities and the public discovered 
a monkey on the job, Jack and Jim had to work 
together to convince everyone that they made a 
great team. This inspiring true story celebrates the 
history of service animals and a devoted friendship.

sELLING PoINTs

 Í A fascinating look at the inner workings of railway 
depots in the 1800s

 Í Content-rich narrative nonfiction for upper 
elementary readers

 Í Inspiring story of problem-solving and living with 
a disability

 Í Lots of backmatter with photos and additional info 
on the story, the history of service animals, and 
baboons

 Í Strong industry sales for books about service 
animals (e.g., Tuesday Tucks Me In and Rescue and 
Jessica)

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 8–12  •  trim: 229 x 279  •  pages: 40

Railway Jack • 9781684460885

THE BraVE CYCLIsT
Once a skinny and weak child, Italian Gino Bartali 
rose to become a Tour de France champion and 
one of cycling’s greatest stars. But all that seemed 
unimportant when his country came under the grip 
of a brutal dictator and entered World War II on the 
side of Nazi Germany. Bartali might have appeared 
a mere bystander to the harassment and hatred 
directed toward Italy’s Jewish people, but secretly he 
accepted a role in a dangerous plan to help them. 
Putting his own life at risk, Bartali used his speed 
and endurance on a bike to deliver documents that 
Jewish people needed to help them escape harm. 
His inspiring story reveals how one person could 
make a difference against violence and prejudice 
during the time of the Holocaust.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍGino Bartali’s life provides an inspiring story that 
merges sports and wartime heroics

 ÍBartali’s little-known acts of heroism reveal how 
one person could make a difference against 
fascism and anti-Semitism

 ÍPersonal stories help young readers empathise with 
those who lived under the rule of brutal dictators

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 9–12  •  trim: 279 x 229  •  pages: 40

The Brave Cyclist • 9781474787260
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PaNdo
Pando is an inspiring tribute to a grove of quaking 
Aspen trees in Utah in the United States which are 
connected by their roots to form one of the world’s 
oldest and largest living things. Author Kate Allen Fox 
engages readers’ senses to help convey the vastness 
of Pando, the challenges it faces, and how we all 
can be part of the solution. With lyrical poetry, Fox 
summarizes the science, action and compassion 
needed to save this wonder of nature.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍA true environmental story told in lyrical non-fiction

 ÍEngages young people in finding solutions to 
ecological problems

 ÍA leading Pando expert, Dr Paul Rogers, was 
consulted in the development of the text

 ÍBack matter text and photos provide additional 
information

raINTrEE PUBLIsHErs

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

Pando • 9781398223424

BrIGHT drEaMs
Young Nikola Tesla got a shock when he rubbed 
his cat’s fur. That small spark lit his imagination 
forever. Covering his early years to his eventual 
success in the world of electricity, Bright Dreams 
showcases Tesla’s incredible journey of discovery 
and perseverance. Author-illustrator Tracy Dockray 
conveys Tesla’s busy and imaginative world with 
collage-style artwork and informative sidebars.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍModels real-world design, invention, and innovation 
through real-life experience of one of the most 
famous inventors

 ÍVisually stunning design and layered collage-style 
illustrations convey imagination and scientific 
discovery

 ÍSidebars filled with additional facts and scientific 
explanations further illuminate the concept of 
electricity

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 254 x 203  •  pages: 32

Bright Dreams • 9781684461417
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VoLCaNo
Lava shoots in the air, then bubbles down mountains, 
flattening, burning and boiling everything in its path. 
The destructive forces of volcanoes are terrifying 
and well-known. But what about their other forces? 
Volcanoes can spur new growth of plants and trees. 
In the water, they create an environment where coral 
reefs and sea life can thrive. In fact, the meeting of 
volcanic fire and ocean water gave way to life on 
Earth. Award-winning children’s science author Mary 
M. Cerullo brings her excellent research and signature 
storytelling style to the dynamic subject of volcanoes. 
Stitching together science, history and mythology, 
Cerullo explores these explosive wonders of nature 
and reveals the secrets they’ve been keeping since 
the beginning of the world.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍHigh-interest subject matter that also ties well into 
geography and science curricula

 ÍThis title brings together the science, history, and 
cultural elements of volcanoes and reveals the 
compelling fact that volcanic activity helped foster 
the very first life on Earth

 ÍOn average there are 50-70 volcanic eruptions 
each year - kids will be hearing about them in the 
news on a regular basis;

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 8–12  •  trim: 224 x 279  •  pages: 48

Volcano • 9781398236110
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dIsCoVEr GraPHICs: FaIrY TaLEs
Princesses, spells, and witches in the woods—now 
in graphic novels! New readers can feel confident 
reading graphic novels—just like the big kids—with 
Discover Graphics, a series of graphic novels just for 
them. With reading levels no higher than first grade, 
even brand-new readers are supported by familiar 
stories and visual storytelling. And older, more 
confident readers will appreciate the beautiful art 
and diverse characters in these retellings.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍGraphic novels are hot—kids love reading them, but 
there aren’t many available for truly new readers

 ÍFits ELA curricula for grades K-2 and supports visual 
literacy and learning

 ÍDiverse casts of characters help all readers to see 
themselves in classic stories;

PICTUrE WINdoW Books

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 148 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Goldilocks and the Three Bears • 9781663909022

NEW Jack and the Beanstalk • 9781663909060

NEW Rumpelstiltskin • 9781663909107

NEW Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs • 9781663909145

NEW The Princess and the Pea • 9781663914125

NEW The Three Little Pigs • 9781663914132

Rapunzel • 9781515871187

Beauty and the Beast • 9781515871170

Cinderella • 9781515871163

Hansel and Gretel • 9781515871200

Red Riding Hood • 9781515871217

Sleeping Beauty • 9781515871194

6 NEW TITLEs
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dIsCoVEr GraPHICs:  
MYTHICaL CrEaTUrEs
Adventure is anywhere you look! Stories featuring 
popular mythical creatures—trolls, unicorns, giants, 
fairies, mermaids, and dragons—encourage young 
readers to read and imagine. Stories full of simple, 
easy-to-follow paneling paired with colorful illustrations 
and fun, age-appropriate storylines will give beginning 
readers the ideal introduction to graphic novels.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍPerfect introduction to graphic novels for the 
youngest readers, featuring easy-to-follow panels and 
“How to Read a Graphic Novel instructional pages

 ÍShort sentences, leveled reading, sight words, glossary 
terms, and supporting illustrations aid budding readers

 ÍSupports ELA curricula for grades K-2, including 
application of reading strategies, vocabulary skills 
and word analyses, and using language arts to 
acquire, assess, and communicate information

 ÍGraphic novels are on trend and are useful tools for 
teaching and supporting visual literacy

PICTUrE WINdoW Books

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 148 x 229  •  pages: 32

Even Fairies Bake Mistakes • 9781515882022

Frankie and the Dragon • 9781515882015

Mermaid Midfielders • 9781515882046

Quest for the Unicorn’s Horn • 9781515882060

The Troll Under Puzzlefoot Bridge • 9781515882053

Trevor, the Very Best Giant • 9781515882039
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THE sUPEr adVENTUrEs  
oF oLLIE aNd BEa
Join Ollie and Bea in this charming, funny, and cute 
series about the joys of making friends and having fun. 
Infused with social and emotional learning themes 
and silly puns, these low-level graphic novels are 
perfect for young readers who love to learn and laugh.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍSimple sequential paneling and limited text load 
develops visual literacy and storytelling prediction 
abilities in early readers

 ÍThe social and emotional learning (SEL) storylines 
enable parents and educators to teach positive 
character traits and skills in a way that developing 
readers will enjoy

 ÍUse of clever puns and turns of phrase entertain 
and strengthen young readers’ language 
comprehension

 ÍWritten and illustrated by Renee Treml, author 
of Ten Little Owls, One Very Tired Wombat, and 
Sherlock Bones and the Natural History Mystery

PICTUrE WINdoW Books

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 148 x 229  •  pages: 64

NEW Bats What Friends Are For • 9781666331059

NEW It's Owl Good • 9781666330847

NEW Squeals on Wheels • 9781666330915

NEW Wise-Quackers • 9781666330984

NEW sErIEs

Far oUT CLassIC sTorIEs
Timeless tales get a wildly fun update in Far Out 
Classic Stories! Continuing the success of the popular 
Far Out Fairy Tales series, these action-packed 
graphic novels retell famous literature with a modern 
twist that’ll hook young readers. Follow along as 
Alice joins the wacky secret agents of Wonderland. 
Discover what happens when Peter Pan is a flying 
mummy. . . and more! Bonus back matter extras also 
introduce children to the original story. Experience 
age-old favorites like never before with this playful 
series of full-color comic books for kids.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍClassic stories reworked with a fun, modern twist 
that even the most reluctant readers will love

 ÍEducational back matter—including info on the 
original tale, a guide to the Far Out twists, and visual 
comprehension questions—will engage students

 ÍBestselling graphic novel format supports visual 
learners and eases reading anxiety

sToNE arCH Books

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 254  •  pages: 40

NEW A Prehistoric Journey to the Center of the 
Earth • 9781666329117

NEW Frank 'N Stain • 9781666330366

NEW The Juggle Book • 9781666330205

NEW War of the Worlds Unicorns vs Mermaids • 
9781666330281

NEW sErIEs
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Far oUT FaBLEs
Dive into wild storybook adventures with Far Out 
Fables! Classic fables get a playful update in this 
imaginative full-color graphic novel series. Each 
retelling offers a fresh, modern spin while retaining the 
spirit and themes of the original story. Readers can 
learn more about the traditional tale with a telling of 
the classic fable and a guide to the far out tale’s twists 
included in each book. Experience favorite fables like 
never before in these exciting comic books for kids!

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍSpin-off of the popular Far Out Fairy Tales series!

 ÍExtras, including a telling of the original tale, a guide to 
the Far Out twists, and visual comprehension questions, 
critically engage students with the graphic novel format

 ÍFresh takes on classic fables provide Fun, modern 
twists that will draw in the most reluctant readers

sToNE arCH Books

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 254  •  pages: 40

NEW Little Red Hen, Video Star • 9781515882206

NEW The Grasshopper and the Ant at the End of 
the World • 9781515882190

The Boy Who Cried Vampire • 9781496554215

The Lion and the Mouse and the Invaders 
from Zurg • 9781496554222

The Robo-battle of Mega Tortoise vs Hazard 
Hare • 9781496554208

The Ugly Dino Hatchling • 9781496554192

Chicken Little Saves the Moon Base • 9781515882176

Punk Rock Mouse and Country Mouse • 9781515882213

The Goose that Laid the Rotten Egg • 9781515882183

The Wolf in Unicorn's Clothing • 9781515882220

2 NEW TITLEs
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Far oUT FaIrY TaLEs
What do you get when classic fairy tales are twisted 
around, turned inside out, and reworked for the graphic 
novel format? Far Out Fairy Tales! Discover what Snow 
White would be like if she were raised by robots. Find out 
how Cinderella’s story plays out when she walks the path 
of the ninja. Chase down the Big Bad Wolf with the help 
of a super-powered Red Riding Hood... and more! Each 
retelling stays true to the spirit of the original while adding 
a modern spin, and a guide to the far-out twists and 
other bonus material allow young readers to learn more 
about the traditional story. Experience favorite fairy tales 
like never before with this innovative series of full-color 
comic books for kids and live AWESOMELY ever after.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍGraphic novel appeal will make these a popular 
pick for self-selected reading

 ÍEducational back matter—including info on the 
original tale, a guide to the Far Out twists, and visual 
comprehension questions—will engage students

 ÍShort sentences and engaging visual format reduce 
reading anxiety in struggling readers

sToNE arCH Books

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 178 x 254  •  pages: 40

Ninja-rella • 9781434296474

Red Riding Hood, Superhero • 9781434296504

Snow White and the Seven Robots • 9781434296481

Super Billy Goats Gruff • 9781434296498

Hansel & Gretel & Zombies • 9781496525093

Jak and the Magic Nano-beans • 9781496525109

Goldilocks and the Three Vampires • 9781496537836

Sleeping Beauty, Magic Master • 9781496537843

Beauty and the Dreaded Sea Beast • 9781496583932

Private Eye Princess and the Emerald Pea • 
9781496583949

Rapunzel vs Frankenstein • 9781496583956

Thumbelina, Wrestling Champ • 9781496583963

The Dragon and the Swordmaker • 9781496596857

The Ghost Emperor's New Clothes • 9781496596864

The Ginger-Red Caterpillar • 9781496596833

The Little Werewolf • 9781496596840

Doctor Pied Piper and the Alien Invasion • 9781663910752

Puss in Magical Motocross Boots • 9781663910677

Runway Rumpelstiltskin • 9781663910714

The Three Little Flying Pigs • 9781663910790
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JakE MaddoX GraPHIC NoVELs
Fan-favorite Jake Maddox is going for the win—by 
combining exciting sports stories with the dynamic 
graphic novel format. These fast-paced tales of 
sportsmanship, teamwork, and overcoming adversity 
come to life in full-color comics.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍContinuation of the popular and best-selling Jake 
Maddox Graphic Novels series

 ÍHigh-energy sports stories combined with action-
packed comics are perfect for struggling readers

 ÍDiverse teen protagonists appeal to a broad range 
of readers

 ÍConnects comics to the curriculum with included 
visual literacy discussion questions and writing prompts

sToNE arCH Books

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 152 x 229  •  pages: 72

NEW Fast-Pitch Feud • 9781663959157

NEW Trick-Shot Triumph • 9781663959133

NEW Video Game Victors • 9781663959140

NEW WCMX Daredevil • 9781663959164

Comeback Catcher • 9781496537003

Daydream Receiver • 9781496537027

Double Scribble • 9781496537010

Soccer Switch • 9781496536990

Faceoff Fall Out • 9781496560438

Half-Pipe Panic • 9781496560445

Gear Hero • 9781496560452

Strange Boarders • 9781496560469

Basketball Camp Champ • 9781496583758

In the Red Zone • 9781496583765

Running Overload • 9781496583772

Soccer Superstar • 9781496583789

A Taste for Victory • 9781496597144

Catch Soccer's Beat • 9781496597120

Dance Team Double Trouble • 9781496597137

Home Ice Rivals • 9781496597106

Home Plate Heist • 9781515882312

Running Wild • 9781515882329

Skateboard Summer • 9781515882336

Swim Team Trouble • 9781515882343

4 NEW TITLEs
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MaX aXIoM aNd THE  
soCIETY oF sUPEr sCIENTIsTs
Join Max Axiom and the Society of Super Scientists 
as they use their superpowers and super-smarts 
to investigate today’s most urgent environmental 
and scientific issues. Through the dynamic graphic 
novel format, these accessible introductions break 
down complex topics into exciting, fact-filled STEM 
adventures. With Max and his team leading the way, 
young readers will learn about current challenges 
facing the world and discover actions to solve them.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍA new series of nonfiction graphic novels featuring 
perennial favorite Max Axiom, whose comics have 
sold more than 1 million copies combined

 ÍUpdated character and series design will attract 
new readers, while librarians will find the same 
accessible, high-quality science content they know 
and love from Max Axiom

 ÍExplores timely environmental issues with an 
emphasis on how to address them, so kids can feel 
empowered to make a difference

CaPsToNE PrEss

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Animal Extinction Emergency • 9781663907431

NEW Ocean Plastics Problem • 9781663907516

NEW Polar Ice Meltdown • 9781663907479

NEW Rain Forest Destruction • 9781663907554

NEW Climate Change on the Brink • 9781663959171

NEW Food Scarcity and Hunger • 9781663959188

NEW Global Water Crisis • 9781663959195

NEW Superbugs and Pandemics • 9781663959201

NEW sErIEs

sTEM adVENTUrEs
Join super scientist Max Axiom as he explores the very 
workings of amazing technology we see and use every 
day. From cell phones to space travel and robots to 
drones, science and engineering content central to 
the STEM Initiative comes alive in full color graphic 
novel format. Max’s adventures make it all fun!

sELLING PoINTs

 Í Includes more than 35 science and engineering 
experiments, activities, and projects hosted by 
super scientist Max Axiom

 ÍTopics include chemical reactions, forces and 
motion, mechanical engineering, and structural 
engineering

 ÍFull-color, comic book-style introduction to each 
section featuring Max Axiom

 ÍPhoto-illustrated instructions of each project’s steps

 Í Includes callout definitions, a glossary, a Read More 
section, internet sites to explore, and an index

CaPsToNE PrEss

age level: 8–14  •  trim: 178 x 229  •  pages: 32

The Amazing Story of Cell Phone Technology • 
9781476534572

The Amazing Story of Space Travel • 9781476534565

The Amazing Story of the Combustion Engine • 
9781476534596

The Terrific Tale of Television Technology • 
9781476534589

The Dynamic World of Drones • 9781515773962

The Remarkable World of Robots • 9781515773979
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GraPHIC NoVELs

Mr. kaZarIaN, aLIEN LIBrarIaN
Four quirky kids, one extraterrestrial cat, and the 
world’s best librarian team up to keep a secret of 
intergalactic proportions: Mr. Kazarian (the world’s 
best librarian) also happens to be an alien. His 
important research mission to study the peculiar 
behavior of young humans is at stake. Trips to space, 
actual nonfiction science lessons, and mysteries 
keep this team (and readers!) on their toes as they 
protect Mr. K’s identity and give him lots more 
human hijinx to observe during their adventures!

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍSteve Foxe is the author of more than 20 children’s 
books and comics for properties including 
Pokemon, Transformers, Adventure Time, DC Super 
Friends, and Grumpy Cat

 Í illustrator Gary Boller’s quirky comics style is perfect 
for a wacky alien and his misfit students

 Ía Magic School Bus style adventure that mixes 
plenty of science with a lot of humor and hijinx

 Í the science/space elements help drive the 
adventure and infuse the story with solid nonfiction 
content

sToNE arCH Books

age level: 8–10  •  trim: 152 x 229  •  pages: 64

Mr Kazarian, Alien Librarian • 9781496593412

The Black Hole Bandits • 9781496583673

The Asteroid Excursion • 9781496583680

sCarY GraPHICs
Craving chills and thrills? Reach for SCARY GRAPHICS, 
graphic novels with a serious creep factor! Each 
standalone scare features easy-to-read text and 
eerie, full-color art that combine to thoroughly freak 
out kids. But grown-ups have nothing to fear: these 
terrors have been tamed to be just right for young 
readers. The strangest and spookiest stories await . . .

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍKids love scary stories! These tales are creepy 
enough to hook kids while safe enough for adults 
to feel comfortable recommending

 ÍGraphic novels build visual literacy and stamina 
among all types of readers

 ÍPerfect pleasure reading pick for even the most 
reluctant readers

sToNE arCH Books

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 178 x 254  •  pages: 40

Beach Nightmare • 9781496597960

My Slime Is Alive! • 9781496597984

The Haunted High-Tops • 9781496597977

What's in the Woods? • 9781496597991

Best Friends Until the End • 9781663911605

Hide-and-Creep • 9781663911728

Home Sweet Haunting • 9781663911643

Night of the Undead Frogs • 9781663911681

Road Trip Terror • 9781663911766

The Deadliest Race • 9781663911803
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GraPHIC NoVELs

sToNE arCH GraPHIC NoVELs
A complete collection of stories from Graphic Sparks 
most popular characters, including Princess Candy, 
The Incredible Rockhead, Zinc Alloy, and Monster and 
Me. Comic-book-style artwork and full-length stories 
add to the appeal of these fun, funny graphic novels 
for kids. Four complete adventures in each book are 
sure to keep readers turning the pages.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍFour complete stories in each book

 ÍThese graphic novels are full-length collections just 
right for elementary school students

 ÍFull-color funny graphic novels for fans of Dog Man 
and Smile

sToNE arCH Books

age level: 8–12  •  trim: 152 x 229  •  pages: 144

Monster and Me • 9781496593191

Princess Candy • 9781496593207

The Incredible Rockhead • 9781496593214

Zinc Alloy • 9781496593221

BILLY JoHNsoN aNd  
HIs dUCk arE EXPLorErs
An all-ages, adventure-comedy graphic novel, Billy 
Johnson and His Duck Are Explorers has it all: humor, peril, 
and out-of-this-world archaeological adventures (oh, 
and ducks!). Billy Johnson, the son of two world-famous 
explorers (who mysteriously disappeared eight years ago) 
has big dreams. The teenager may be a part-time janitor 
now, but exploring is in his blood. He just needs one 
big discovery to prove to the Explorers League that he’s 
worthy of the rank of Ace Explorer. Luckily, Billy has an ally 
in his best friend, Barrace. Not only is Barrace a college 
professor of linguistics, but he’s also a duck! Together, 
these boon companions brave hidden jungle kingdoms, 
haunted tombs, deadly deserts, and treacherous 
mythological trials to uncover the mysteries of the world. 
But will they discover that the biggest mystery of all may 
be following them every step of the way?

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍAn all-ages, adventure-comedy full-color graphic novel

 ÍModern-day Tintin chock-full of humor, peril, and 
globe-trotting, archaeological, out-of-this-world 
adventures (oh, and ducks)

 ÍFans of Mighty Jack, HiLo, and The Cardboard Kingdom 
will be desperately searching for the next installment

 ÍWritten and illustrated by debut author-illustrator 
Mathew New, a graduate of the Center for Cartoon 
Studies

CaPsToNE EdITIoNs

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 152 x 229  •  pages: 144

Billy Johnson and His Duck Are Explorers • 
9781684461509
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THE GaMEr
When 13-year-old Tyler Morant sits down to play a video 
game, it’s not just for harmless fun. He is battling the 
world’s most dangerous cyber-criminal. As the Gamer, 
it is up to him to conquer the deadly obstacles and evil 
villains that lurk in the darkest corners of the gaming 
world. If he fails, the digital darkness will escape into 
reality. Readers will be drawn to the high-stake action of 
The Gamer, a page-turning chapter book series.

sELLING PoINTs

 ÍAlthough they produce goosebumps, the tales are 
still age appropriate

 ÍDesigned to capture the same type of reader who 
loved the bestselling and highly popular series 
Library of Doom and Igor’s Lab of Fear

 ÍVideo game-like illustrations and design, along with 
low word counts, attract struggling and reluctant 
readers

sToNE arCH Books

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 122 x 178  •  pages: 40

NEW Currency Control • 9781666330441

NEW Digital Terror • 9781666330502

NEW Monster Master • 9781666330564

NEW Racing Ransom • 9781666329254

NEW sErIEs

FICTIoN
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Fiction

cAMiLA tHE StAR
Camila Maria Flores Ortiz was born to be a star. At least 
that’s what her plan is! But she knows that becoming 
famous won’t happen all by itself. It’s going to take 
a lot of hard work. Every adventure brings Camila 
one step closer to her dreams! New readers will love 
following along on Camila’s path to stardom in this 
early chapter book series by own-voices author Alicia 
Salazar.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍFrom the publisher that brought you Katie Woo and 
Yasmin comes an #ownvoices series featuring a 
young Latina girl

 ÍA fun, contemporary main character with an 
aspiration many young readers will relate to—to 
become a star

 ÍFeatures social-emotional learning themes around 
determination and resilience

PictURE WinDoW BooKS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 152 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Camila the Dancing Star • 9781663958693

NEW Camila the Gaming Star • 9781663958723

NEW Camila the Singing Star • 9781663958709

NEW Camila the Talent Show Star • 9781663958716

Camila the Baking Star • 9781515882091

Camila the Record-Breaking Star • 
9781515882121

Camila the Stage Star • 9781515882107

Camila the Video Star • 9781515882114

4 nEW titLES
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Fiction

SADiQ
From author Siman Nuurali comes fun-loving third 
grader Sadiq and his lively Somali American family. 
Sadiq has many interests, from soccer to video games 
to cooking (and eating!) samosas. But he’s also curious 
about new things! In each book, Sadiq shares a hobby 
with friends, brainstorms with buddies to solve problems, 
or gives something new a try. A natural connector and 
friend to all, Sadiq invites readers in on the fun!

SELLinG PointS

 ÍSomali-origin main character written by an 
#ownvoices author

 ÍFocus on friendship, making connections with class-
mates and neighbourhood kids, and trying new things

 ÍHighlights a vibrant and diverse community and offers 
important representation of a supportive Somali family

PictURE WinDoW BooKS

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 135 x 191  •  pages: 64

NEW Sadiq and the Clean Water Crew • 9781666330724

NEW Sadiq and the Community Garden • 9781666330786

NEW Sadiq and the Big Election • 9781398235472

NEW Sadiq and the Gamers • 9781398235502

Sadiq and the Desert Star • 9781474772068

Sadiq and the Fun Run • 9781474772105

Sadiq and the Green Thumbs • 9781474772075

Sadiq and the Pet Problem • 9781474772099

Sadiq and the Explorers • 9781398204652

Sadiq and the Ramadan Gift • 9781398204676

Sadiq and the Bridge Builders • 9781398204645

Sadiq and the Perfect Play • 9781398204669

4 nEW titLES

2020 Great 
Books Guide 
-Booktrust
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Fiction

GiRLS SURViVE
Experience history’s most fearsome events—from 
the bombing of Pearl Harbor to the sinking of 
Titanic—through the eyes of young heroines who 
are at the heart of the survival action. Part historical 
fiction, part adventure story, Girls Survive shows how 
girls fought for their survival during times of both 
tragedy and triumph, drawing readers in with strong 
characters and gripping action.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍHistory made personal by experiencing it through a 
fictional character

 ÍSurvival stories are perennial favorites

 ÍFocus of female main characters allows girls to see 
themselves (and boys to see girls) as integral parts 
of history

StonE ARcH BooKS

age level: 8–12  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 112

NEW Audrey Under the Big Top • 9781666330625

NEW Lena and the Burning of Greenwood • 
9781666329445

Alice on the Island • 9781496580122

Ann Fights for Freedom • 9781496580139

Emmi in the City • 9781496580115

Noelle at Sea • 9781496580108

Carrie and the Great Storm • 9781496584472

Charlotte Spies for Justice • 9781496584465

Lucy Fights the Flames • 9781496584489

Ruth and the Night of Broken Glass • 9781496584496

Daisy and the Deadly Flu • 9781496592156

Lily and the Great Quake • 9781496592170

Mary and the Trail of Tears • 9781496592163

Sarah Journeys West • 9781496592187

Leah Braves the Flood • 9781496599094

Maribel Versus the Volcano • 9781496599124

Rebecca Rides for Freedom • 9781496599100

Tara and the Towering Wave • 9781496599117

Constance and the Dangerous Crossing • 
9781515883340

Hettie and the London Blitz • 9781515883333

Maria and the Plague • 9781515883326

Molly and the Twin Towers • 9781515883357

2 nEW titLES
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Fiction

iGoR’S LAB oF FEAR -  
EXPRESS EDitionS
Welcome to Professor Igor’s lab. Take a look at the 
unsettling specimens he keeps here and find out 
how he came to have them. Each one is a clue to a 
spooky story with a chilling twist. From living shark 
fossils to creepy arcade games, these thrilling tales 
are sure to send shivers down your spine!

SELLinG PointS

 ÍHeart-stopping adventures that will tempt the most 
reluctant of readers

 ÍGripping action adventures with dramatic 
illustrations bring the narrative to life

RAintREE PUBLiSHERS

age level: 8-14  •  trim: 127 x 178  •  pages: 32

NEW A Jar of Eyeballs - Express Edition • 9781398229228

NEW Blood Shark! - Express Edition • 9781398229242

NEW Brain Invaders - Express Edition • 9781398229259

NEW Electric Claw - Express Edition • 9781398229266

NEW Lost Skeleton - Express Edition • 9781398229273

NEW Maze Monster - Express Edition • 9781398229280

NEW Ooze Is It? - Express Edition • 9781398229297

NEW Werewolf Skin - Express Edition • 9781398229303

nEW SERiES
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Fiction

ScHooL BUS oF HoRRoRS - 
EXPRESS EDition
From dawn to dusk, the School Bus of Horrors 
rumbles along city streets and down country roads, 
searching for more passengers. Beware! Step aboard 
and experience the ride of your life, or the last ride 
you’ll ever take! This addictively creepy series will 
keep young readers on the edge of their seats 
until the final stop. These special Express editions 
have reduced level text of ATOS 2.0 or lower. With 
atmospheric illustrations and gripping text, they are 
sure to engross even the most reluctant of readers.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍAddictively scary stories for young and developing 
readers

 ÍFamiliar setting for children adds to the ultra-
creepy aspect of the stories

 ÍHi-lo text with an ATOS level of 2.0 or below is 
perfect for engaging struggling or reluctant readers

RAintREE PUBLiSHERS

age level: 8–14  •  trim: 127 x 178  •  pages: 32

NEW Auto Body Parts • 9781398236851

NEW Crush Hour • 9781398236868

NEW Dead End • 9781398236875

NEW Destruction Zone • 9781398236882

NEW Friday Night Headlights • 9781398236899

NEW Night Shift • 9781398236905

NEW Ooze Control • 9781398236912

NEW Shocks!• 9781398236929

NEW The Squeals on the Bus • 9781398236936

NEW Under the Bonnet • 9781398236943

nEW SERiES
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Fiction

SEcREtS oF tHE LiBRARY oF DooM
The Librarian has long worked in the shadows to 
guard the Library of Doom and its collection of 
deadly books. But now bestselling author Michael 
Dahl brings the hero’s adventures into the light with 
Secrets of the Library of Doom! Young readers will 
uncover new thrills and new mysteries in this chapter 
book series where the powerful Librarian is always 
prepared to save the day from the world’s most 
peculiar monsters and sinister book-hungry villains.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍWith more than 3 million books sold, bestselling author 
Michael Dahl is an expert on what kids love to read

 ÍAlthough they produce goosebumps, these tales 
are still age appropriate

 ÍLibrary of Doom books are often the first books that 
reluctant readers enjoy, and time after time spur 
them on to additional authors and reading

StonE ARcH BooKS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 127 x 178  •  pages: 40

NEW Monster in the Margins • 9781666329957

NEW Shifting Shelves • 9781666329315

NEW The Haunted Handwriting • 9781666329810

Dead Letters • 9781496597236

Don't Read This! • 9781496597212

Invisible Ink • 9781496597205

Raiders of the Lost Archives • 9781496597199

The Eraser Strikes Back • 9781496597229

The Index Insects • 9781496597243

Crushing Covers • 9781515882510

The Beast that Borrowed • 9781515882480

The Book that Ate Me • 9781515882497

The Bottomless Book • 9781515882503

The Ghost Riddle • 9781515882473

The Ghoul in the Glossary • 9781515882527

Doom School • 9781663912039

It Came from a Comic • 9781663912077

Library Wing Warriors • 9781663912114

Little Bookshop of Horrors • 9781663912152

The Grim Reader • 9781663912190

The Puzzler's Riddles • 9781663912237

3 nEW titLES
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Fiction

KAtiE Woo’S nEiGHBoRHooD
Katie Woo loves her community. But it’s not just 
the parks, stores, and services that make the 
neighborhood great—it’s the all of the people who 
build the community and make it work. With every 
new neighbor Katie meets, she’s inspired to find new 
ways to be an awesome neighbor herself!

SELLinG PointS

 ÍFeatures characters from the fan-favorite world of 
Katie Woo

 ÍPopular shorter early chapter book format builds 
confidence in developing readers

 ÍMore than 1 million copies sold in the Katie Woo series!

PictURE WinDoW BooKS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 148 x 229  •  pages: 32

Firefighter Kayla • 9781515882404

Mr Patel Builds • 9781515882398

Nurse Kenji Rules! • 9781515882428

Super-Duper Librarian • 9781515882411

Friends in the Mail • 9781515845584

Helping Mayor Patty • 9781515845560

Stocking Up for the Storm • 9781515845553

Super Paramedic! • 9781515845577

Good Morning, Farmer Carmen! • 9781515858751

Katie's Vet Loves Pets • 9781515858768

Open Wide, Katie! • 9781515858744

The Best Baker • 9781515858737

KAtiE Woo AnD  
PEDRo MYStERiES
Katie Woo and her pal Pedro are teaming up to solve 
simple puzzles together in the early chapter book 
series Katie and Pedro Mysteries. By investigating the 
problem and collecting clues, the sleuthing friends 
don’t stop until the mysteries are solved! After each 
case is closed, readers will review the investigation, 
hypothesis, and resolution of the mystery, earning a 
basic understanding of the mystery genre.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍFrom the author of the bestselling series Katie 
Woo and Pedro comes a new early chapter book 
mystery series!

 ÍBest friends Katie Woo and Pedro pair up again to 
solve mysteries

 ÍSimple mysteries offer young readers a perfect 
introduction to the genre

PictURE WinDoW BooKS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 152 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW The Birthday Party Mystery • 9781666332285

NEW The Mystery of the Snow Puppy • 
9781666332100

NEW The Mystery of the Stinky Spooky Night • 
9781666332223

NEW The Rainbow Mystery • 9781666332162

nEW SERiES
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Fiction

PEDRo
From the creator of Katie Woo, Fran Manushkin, 
comes a series about Katie’s pal Pedro. Join Pedro 
and his friends as he enjoys adventures at school, 
on the soccer field, and at home with his sometimes 
pesky, younger brother Paco! Easy-to-read stories, 
with helpful features, like a glossary and discussion 
questions, build confidence in young readers.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍSpinoff series from Fran Manushkin’s popular Katie 
Woo series

 ÍReaders will relate to Pedro’s interests, experiences, 
and happy-go-lucky personality

 ÍThree-chapter structure builds confidence, as 
beginning readers are excited to be reading a 
chapter book

PictURE WinDoW BooKS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 148 x 229  •  pages: 32

Pedro for President • 9781515800910

Pedro Goes Buggy • 9781515800897

Pedro's Big Goal • 9781515800903

Pedro's Mystery Club • 9781515800880

Pedro and the Shark • 9781515808756

Pirate Pedro • 9781515808749

Pedro the Ninja • 9781515819066

Pedro's Tricky Tower • 9781515819059

On Top of the World • 9781515828280

Pedro's Big Break • 9781515828273

Pedro's Monster • 9781515828266

The Big Stink • 9781515828259

Pedro Goes Wild! • 9781515845638

Pedro Keeps His Cool • 9781515845645

Pedro Goes to Mars • 9781515873150

The Best Pet? • 9781515873167

Pedro and the Dragon • 9781663921840

Pedro Is Rich • 9781663921857
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KiDS’ SPoRtS StoRiES
New readers will cheer for this series of fictional sports 
stories made just for them. From the soccer field to 
the gymnastics floor, these early chapter books focus 
on learning skills, having fun, and making friends.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍShort sentences, text-illustration match, and 
frequent sight words support new readers

 ÍSports stories for young athletes focusing on 
personal strengths and teamwork, not competition

 ÍStories demonstrate social-emotional learning 
(SEL) skills

PictURE WinDoW BooKS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 148 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Cheer Champs • 9781666332032

NEW Lacrosse Field Blunders • 9781666331264

NEW Ski Team Struggle • 9781666331967

NEW Softball Setback • 9781666331752

NEW Tennis Team Tension • 9781666331899

NEW Wrestling Winners • 9781666331820

Cheers for Gymnastics • 9781515858775

Look Out, T-Ball! • 9781515858805

Soccer Dreams • 9781515858799

Tae Kwon Do Test • 9781515858782

Aim High • 9781515872849

Basketball Buddies • 9781515872832

Hockey Hero • 9781515872863

Ready, Set, Swim! • 9781515872856

Baseball Battle • 9781515883524

Field Day Rules! • 9781515883548

Flag Football Friends • 9781515883555

Keep Dancing • 9781515883531

BMX Blast • 9781663921246

Figure Skating Fears • 9781663921253

Free Throw Contest • 9781663921215

Futsal Teamwork • 9781663921451

Horse Show Switch • 9781663921284

Skateboarding Pals • 9781663921345

6 nEW titLES
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JAKE MADDoX ADVEntURE
Jake Maddox leaves the field for these extreme 
outdoor adventures! From glacial kayaking in Alaska 
to diving coral reefs to hiking the Appalachian trail, 
the kids in these stories have to work hard and push 
the boundaries in order to achieve their goals.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍOver 2 million books sold in the Jake Maddox series

 ÍSports stories with a strong social emotional 
learning elment by emphasising teamwork, 
integrity, and making an effort

 ÍDesigned to appeal to both boys and girls

StonE ARcH BooKS

age level: 8–12  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 72

River Race • 9781515882305

Rocky Mountain Disaster • 9781515882282

Storm on the Sea • 9781515882299

Terror in the Caverns • 9781515882275

Danger on the Reef • 9781496592064

Extreme Ice Adventure • 9781496592057

Obstacle Challenge • 9781496592040

Trail Trouble • 9781496592033

JAKE MADDoX JV MYStERiES
In the all new Jake Maddox JV Mysteries, thrilling 
sports combine with whodunit suspense to create 
truly unique stories. Young readers can follow along as 
characters discover the evidence that helps unravel 
mysteries around suspicious equipment failures, 
malfunctioning scoreboards, stolen trophies, and 
much more. With plenty of exciting sports action and 
mysterious clues, these stories are sure to keep both 
sports fans and amateur sleuths turning the page!

SELLinG PointS

 Í Introduces sports fans to genre fiction by blending 
intense sports action with compelling mystery stories

 Í Incredibly popular Jake Maddox books have sold 
more than 3 million copies!

 ÍEngaging, fast-paced, and at-level text helps build 
confidence for readers in Grades 4-6

StonE ARcH BooKS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 96

NEW Cross-Country Conspiracy • 9781663911117

NEW Football Foul Play • 9781663911155

NEW Full-Court Mess • 9781663911070

NEW Gymnastics Payback • 9781663911193

NEW Cheer Fears • 9781663975140

NEW Off Base • 9781663974976

NEW Soccer Suspicions • 9781663975171

NEW Track and Field Trick • 9781663975195

nEW SERiES
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JAKE MADDoX 
SPoRtS StoRiES
These best-selling sports stories by 
Jake Maddox are a hit! Pumped-
up, easy-to-read stories with an 
emphasis on speed, skill, and fair 
play. The boys in these books face 
obstacles on the court, the field, 
the ice, or the half-pipe, and meet 
mental and social challenges as 
well. Readers discover that an 
athlete’s inner game, persistence, 
and courage are just as important 
as a steady hand or a chance for 
a goal.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍBest-selling sports fiction Jake 
Maddox series will draw in 
reluctant and struggling readers

 ÍGood for teaching plot and 
character development

 ÍFeatures problem/solution 
sequence of events

 ÍDiscussion questions and writing 
prompts encourage students to 
engage and think critically

StonE ARcH BooKS

age level: 8–11  •   
trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 72

BMX Bully • 9781598890594

Face-Off • 9781598890631

Free Throw • 9781598890600

Mr Strike Out • 9781598890617

On the Line • 9781598890624

Skate Park Challenge • 
9781598890648

Go-Kart Rush • 9781598893205

Paintball Blast • 9781598893229

Speedway Switch • 9781598893212

Board Rebel • 9781598893199

Motocross Double-Cross • 
9781598898453

Slam Dunk Shoes • 9781598898422

Soccer Shootout • 9781598898446

Backup Goalie • 9781434204677

Batter Up! • 9781434204653

Paintball Invasion • 9781434204660

Quarterback Sneak • 9781434204646

Free Climb • 9781434207845

Kart Crash • 9781434207777

Lacrosse Attack • 9781434207760

Legend of the Lure • 
9781434207838

Takedown • 9781434207746

The Hunter's Code • 9781434207821

Blizzard! • 9781434212061

Diving Off the Edge • 9781434212054

Gridiron Bully • 9781434212016

Hoop Hotshot • 9781434212023

Karate Countdown • 9781434212009

Shark Attack! • 9781434212108

Volcano! • 9781434212085

Disc Golf Drive • 9781434215994

Pit Crew Crunch • 9781434216007

Pitcher Pressure • 9781434215963

Race Car Rival • 9781434216014

Speed Camp • 9781434216021

Geocache Surprise • 9781434226006

Mountain Bike Hero • 9781434225368

Whitewater Courage • 
9781434225306

Cowboy Up • 9781434229892

Hockey Meltdown • 9781434229908

Skateboard Struggle • 
9781434229878

Cycling Champion • 9781434232908

Gold Medal Swim • 9781434232885

Track and Field Takedown • 
9781434232878

Behind the Plate • 9781434240101

Home-Field Football • 
9781434240088

Point Guard Prank • 9781434240095

Striker Assist • 9781434240118

Beach Bully • 9781434259738

Board Battle • 9781434259752

Kart Competition • 9781434259769

Paintball Problems • 9781434259745

Caught Stealing • 9781496504937

Hoop Hustle • 9781496504944

Soccer Shake-Up • 9781496504951

Touchdown Triumph • 
9781496504920

Lacrosse Laser • 9781496530516

Second Shot • 9781496530523

Doubles Trouble • 9781496549570

Punter's Pride • 9781496549563

Rodeo Challenge • 9781496558657

Secondhand Slice • 9781496558640

Blue Line Breakaway • 9781496563170

Pick and Roll • 9781496563187

Diamond Double Play • 
9781496583291

Undercover BMX • 9781496583307

Lacrosse Legend • 9781496597045

Soccer Sensation • 9781496597038

Backfield Blow • 9781663911278

Fast-Break Friends • 9781663911230
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JAKE MADDoX  
GiRL SPoRtS StoRiES
Get in the game with best-selling sports stories by 
Jake Maddox! These easy-to-read books feature 
contemporary, true-to-life plots that emphasize 
persistence, fair play, and showing true strength on 
and off the court. Whether it’s facing obstacles on 
the field, the stage, the ice, or the half-pipe, these 
determined female athletes are up for the challenge. 
Girls will identify with the characters’ struggles and 
triumphs in these fast-paced, exciting novels.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍBest-selling sports fiction Jake Maddox series will 
draw in reluctant and struggling readers

 ÍGood for teaching plot and character development

 ÍFeatures problem/solution sequence of events

 ÍDiscussion questions and writing prompts 
encourage students to engage and think critically

StonE ARcH BooKS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 72

Cheer Challenge • 9781434204684

Full Court Dreams • 9781434204691

Jump Serve • 9781434204707

Storm Surfer • 9781434204714

Running Rivals • 9781434207784

Soccer Spirit • 9781434207807

Stolen Bases • 9781434207791

Tennis Trouble • 9781434207814

Back on the Beam • 9781434212115

Horseback Hopes • 9781434212146

Over the Net • 9781434212139

Skater's Secret • 9781434212122

Ballet Bullies • 9781434216045

Field Hockey Firsts • 9781434216069

Half-Pipe Prize • 9781434216076

Hoop Doctor • 9781434216052

Cheer Captain • 9781434225511

Double-Axel Doubt • 9781434224996

Drive to the Hoop • 9781434225009

Victory Vault • 9781434224989

Gymnastics Jitters • 9781434232939

Horseback Hurdles • 9781434232946

Soccer Surprise • 9781434232915

Volleyball Dreams • 9781434232922

Dance Team Dilemma • 9781434240149

Rebound Time • 9781434240132

Running Scared • 9781434240156

Skating Showdown • 9781434240125

Cheer Choice • 9781434241436

Dancing Solo • 9781434241429

Soccer Show-Off • 9781434241443

Softball Surprise • 9781434241412

Pool Panic • 9781496526182

Volleyball Victory • 9781496526199

Longboard Letdown • 9781496549723

Squad Struggles • 9781496549716

Cowgirl Grit • 9781496558473

Ice Rink Rookie • 9781496558480

Digging Deep • 9781496563569

Striker's Sister • 9781496563552

Balance Beam Boss • 9781496583253

Softball Switch-Up • 9781496583246

Karate Rebels • 9781496597090

Nothing but Net • 9781496597069

Ice Clash • 9781663910837

Snowboarding Surprise • 9781663910875
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JAKE MADDoX JV
Jake Maddox is back and this time, he’s playing 
for keeps. These longer sports stories take the 
best-selling Jake Maddox series to the next level 
with characters who will face tougher challenges, 
harder opponents, and be forced to work even 
harder to win. With the same engaging backmatter 
as traditional Jake Maddox titles, sports-lovers are 
guaranteed to snap up these exciting additions to 
the well-known brand.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍAppeals to fans of the original Jake Maddox series. 
This series is Jake Maddox taken to the next level—
has slightly higher reading and interest levels and 
protagonists face tougher challenges and opponents

 ÍSports subject provides high interest level while 
engaging text and short chapters allow struggling 
readers a chance to practice reading

 ÍEasy-to-read, simple plot, with the reluctant reader 
in mind. “More About” section encourages readers to 
find out more about the sports they are interested in 
and glossary helps strengthen vocabulary

StonE ARcH BooKS

age level: 9–12  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 96

Bad-Luck Basketball • 9781434291561

Gridiron Showdown • 9781434291554

Outfield Outcast • 9781434291530

Second-Chance Soccer • 9781434291547

Heavyweight Takedown • 9781434296382

Slap-Shot Slump • 9781434296351

Snowboard Hero • 9781434296368

Swimming the Distance • 9781434296375

BMX Bravery • 9781496526304

Skateboard Idol • 9781496526311

Paintball Boss • 9781496539823

Snowboard Struggle • 9781496539809

Soccer Stand-off • 9781496539830

Tae Kwon Do Clash • 9781496539816

Block and Rock • 9781496549426

Free Throw Fail • 9781496549419

Home Safe Home • 9781496559319

Soccer Sabotage • 9781496559326

Rookie Runner • 9781496563323

Touchdown Turmoil • 9781496563316

Climbing Strong • 9781496575241

Kart Rival • 9781496575234

Snowboard Sham • 9781496584625

Swim or Sink • 9781496584632

Hockey Camp Hustle • 9781496596994

Home Court • 9781496597007

Football Fraud • 9781515882367

Lucky Soccer Save • 9781515882374

Quarterback Dreams • 9781663910912

Taking It to the Mat • 9781663910950
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JAKE MADDoX JV GiRLS
Jake Maddox is back and this time, he’s playing for 
keeps. These longer sports stories take the best-selling 
Jake Maddox series to the next level with characters 
who will face tougher challenges, harder opponents, 
and be forced to work even harder to win. With 
the same engaging backmatter as traditional Jake 
Maddox titles, sports-lovers are guaranteed to snap 
up these exciting additions to the well-known brand.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍAppeals to fans of the original Jake Maddox 
series. This series is Jake Maddox taken to the next 
level—has slightly higher reading and interest levels 
and protagonists face tougher challenges and 
opponents

 ÍSports subject provides high interest level while 
engaging text and short chapters allow struggling 
readers a chance to practice reading

 ÍEasy-to-read, simple plot, with the reluctant 
reader in mind. “More About” section encourages 
readers to find out more about the sports they 
are interested in and glossary helps strengthen 
vocabulary

StonE ARcH BooKS

age level: 9–12  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 96

Basketball Breakdown • 9781496531667

Dance Team Drama • 9781496536747

Power Play • 9781496536730

Soccer Step-Up • 9781496536754

Back Row Dynamo • 9781496549266

Spinning Away • 9781496549273

Aerials and Envy • 9781496559142

Catching Confidence • 9781496559159

Beyond Basketball • 9781496563439

Cheer Team Trouble • 9781496563446

Back on Track • 9781496575364

Soccer Struggle • 9781496575357

Courage on Ice • 9781496584700

Out of Step • 9781496584694

Gymnastics Comeback • 9781496597021

Volleyball Ace • 9781496597014

Point Guard Pride • 9781515882350

Tennis Triumph • 9781515882381

Drill Team Determination • 9781663910998

Hoops and Hopes • 9781663911032
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AZALEAH LAnE
Eight-year-old Azaleah Lane has an amazing life. 
She lives with her mom (a chef), her dad (a lawyer), 
and two sisters. Being the middle child isn’t always 
easy, but Azaleah is never bored or lonely. Between 
life at home, adventures at her family’s restaurant, 
and busy days at school, there are always problems 
and mysteries for Azaleah to solve. Full of style, 
charm, and spunk, this series is a must-read for 
adventurous young readers everywhere.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍA new at-level chapter book for young readers that 
will appeal to fan of Capstone’s Kylie Jean series

 Í#OwnVoices author Nikki Shannon Smith brings 
authentic experiences to this mystery series 
featuring an African American main character

 ÍFull color spot illustrations throughout help engage 
young readers

PictURE WinDoW BooKS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 112

The Amazing Life of Azaleah Lane • 9781515844723

The Dramatic Life of Azaleah Lane • 9781515844655

The Scrumptious Life of Azaleah Lane • 
9781515844662

The Scientific Life of Azaleah Lane • 9781515844679

EMMA EVERY DAY
Emma Carter loves swimming, writing, and biking. 
She also loves her pet goldfish and tacos. In general, 
Emma loves her life. Emma is deaf and uses a 
cochlear implant to help her hear. She uses sign 
language as well. Every day is a new chance to 
have fun, and Emma Carter tries to do just that by 
conquering daily challenges with a positive attitude 
and non-stop determination.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍA new #OwnVoices early chapter book series 
featuring a deaf protagonist

 Í Includes information about sign language

 ÍPerfect for new readers

RAintREE PUBLiSHERS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 148 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Party Problems • 9781398205789

NEW Tap Dance Troubles • 9781398205796

NEW Crazy for Apples • 9781398205765

NEW Going on a School Trip • 9781398205772

NEW A Trip to Grandma's • 9781398233782

NEW Friendship Goals • 9781398233768

NEW Roller Skating Worries • 9781398233720

NEW The Lemonade Stand • 9781398233744

FEAtURED SERiES
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Boo BooKS
A scary (but not too scary) series for young readers. 
Boo Books put familiar monsters in familiar settings 
to creep out a rotating cast of characters. With short 
chapters, easy-to-read text, and enhanced back 
matter, Boo Books deliver just-right frights (without 
the sleepless nights) for the earliest readers.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍPerfectly scary chapter books for early readers

 ÍShort chapters and easy-to-read texts keep young 
readers coming back for more

 ÍEnhanced back matter includes a glossary of terms, 
author and illustrator bios, and “scare silly” jokes

PictURE WinDoW BooKS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 148 x 229  •  pages: 32

Campfire Vampire • 9781515844853

Night of the Digging Dog • 9781515844846

Scare Ball • 9781515844877

The Haunted Backpack • 9781515844860

Witch's Stew • 9781515844822

Clowns from Outer Space • 9781515871095

Game Over • 9781515871071

Slime Time! • 9781515871088

Swamp Creature Teacher • 9781515871101

Beware the Bookworm • 9781663908957

Dark Water Magic • 9781663912404

Donut Danger • 9781663908797

Library Alive! • 9781663908872

School Spirit • 9781663908919

Tail of Terror • 9781663908834
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MR. GRiZLEY’S cLASS
Mr. Grizley is teacher to a class full of fun, smart, 
students! With Mr. Grizley’s quiet, kind guidance, 
these kids love to work, play, and learn together. 
Each story in this early chapter book series focuses 
on a different classmate and is especially designed 
to build social emotional learning skills, complete 
with a related activity at the end of each story. Read 
along to hang out with the best class around—Mr. 
Grizley’s Class!

SELLinG PointS

 ÍActivity in backmatter is directly related to the story, 
reinforces SEL themes, and extends the fun

 ÍPopulated with diverse characters to help all kids 
see themselves in books

 ÍFiction is key to building social and emotional skills 
by allowing a child to simulate social experience 
and practice empathy

PictURE WinDoW BooKS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 148 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Cecilia's Fundraiser • 9781663920966

NEW Emily's Big Shot • 9781663920997

NEW Mordecai's Magic • 9781663920973

NEW Shaw's Solo • 9781663920980

FEAtURED SERiES

MY FURRY FoStER FAMiLY
Eight-year-old Kaita Takano has one dog, a miniature 
dachshund named Ollie. But there’s never just one 
animal in the Takano house. Kaita and her family 
foster animals rescued by a local animal rescue 
group. They bring them to medical appointments, 
teach them manners and tricks, and help the animals 
find new homes. Kaita loves animals, but sometimes 
the zoo in her house gets out of control! It can be 
hard to say goodbye when the animals find forever 
homes, but Kaita is happy for them and excited to 
welcome a new foster animal to her family.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍWill appeal to all kids who love animals; Similar 
to Capstone’s fan-favorite chapter-book series 
ADVENTURES AT HOUND HOTEL

 ÍFocuses on character-building activities of 
caregiving, resilience, and sacrifice

 ÍMain character is a young Japanese-American girl, 
filling the urgent need for more inclusive chapter 
books in the market and allowing more readers to 
see themselves in the stories

PictURE WinDoW BooKS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 72

Kingston the Great Dane • 9781515870920

Murray the Ferret • 9781515870913

Roo the Rabbit • 9781515870937

Tiki the Cockatoo • 9781515870906

Buttons the Kitten • 9781515845621

Apple and Annie, the Hamster Duo • 9781474784955

Toby the Dog • 9781474785051

Betty the Bearded Dragon • 9781474785037
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AStRiD AnD APoLLo
Meet Astrid and Apollo, curious, bright, and fun-loving 
eight-year-olds. With their Hmong American family, 
the twins try new things such as camping, fishing, and 
soccer. Showcasing a warm sibling relationship, as 
well as themes of exploration and tradition, Astrid and 
Apollo will delight young readers.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍFirst chapter books to feature Hmong American 
protagonists

 ÍDebut author V.T. Bidania is a rising star as a Loft 
Literary Center Mirrors and Windows fellow

 ÍTwin sibling relationship is delightful, honest, and warm

 ÍTwins are a high-interest topic and this series fills 
that market need

PictURE WinDoW BooKS

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 129 x 191  •  pages: 64

Astrid and Apollo and the Fishing Flop • 9781515861232

Astrid and Apollo and the Happy New Year • 
9781515861256

Astrid and Apollo and the Soccer Celebration • 
9781515861249

Astrid and Apollo and the Starry Campout • 
9781515861225

Astrid and Apollo and the Magic Pepper • 9781515882077

Astrid and Apollo and the Puppy Surprise • 
9781515882084

Astrid and Apollo in Concert • 9781663908711

Astrid and Apollo, Tae Kwon Do Champs • 
9781663908759

FARAH RocKS
Meet Farah Hajjar! Her last name means “Rocks” in 
Arabic, and so she’s known to her friends as Farah 
Rocks. Farah takes on tough parts of being a kid with a 
rock-hard will, including bullying, academic pressure, 
caring for a sibling with special needs, and friendship 
troubles. Readers of all backgrounds will identify with 
her hard work, sense of wonder, search for confidence, 
and all the mistake-making along the way.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍFits a need for more diverse children’s literature—
there are very few books with Arab-American main 
characters

 Í#ownvoices author Susan Muaddi Darraj lends 
authenticity to the characters and culture

 ÍAddresses bullying and learning challenges in a 
realistic manner

 ÍPre-publication buzz including a feature in The 
Guardian

StonE ARcH BooKS

age level: 8–12  •  trim: 146 x 210  •  pages: 144

Farah Rocks Fifth Grade • 9781496583390

Farah Rocks Summer Break • 9781496583406

Farah Rocks New Beginnings • 9781496583413

Farah Rocks Florida • 9781496583420
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YASMin
Yasmin is a spirited second-grader who’s always on 
the lookout for those “aha” moments to help her 
solve life’s little problems. Taking inspiration from her 
surroundings and her big imagination, she boldly 
faces any situation, assuming her imagination doesn’t 
get too big, of course! A creative thinker and curious 
explorer, Yasmin and her multi-generational Pakistani 
American family will delight and inspire readers.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍPerfect for beginning readers who love Katie Woo, 
Sofia Martinez, and Pedro

 ÍOwn Voices author Saadi Faruqi subtly weaves 
Muslim traditions into fun, relatable stories; short 
chapters and easy-to-follow storylines foster 
reading independence and pride

 ÍSeries included on Girls of the Crescent 
Recommended Reading List

PictURE WinDoW BooKS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 148 x 229  •  pages: 32

Yasmin the Builder • 9781515827306

Yasmin the Explorer • 9781515827320

Yasmin the Fashionista • 9781515831044

Yasmin the Painter • 9781515827313

Yasmin the Chef • 9781515845782

Yasmin the Superhero • 9781515845799

Yasmin the Teacher • 9781515845805

Yasmin the Zookeeper • 9781515845812

Yasmin the Friend • 9781515858881

Yasmin the Gardener • 9781515858850

Yasmin the Soccer Star • 9781515858867

Yasmin the Writer • 9781515858874

Yasmin the Librarian • 9781515883722

Yasmin the Recycler • 9781515883746

Yasmin the Scientist • 9781515883739

Yasmin the Singer • 9781515883753

School  
Library  

Journal Best 
Books 2018  
and 2019

2019 Best  
Books for  

Kids & Teens  
-The Canadian 
Children’s Book 

Centre

Fall 2018,  
Spring 2019,  

Fall 2020 Junior  
Library Guild 

Selection
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RoBot AnD Rico
One robot. One boy. One crazy friendship! Read 
all about the adventures of Robot and Rico in this 
series of early readers.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍReaders designed to help beginning readers 
develop their vocabulary, literacy skills and 
comprehension

 ÍEach book combines fresh story concepts and 
enticing art, keeping young readers interested and 
engaged

RAintREE PUBLiSHERS

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 148 x 229  •  pages: 32

A Prize Inside • 9781474791717

Dino Hunt • 9781474791724

The Big Catch • 9781474791700

The Pirate Map • 9781474791731

Skate Trick • 9781474791793

The Scary Night • 9781474791786

Snow Games • 9781474791816

Test Drive • 9781474791809

MiDniGHt LiBRARY
A group of young interns work at an old, gigantic 
public library. But they’re not just reshelving books 
and helping people find information. At this library, 
stories aren’t bound by books - they can step out, 
create problems and mysteries. After all, once the 
library closes, only the stories remain...

SELLinG PointS

 ÍReviewed and endorsed by award-winning author 
Michael Dahl

 ÍFun, rollicking and, at times, scary adventures that 
present the library as a place of unlocking mysteries 
and imagination

 ÍEach book includes a diverse cast of characters

RAintREE PUBLiSHERS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 80

The Final Frankenstein • 9781474771726

The Gulliver Giant • 9781474771702

The Lost Lenore • 9781474771696

The Minotaur Maze • 9781474771719
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EScAPE FRoM PLAnEt ALcAtRAZ
Zak Nine and Erro are trapped! After hiding aboard a 
military ship, hoping to see an exciting space battle 
up-close, the two boys find themselves stuck on 
Alcatraz, a giant penal colony housing the galaxy’s worst 
criminals. Now Zak, a human, and Erro, a boy from an 
alien world, are stuck trying to find a way to escape the 
notorious prison planet. Each book follows the boys’ 
adventures across the planet as they desperately search 
for a way to escape and return home. Their travels lead 
them through various dangers, including poisonous 
seas, bottomless pits, flaming plains and more! Follow 
the boys’ adventures as the two unlikely friends work 
together to Escape from Planet Alcatraz!

SELLinG PointS

 ÍBooks written by Michael Dahl, bestselling author of 
the Library of Doom and similar hi-lo series

 ÍHi-lo series featuring compelling science fiction content

 ÍLow word count, achievable chapter books

 ÍThemes include triumph over adversity, the power 
of friendship and diverse identities

 ÍContemporary art brings the sci-fi world and stories 
to life

RAintREE PUBLiSHERS

age level: 9–13  •  trim: 127 x 178  •  pages: 40

Attack of the Drones • 9781474784931

Flaming Fields of Death • 9781474784917

Prisoners of the Poison Sea • 9781474784900

The Crushing Crystals • 9781474784948

The Pit of No Return • 9781474784894

Voyage to the Metal Moon • 9781474784924

Arena of Monsters • 9781474793186

Beyond the Furthest Star • 9781474793193

Diamonds of Doom • 9781474793216

The Canyon of Giants • 9781474793209

Seven Doors to Death • 9781474793223

Terror Woods • 9781474793230
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MicHAEL DAHL PRESEntS:  
ALiEn EncoUntERS
Have you ever looked up at the night sky and 
wondered if we’re alone? Does intelligent life exist 
on other worlds or other galaxies? Michael Dahl 
Presents: Alien Encounters poses these questions 
through startling and sometimes spooky stories 
about young people who meet life from beyond 
our planet. Bestselling author Michael Dahl has 
gathered a collection of fantastic, out-of-this world 
adventures from some of his favorite authors who 
love all things otherworldly. After reading these 
amazing tales, young people will never look at the 
sky or the stars the same way again. Was that a 
shooting star? Or is it someone, or some... thing, 
coming to visit?

SELLinG PointS

 ÍCurated by bestselling author Michael Dahl who has 
sold more than 3 million books worldwide

 ÍAchievable page count and reading level for young 
readers looking for something new

 ÍEach title is a stand-alone story, but follows similar 
themes; if readers like one, they’ll like them all

 ÍFills hard to find request of genre fiction featuring 
diverse main characters;

StonE ARcH BooKS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 72

A Feast for Aliens • 9781515881971

Enemies from the Deep • 9781515881988

Hunter Island • 9781515881995

Tunnels of Terror • 9781515882008

MicHAEL DAHL PRESEntS: 
MYStERiES
Impossible! Whodunnit? But more importantly, 
HOWdunnit? Michael Dahl Presents the most 
mystifying new mysteries for young readers. 
Bestselling author Michael Dahl has curated a list of 
page-turning, mind-popping and brain-dazzling 
puzzlers from some of his favorite—and trickiest—
authors. Young readers will be surprised, challenged, 
tricked and ultimately delighted, following the 
adventures of super-sleuths not too different from 
themselves. Their cries of “That could never happen!” 
will transform to “Why didn’t I think of that?” as they 
eagerly reach for the next book in the series.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍWith more than 3 million Michael Dahl books sold, 
he’s an expert on what makes kids love to read

 ÍAccomplishable page count and word count

 ÍEach book stands on its own, but they’re thematically 
linked. If a reader likes one, they’ll like them all!

 ÍStories present a challenging puzzle that must be 
solved. Readers are given all the clues, and race to 
solve the mystery before the fictional detectives 
reveal their secrets

 ÍDanger abounds or menace looms, but the tales 
are still age-appropriate

StonE ARcH BooKS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 72

Poison Moon • 9781496597113

The 30,000-Foot Ghost • 9781496597052

The Incredible Shrinking Horror • 9781496597083

The Witch in the Wardrobe • 9781496597076
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MicHAEL DAHL PRESEntS:  
ScARY StoRiES
Dark and twisted paths await. Who will be your 
guide through the land of nightmares? Michael 
Dahl, of course! Bestselling author Michael Dahl has 
curated the spookiest tales from some of his favorite 
authors. These hair-raising, spine-tingling books 
feature all kinds of kids in all kinds of scary situations. 
Read them if you dare!

SELLinG PointS

 ÍSpooky tales with just the right amount of 
creepiness, but still safe and appropriate for young 
readers

 ÍWith more than 3 million Michael Dahl books sold, 
he’s an expert on what makes kids love to read

 ÍAccomplishable page count and word count; Each 
book stands on its own, but they’re all thematically 
linked

StonE ARcH BooKS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 72

The Medusa Doll • 9781496597151

The Nightmare Gnomes of Neary Heights • 
9781496597168

The Watchers of Whitmore Way • 9781496597182

Werewolf Hotel • 9781496597175

Grabbed by Greys • 9781663911391

Mothman in the Moonlight • 9781663911353

Revenge of the Kraken • 9781663911315

Sasquatch Standoff • 9781663911438

MicHAEL DAHL PRESEntS:  
SiDE-SPLittinG StoRiES
Knock knock! Who’s there? Michael Dahl! Michael 
Dahl who? Michael Dahl Presents the funniest stories 
known to kids! Bestselling author Michael Dahl has 
curated hilarious tales from some of his favorite 
authors in these side-splitting, rip-roaring books 
featuring all kinds of kids in all kinds of silly situations.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍHumorous stories keep even the most reluctant of 
readers turning the page

 ÍCurated by bestselling author Michael Dahl who has 
sold more than 3 million Michael Dahl copies, he’s 
an expert on what makes kids love to read

 ÍAccomplishable page count and word count; Each 
book stands on its own, but they’re thematically 
linked; If a reader likes one, they’ll like them all!

StonE ARcH BooKS

age level: 8–12  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 72

Attack of the Deadly Diapers • 9781496587053

Bug Brigade • 9781496587039

Finding Yorgy • 9781496587046

Super Scavengers • 9781496587060

Don't Go in the Basement! • 9781663911599

Hedgehog Hijinx • 9781663911513

My Sister, the Sea Monster • 9781663911551

The Field Guide to Humans and Other Dangerous 
Beasts • 9781663911476
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Fiction

RAtinG YoUR BUnKMAtES  
AnD otHER cAMP cRiMES
Twelve-year-old Abigail Hensley is a socially 
awkward aspiring anthropologist who has always 
had trouble connecting with her peers. Abigail 
is hopeful that a week at sleepaway camp is the 
answer to finally making a friend. After all, her 
extensive research shows that summer camp is the 
best place to make lifelong connections. Using her 
tried-and-true research methods, Abigail begins to 
study her cabinmates for friendship potential. But 
just when it seems that she is off to a good start, her 
bunkmate’s phone gets stolen, and Abigail is the 
main suspect. Can she clear her name, find the real 
culprit, and make a friend before the week is done?

SELLinG PointS

 ÍClever and humorous in tone, this book captures 
the spirit of summer camp--carefree, fun, and a 
little mysterious

 ÍMain character Abigail, who struggles with social 
interactions, will speak to readers who have ever felt 
left out or awkward. This is a story about an outsider 
who ultimately finds her place in a community

 ÍThread of mystery runs throughout the book, 
keeping readers on their toes

 ÍUnique format beginning each chapter will hook 
readers

cAPStonE EDitionS

age level: 9–14  •  trim: 133 x 190  •  pages: 240

Rating Your Bunkmates and Other Camp Crimes • 
9781684460779

DALYA AnD tHE  
MAGic inK BottLE
When twelve-year-old Dalya is dragged to Istanbul 
to help sell her family’s ancestral home, the visit 
begins unpromisingly. Most of the aged mansion 
is off-limits because it’s falling apart, her father is 
ignoring her, and her great aunt keeps prattling on 
about a family curse. Despite warnings against it, 
Dalya tiptoes upstairs, where she finds an old bottle 
of magic ink hidden under a floorboard. She asks 
the bottle’s jinn (aka genie) to grant her a simple 
wish...to send her home. Except the jinn interprets 
“go home” to mean “send me back in time and turn 
me into a cat.” Then Dalya must set off on a wild 
adventure through Istanbul’s animal underworld to 
find the jinn with the power to set things right.

SELLinG PointS

 ÍThe Wizard of Oz meets Back to the Future in 
this middle-grade novel, a charming tale that 
combines adventure with cultural literacy and self-
discovery

 ÍAn intriguing tale told with vivid writing and crisp 
pacing

 ÍSet in Istanbul, Turkey, the story brings to life a place 
unfamiliar to many readers and introduces the 
culture in a way that honors it

 ÍThe author has family in Turkey and has visited the 
area extensively

cAPStonE EDitionS

age level: 10–14  •  trim: 140 x 203  •  pages: 200

Dalya and the Magic Ink Bottle • 9781684461301
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YOU CHOOSE:  
CHASING FAME AND FORTUNE
Cameras flash. Crowds cheer. And it’s all for you. 
Discover what it takes to find fame and fortune in 
several of today’s hottest careers. YOU CHOOSE 
who to be, where to go, and what to do. Will you 
succeed? It’s up to you.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍHigh-interest presentation of content regarding 
popular careers and economics

 ÍBestselling, interactive format of You Choose draws 
in readers and promotes critical-thinking and 
decision-making skills

 ÍBuilds perspective as readers follow multiple paths 
through the book; Interactive format motivates 
reluctant readers while multiple endings encourage 
repeated readings

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 8–12  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 112

NEW Can You Become a Pop Star? • 9781666323788

NEW Can You Become a Pro Athlete? • 
9781666323856

NEW Can You Become a Pro Gamer? • 
9781666323924

NEW Can You Become a Social Media Influencer? • 
9781666323993

NEW SERIES

YOU CHOOSE:  
DISASTERS IN HISTORY
Discover a dramatic new series in the popular YOU 
CHOOSE brand, where YOU try to survive through 
some of history’s worst natural disasters, such as the 
1900 Galveston Hurricane and the Johnstown Flood. 
From the Great San Francisco Earthquake to the 
Schoolchildren’s Blizzard, these interactive books put 
you at the center of the action with multiple life-or-
death decisions that will determine your ultimate fate. 
Complete with stories of real-life people, nonfiction 
back matter, and dozens of possible outcomes, find out 
if you can survive with You Choose: Disasters in History.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍHigh-interest presentation of key historical events 
that supports the C3 Framework for multiple 
perspectives of a single event

 ÍCombines the bestselling, interactive format of You 
Choose with high-interest, historical content

 ÍBuilds reading stamina and perseverance as 
readers find the correct paths through the book

 Í Interactive, decision-making format motivates 
reluctant readers while multiple endings encourage 
repeated readings

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 8–12  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 112

NEW Can You Survive the 1900 Galveston 
Hurricane? • 9781666323504

NEW Can You Survive the Great San Francisco 
Earthquake? • 9781666323573

NEW Can You Survive the Johnstown Flood? • 
9781666323641

NEW Can You Survive the Schoolchildren's 
Blizzard? • 9781666323719

NEW SERIES

YOU CHOOSE
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YOU CHOOSE

YOU CHOOSE: ECO EXPEDITIONS
You Choose: Eco Expeditions pits readers against 
the most critical ecological and environmental 
threats of our time. Join a team of researchers, 
environmentalists and scientists in a race to save 
the planet. Fight to save the tropical rainforests 
or protect coral reefs. Stop a volcanic disaster or 
restore an endangered species. With fact-filled back 
matter and dozens of possible outcomes, this You 
Choose adventure never ends!

SELLING POINTS

 ÍBuilds awareness about environmental decline and 
inspires readers to think about what can be done 
to help

 ÍMultiple endings encourage repeat readings

 ÍReaders strengthen critical thinking and decision-
making skills with this interactive format

 ÍReaders build perseverance as they find the paths 
with the best outcomes through the book

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 133 x 190  •  pages: 112

NEW Can You Protect the Coral Reefs? • 9781398215870

NEW Can You Save a Tropical Rainforest? • 
9781398215887

NEW Can You Save an Endangered Species? • 
9781398215894

NEW Can You Stop a Volcanic Disaster? • 
9781398215900

YOU CHOOSE:  
EXTREME SPORTS ADVENTURES
In You Choose: Extreme Sports Adventures, tackle 
some of the most extreme and deadly athletic feats 
- or die trying! Packed full of life-or-death decisions, 
this series puts you in the centre of the action. Each 
choice will get you one step (or handhold) closer 
to legendary status or epic failure. Complete with 
non-fiction back matter and dozens of possible 
outcomes, You Choose: Extreme Sport Adventures 
are adventures that never end!

SELLING POINTS

 ÍCapitalizes on the popularity of extreme sports and 
introduces readers to some of history’s greatest 
and most dangerous athletic achievements

 ÍBuilds perseverance as readers find the correct 
paths through the books

 Í Interactive, decision-making format motivates 
reluctant readers, while multiple endings 
encourage repeat readings

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 133 x 190  •  pages: 112

NEW Could You Be a Big Mountain Skier? • 
9781398205734

NEW Could You Be a Monster Wave Surfer? • 
9781398205741

NEW Could You Be an Extreme Rock Climber? • 
9781398205758

NEW SERIES
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YOU CHOOSE

YOU CHOOSE: GAME DAY SPORTS
Throw a perfect pass into the end zone as a star 
quarterback. Steal home in the bottom of the ninth 
as a speedy baseball player. Sink a three-point 
buzzer-beater as a basketball star. Score the game-
winning goal in a high-stakes soccer game. YOU are 
an up-and-coming athlete, making in-the-game 
decisions that’ll score your team a thrilling win or an 
epic loss. Like in real-life competitions, you’ll need 
skill, smarts, and a bit of luck. With action-packed 
text and dozens of interactive choices, young 
readers will be on the edge of their seats until the 
final whistle blows!

SELLING POINTS

 ÍCombines the bestselling, interactive format of You 
Choose with action-packed sports fiction

 ÍBuilds perseverance as readers find the paths that 
lead to positive outcomes through the book

 Í Interactive, decision-making format motivates 
reluctant readers while multiple endings encourage 
repeated readings

 ÍMore than 2 million copies sold of You Choose books

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 112

Game Day Baseball • 9781496696014

Game Day Basketball • 9781496696021

Game Day Football • 9781496696038

Game Day Soccer • 9781496696076

YOU CHOOSE: MONSTER HUNTER
A new action-packed series in the ever-popular 
YOU CHOOSE brand, where YOU learn about the 
world’s most elusive mythical creatures, including 
Bigfoot, the Loch Ness Monster, the Kraken, and 
the Chupacabra. Full of life-or-death decisions, this 
series of interactive books puts you smackdab at 
the center of the action. Each choice brings you one 
step closer to becoming an epic monster hunter—or 
an epic failure. Complete with real-life landmarks, 
nonfiction back matter, and dozens of possible 
outcomes, the adventure never ends with You 
Choose: Monster Hunter!

SELLING POINTS

 ÍAn exciting new series in the bestselling YOU 
CHOOSE format/brand

 ÍFeatures some of the world’s most legendary 
monsters—Bigfoot, Kraken, Loch Ness Monster, and 
Chupacabra—sure to attract young readers

 ÍYou Choose format with multiple choices and 
endings supports decision-making skills and 
encourages multiple readings

 Í Includes bonus information about reported 
sightings and encounters people have had with 
these creatures

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 112

Can You Capture the Chupacabra? • 9781663920362

Can You Catch the Kraken? • 9781663920300

Can You Net the Loch Ness Monster? • 9781663920317

Can You Track Down Bigfoot? • 9781663920232
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YOU CHOOSE

YOU CHOOSE:  
PREHISTORIC SURVIVAL
What would happen if you went back in time? 
Imagine stepping into the Stone Age and meeting 
some Neanderthals. Would it be a peaceful 
encounter or a Stone-Age smackdown? What if 
you went back to when dinosaurs roamed? Would 
you be a tasty snack for a T-Rex or one of the first 
humans to tame fire? Remember, in a time before 
recorded history, just about everything could kill 
you. You Choose Books offer an exciting, immersive 
nonfiction learning experience where the reader 
chooses which path to take through the story. Along 
the way, readers learn about real time periods in a 
fun, interactive adventure.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍPerfect for fans of Jurassic World, Stuck in the Stone 
Age, and the Dactyl Hill Squad

 ÍBuilds grit and perseverance as students find the 
right path through the book

 Í Interactive format motivates and engages reluctant 
readers

 ÍOver 2 million copies sold in the You Choose Brand

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 133 x 191  •  pages: 112

Could You Survive the Ice Age? • 9781496658098

Could You Survive the Jurassic Period? • 
9781496658081

Could You Survive the New Stone Age? • 
9781496658104

Could You Survive the Cretaceous Period? • 
9781474793353
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BIOGRAPHIES

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED  
KIDS STARS OF SPORTS
The Stars of Sports series of high-interest biographies 
is sure to be a winner with everyone from young 
sports fanatics to first-time report writers on a 
deadline. Each story goes beyond basics and 
statistics to include the tales of defining moments, 
sportsmanship, and determination that make each 
of these superstars unique. This Sports Illustrated Kids 
series includes sidebars and fact boxes throughout 
the text and a timeline of the athlete’s life and career.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍFull of action and impactful details, these are 
biographies kids want to read

 ÍAccessibly written with kid-friendly language

 ÍEach book includes information on sportsmanship, 
teamwork, and community

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Bubba Wallace • 9781666323085

NEW Fernando Tatis Jr. • 9781666323221

Breanna Stewart • 9781663907158

James Harden • 9781663907196

Lamar Jackson • 9781663907233

Luka Doncic • 9781663907271

Christian Yelich • 9781666323153

Adam Thielen • 9781496683816

Aly Raisman • 9781496683854

Diana Taurasi • 9781496683847

Hilary Knight • 9781496683830

Kawhi Leonard • 9781496683793

Klay Thompson • 9781496683823

Mallory Pugh • 9781496683809

Megan Rapinoe • 9781496683861

Brenna Huckaby • 9781496695291

Chad Kerley • 9781496695277

Coco Gauff • 9781496695246

Declan Farmer • 9781496695307

Mike Trout • 9781496695284

Nyjah Huston • 9781496695260

Simone Biles • 9781496695253

Zion Williamson • 9781496695314 

2 NEW TITLES
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BIOGRAPHIES

MOVERS, SHAKERS  
AND HISTORY MAKERS
This compelling series brings readers into the 
remarkable lives of important people who are 
making a difference. These musicians, scientists, 
actors and activists have made an impact on today’s 
society that will continue to be felt for many years 
to come.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍAccessible and engaging text covering popular 
and well-known figures that will interest students of 
many ages and reading levels

 ÍPopular artists and activists have high reader 
demand, especially from reluctant readers

 ÍPresented in a straightforward, chronological 
format to maintain high-interest appeal, with 
sidebars, fact bars, infographics and more

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level:   •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 48

NEW Boyan Slat and the Ocean Clean-up • 
9781398215955

NEW Lizzo, Award-Winning Musician • 9781398215962

NEW Millicent Simmonds, Actor and Activist • 
9781398215979

NEW SERIES

EXTRAORDINARY SCIENTISTS
Extraordinary Scientists looks at some of the 
world’s greatest scientists and how their work 
and discoveries changed society at the time and 
influenced people in the future. The series also looks 
at the social forces affecting each scientist in their 
individual era, and examines the scientists’ writings 
and recordings to learn what they can tell us about 
life and society at the time of writing.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍHighly engaging novel-style design, with eye-
catching black and white sketches and elaborate 
chapter pages

 ÍEach book begins with a profile of the scientist and 
one of their greatest quotes, quickly outlining the 
key discoveries they are known for and how they 
contributed to historical change

 ÍExtracts from scientists’ writings are examined, 
encouraging the reader to question what the words 
tell us about history

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 10–14  •  trim: 178 x 235  •  pages: 64

Albert Einstein • 9781398201293

Charles Darwin • 9781398201286

Galileo Galilei • 9781398201309

Sir Isaac Newton • 9781398201323

Stephen Hawking • 9781398201316
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BIOGRAPHIES
The names of these history-makers may be familiar, 
but do young readers have a sense of who these 
people were and what made them tick? They will 
after reading these biographies, which make history 
engaging and accessible by bringing readers into 
the lives of people who shaped it. Providing the 
facts kids need to know about the people they’re 
studying, these books are perfect for first reports, 
and by breathing life into the important figures from 
the past, they will inspire budding historians.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍKey facts tell the life stories of important people 
students study

 ÍBrilliant images captivate readers

 ÍAppropriately leveled text perfect for first 
biography reports

PEBBLE

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

Abraham Lincoln • 9781977113573

Booker T Washington • 9781977113610

Franklin D Roosevelt • 9781977113580

George Washington • 9781977113597

Harriet Tubman • 9781977113603

Rosa Parks • 9781977113627

Thomas Jefferson • 9781977113634

Amelia Earhart • 9781977123299

Benjamin Franklin • 9781977123305

James Madison • 9781977123312

Matthew Henson • 9781977123329

Sacagawea • 9781977123336

Sojourner Truth • 9781977123343

Susan B Anthony • 9781977123350

Theodore Roosevelt • 9781977123367

Chief Joseph • 9781977132031

Crispus Attucks • 9781977132048

Daniel Boone • 9781977132055

Deborah Sampson • 9781977132062

Ida B Wells • 9781977132079

Marian Anderson • 9781977132086

Philo T Farnsworth • 9781977132093

Susan La Flesche Picotte • 9781977132109

BIOGRAPHIES
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CRAFT & HOBBIES

10-MINUTE MAKERS
Makerspace activities, STAT! Whether your library 
makerspace is new or seasoned, this series is packed 
with quick, self-guided projects and activities that 
are sure to please and won’t break the bank. From 
duct tape tablet holders and yarn moustaches to 
paper beads and bubbling lava cups, these fun 
projects will have kids making in no time.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍQuick makerspace projects that require minimal 
adult supervision

 ÍFun projects and activities that kids will want to make

 ÍProjects feature everyday, low-cost items 
commonly found within the school or home

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

NEW 10-Minute Crafty Projects • 9781663959041

NEW 10-Minute Kitchen Science Projects • 
9781663959010

NEW 10-Minute Nature Projects • 9781663959027

NEW 10-Minute No-Sew Projects • 9781663959034

10-Minute Art Projects • 9781543590944

10-Minute Duct Tape Projects • 9781543590982

10-Minute Engineering Projects • 9781543590937

10-Minute Paper Projects • 9781543590968

10-Minute Science Projects • 9781543590951

10-Minute Yarn Projects • 9781543590975

10-Minute Drawing Projects • 9781496680891

10-Minute Game and Gadget Projects • 
9781496680907

10-Minute Origami Projects • 9781496680884

10-Minute Upcycled Projects • 9781496680914

4 NEW TITLES
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CRAFT & HOBBIES

HOW TO BE AN INFLUENCER
Follow me! Like my post! Share my video! Imagine 
getting paid to share your opinions and original 
content on social media. How to be an Influencer 
showcases the ups and downs of getting started 
as an online influencer, sprinkled with lessons in 
economics, and tells the stories of people who 
have found success in the social media economy. 
Readers will learn what it means to be an influencer 
and what it takes to be successful and safe online.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍTopics of great appeal to kids aspiring to 
professional influencer careers

 ÍEach book also includes information about the 
serious business and economics behind social 
media influencing

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 48

NEW How to be a Music Influencer • 9781398215788

NEW How to be a Toy Influencer • 9781398215801

NEW How to be a Gaming Influencer • 9781398215771

NEW How to be a Style Influencer • 9781398215795

NEW SERIES
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AWAY FROM KEYBOARD
Gamers can’t always game! Kids can take a break 
from the controller without letting go of the game 
genres they love. These gamer-friendly craft books 
feature projects that take some aspect of their favorite 
games and build on it. Step-by-step instructions guide 
the reader, and additional text offers help to “Level 
Up!” while reminding readers to use their ideas and 
creativity to make each project their own.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍPerfect for readers who love gaming (but need to 
reduce screen time)

 ÍAppeals to fans of Pokemon, Minecraft, Fortnite, 
Overwatch, and more

 ÍHigh-interest topic ties to Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Art, and Math (STEAM) curriculum

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 203 x 254  •  pages: 32

If You Like Exploring, Adventuring, or Teamwork 
Games, Try This! • 9781543590395

If You Like Sports Games, Try This! • 9781543590449

If You Like World-Building Games, Try This! • 
9781543590388

If You Like Action, Strategy or Combat Games, Try 
This! • 9781398204423

CRAFT & HOBBIES

THE WILD OUTDOORS
Take readers into the wild outdoors! Wait! What was 
that? The footfall of a prize buck? Maybe it was a fish 
jumping or a rare bird taking flight. From hiking and 
birdwatching to hunting and fishing, readers will learn 
all about the gear, rules, and the best places to safely 
enjoy their favorite outdoor sports and activities!

SELLING POINTS

 ÍSupports young readers new to the activity while 
also offering new information to readers more 
familiar with it

 ÍHigh-interest outdoor activities will attract the 
most reluctant reader and help build patience and 
concentration while developing a connection to 
the natural world

 ÍTaps into the outdoor enthusiast market in which 
$800 billion is spent annually in the United States

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 48

NEW Go Birding! • 9781663920430

NEW Go Bowhunting! • 9781663920454

NEW Go Duck Hunting! • 9781663920478

NEW Go Freshwater Fishing! • 9781663920515

NEW Go Hiking! • 9781663920539

NEW Go Whitetail Deer Hunting! • 9781663920850

NEW SERIES
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CRAFT & HOBBIES

MAKE A MOVIE!
If you want to learn about making videos on your 
own or for a project, this fun new series will help you 
focus on and perfect your video-making skills. Music 
videos, short documentaries, stop-motion videos 
and video blogs are all popular ways to showcase 
your talent. Learn how to plan, shoot, edit and 
showcase your videos. Now, get creative and shoot 
some video!

SELLING POINTS

 ÍTopics are based on high-interest pop culture topics

 ÍGreat simple projects for kids.

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 8–10  •  trim: 203 x 254  •  pages: 48

Build Buzz-Worthy Video Blogs • 9781474767996

Create Crazy Stop-Motion Videos • 9781474767965

Make Mind-Blowing Music Videos • 9781474767989

Shoot Epic Short Documentaries • 9781474767972

ECO CRAFTS
Eco-crafters, gather around! This series is sure to 
please your eco-conscious crafters, as well as your 
supply budget. This series is ideal for makerspace 
activity during Earth Month, and each project is eco-
friendly and uses supplies kids already have on hand.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍEco-friendly makerspace projects can support 
Earth Day or Earth Month celebrations

 ÍProjects require minimal adult supervision or 
assistance, so kids can be self-reliant

 ÍAll projects use recycled items and don’t require 
purchases to complete

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

Create with Cardboard • 9781496695901

Recycled Paper Projects • 9781496695925

Upcycle Cast-Off Clothing • 9781496695918

Upcycled Plastic Projects • 9781496695932
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CRAFT & HOBBIES

VIDEO GAME REVOLUTION
Video games have come a long way since Pong. In 
the past year, almost 75 per cent of teens have played 
or watched video games. Beginners and experienced 
players alike will find something for them, from the 
e-sports phenomenon to the YouTube and Twitch 
gamers making millions of dollars. Pull away from your 
screen to learn more about this fan-favourite topic.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍUseful for hi-lo readers in middle school reading at 
a third or fourth grade level

 ÍAppeals to fans of Fortnite, Overwatch, Splatoon, 
Minecraft, Mario Bros., League of Legends, 
Pokemon, Legend of Zelda, and more!

 ÍAppeals to fans of Ready Player One, Wreck-It 
Ralph, and famous YouTube Gamers, including 
PopularMMOs, Stacy Plays, and DanTDM

 ÍHigh-interest topic ties to Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Art, and Math (STEAM) curriculum

 ÍBrings students real-world examples they care about in 
the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) related to 
engineering, technology, and the applications of science

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 8–14  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

Esports Revolution • 9781543571554

Paid to Game • 9781543571578

The Basics of Game Design • 9781543571516

The History of Gaming • 9781543571561

Video Games Are Good For You! • 9781543571592

Video Games Save the World • 9781543571585

FOLDING PAPER  
AIRPLANES WITH STEM
It’s equal parts stunt-plane fun and aviator cool for 
builders of all levels! With step-by-step, photo-illustrated 
instructions, Folding Paper Airplanes with STEM shows 
readers how to fold a wild collection of gliders, blimps, 
jets, and whirlies, and pairs those projects with clear, 
concise explanations of the basic physics of flight.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍFact-filled text pairs with fun, hands-on paper crafts 
to provide comprehensive explanations of flight-
science concepts

 ÍRequiring only paper, these activities are a cost-
saving way to keep children entertained

 ÍActivities range in difficulty from beginner to expert 
to appeal to a broad audience

 ÍProjects build in difficulty to strengthen crafting 
and fine motor skills

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 203 x 254  •  pages: 112

Folding Paper Airplanes with STEM • 9781543508062
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WHAT’S NEXT?
Rooted in fun and play, the What’s Next? series 
seamlessly combines charming photography with 
appropriate early concepts and interactive text. This 
series uses relatable examples that will help young 
learners understand and expand their vocabulary. 
The question/answer format encourages children to 
keep reading, guessing and flipping the page to see 
what else they can learn.

SELLING POINTS

 Í Interactive Q&A format encourages fun sharing and 
discussion

 ÍKid-friendly examples and vibrant images keep 
engagement level high

 ÍDevelops new vocabulary with close photo-text match

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 4–7  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

NEW Name that Feeling • 9781398215740

NEW What's the Opposite? • 9781398215757

NEW Finish the Pattern • 9781398215733

NEW Where Is It? • 9781398215764

NEW SERIES

FRIENDSHIP ROCKS
Being a good friend takes work. Friendships need 
care and attention to stay strong. Friendship Rocks 
explores the many ways you can be a good friend, 
from accepting and supporting others to being a 
good listener and telling the truth. The series provides 
useful tips and friendly guidance for everyday 
situations. Friendship Rocks encourages readers to 
value and take good care of their friendships.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍSupports the Social Awareness and Relationship 
Skills competencies of the CASEL Framework for 
Social-Emotional Learning

 ÍHelp young students to develop the key life skills 
needed to develop and maintain good friendships

 Í Impactful and relatable photographs paired with 
simple text provide practical advice that young 
readers will be able to apply to their own lives

 ÍBackmatter includes a simple activity to extend the 
learning

PEBBLE

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

NEW Friends Accept You • 9781666318814

NEW Friends Listen • 9781666320107

NEW Friends Share • 9781666320114

NEW Friends Support Each Other • 9781666320121

NEW Friends Take Turns • 9781666320138

NEW Friends Tell the Truth • 9781666320145

NEW SERIES

SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL LEARNING
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NAME YOUR EMOTIONS
Emotional literacy is key to being able to notice, 
name, and interpret our emotions. Like many other 
skills in life, emotional literacy can be developed 
and improved with practice. This series helps young 
children to recognize, name, and manage a variety 
of common childhood emotions. A mindfulness 
activity in each book gives children an example of 
how to manage their feelings.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍSupports the self-awareness competency of the 
CASEL framework for social-emotional learning

 ÍHelps young students recognize and identify 
emotions, in order to manage emotions as they 
grow

 Í Impactful and relatable photographs allow 
children to begin to recognize and associate facial 
expression and body language related to various 
emotions

PEBBLE

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

NEW Sometimes I Feel Confused • 9781663972248

NEW Sometimes I Feel Excited • 9781663972378

NEW Sometimes I Feel Hopeful • 9781663972361

NEW Sometimes I Feel Jealous • 9781663972347

NEW Sometimes I Feel Lonely • 9781663972323

NEW Sometimes I Feel Scared • 9781663972279

Sometimes I Feel Angry • 9781977124647

Sometimes I Feel Anxious • 9781977124692

Sometimes I Feel Embarrassed • 9781977124661

Sometimes I Feel Grumpy • 9781977124685

Sometimes I Feel Happy • 9781977124623

Sometimes I Feel Sad • 9781977124630

Sometimes I Feel Surprised • 9781977124678

Sometimes I Feel Worried • 9781977124654

6 NEW TITLES
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TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF
With kid-friendly language and engaging photos, 
the Take Care of Yourself series explores important 
topics about keeping well and staying safe. 
Containing practical advice applicable to children, 
each book also includes information about how 
and who to ask for help when things aren’t going so 
well. Each title in the series includes a simple, age-
appropriate activity related to the book’s topic.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍAligns to state and national health and social and 
emotional learning curriculum standards

 ÍClear tips and examples teach readers how to stay 
safe and healthy—and who they might turn to if 
they need help

 ÍAccessible reading level and close photo-text 
match aid in understanding key emotional, 
physical, and safety concepts

PEBBLE

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

NEW Caring For Your Mental Health • 9781666326833

NEW Caring for Your Teeth • 9781666326673

NEW Staying Healthy • 9781666325553

NEW Staying Safe from Injuries • 9781666326758

NEW Staying Safe with Technology • 9781666326994

NEW Your Body Belongs to You • 9781666326918

NEW SERIES

STAYING SAFE
Give young readers the confidence of knowing how 
to stay safe. Containing easy-to-follow safety rules 
and simple, non-threatening text, these books will 
help to ease the fears and confusion that can arise 
from common everyday situations.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍUses simple text and clear photographs to explain 
to young readers how to stay safe in a variety of 
everyday situations

 ÍPacked with practical advice

 ÍText is written in a non-threatening way in order to 
inform readers without scaring them

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

NEW Food Safety • 9781398213685

NEW Staying Safe around Fire • 9781398213708

NEW Staying Safe around Strangers • 9781398213722

NEW Staying Safe at the Playground • 9781398213746

NEW Staying Safe Online • 9781398213760

NEW SERIES
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JOBS PEOPLE DO
What do you want to be when you grow up? Kids 
hear that question all the time, but how can they 
know? This series gives them the low-down on jobs 
that appeal to many young people including careers 
in medicine, agriculture, aviation and more. Perfect 
for first reports on jobs that people do, these books 
will inform readers about the main duties and tools 
of each job.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍPresents key facts about different careers and their 
impact on society in a way that young readers can 
understand

 ÍBrilliant, action-oriented images captivate readers

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Farmers • 9781398203099

NEW Nurses • 9781398203112

NEW Pilots • 9781398203136

NEW Dentists • 9781398203082

NEW Rubbish Collectors • 9781398203150

NEW SERIES

JOIN THE CLUB
There’s more to after-school activities than just 
sports. Join the Club explores a variety of different 
ways to help you join a club or organization focused 
on your favorite things. Discover what it takes to start 
your own club or join an existing one, get tips and 
tricks to make it your own, and “Try It!” yourself with 
different club activities. From books to coding to the 
environment, it’s easy to get involved!

SELLING POINTS

 ÍA steady decline in team sports participation is 
being offset by more participation in activity-based 
clubs in schools

 ÍTips and tricks help kids learn how to start their own 
club with like-minded friends

 ÍThere is increasing evidence that clubs and other 
extracurricular activities support social, emotional, 
cognitive, and academic development as well as 
creating lasting friendships

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229 •  pages: 32

NEW Get Involved in a Book Club! • 9781663958792

NEW Get Involved in a Coding Club! • 9781663958808

NEW Get Involved in a Robotics Club! • 9781663958815

NEW Get Involved in an Art Club! • 9781663958822

NEW Get Involved in an Environmental Club! • 
9781663958839

NEW Get Involved in an Esports Club! • 9781663958846

NEW SERIES
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HEALTH AND MY BODY
Good health and academic success go hand in 
hand. Whether to support the curriculum or satisfy 
curious students, the Health and My Body series 
provides essential information around children’s 
health. Each book includes kid-friendly text, vibrant 
photos, a glossary, a read more section, age-
appropriate Internet sites and an index.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍAligns to state and national health and social and 
emotional learning curriculum standards

 ÍUses kid-friendly examples

 Í Includes information about key illnesses that affect 
children, including up-to-date information on COVID-19

PEBBLE

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

COVID-19 • 9781663908070

Be Active • 9781977123848

Care for Your Body • 9781977123893

Care for Your Teeth • 9781977123886

Food Is Fuel • 9781977123862

Know Your Senses • 9781977123909

Limit Screen Time • 9781977123855

Rest Your Body • 9781977123879

Stop the Germs! • 9781977123831

Being a Good Friend • 9781977132154

Bullying • 9781977132161

Communication Skills • 9781977132178

Healthy Body Image • 9781977132185

Keep Trying! • 9781977132215

Manage Your Emotions • 9781977132192

Mindfulness • 9781977132208

What Is Stress? • 9781977132222

Head Lice • 9781663908117

Influenza • 9781663908155

The Common Cold • 9781663908193
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ALI AND ANNIE’S GUIDES
This excellent series gives practical and sensible 
advice to young readers on real-life issues that 
they or their friends and family members might 
be facing. Tackling tough topics, the series aims 
to help children cope with potentially difficult 
circumstances as well as flourish. Characters Ali and 
Annie guide readers through the issues in each book 
and give advice and ‘top tips’, while Charlie the dog 
shows that he understands how readers might feel.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍPractical and sensible advice to young readers about 
some tough real-life issues they may be facing

 ÍAs well as giving advice on coping, the series aims 
to help children to flourish

 Í Illustrated characters, Ali and Annie, give practical 
advice on how to cope with situations and give ‘top 
tips’ at the back of the book

 Í Includes quotes on how other children coped with 
their individual situations; Illustrated character

 ÍCharlie the Dog, echoes the emotions that young 
readers may be feeling while reading about different 
scenarios, providing children with empathetic support

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 195 x 220  •  pages: 32

Coping with Bullying • 9781474773102

Coping with Death and Grief • 9781474773089

Coping with Divorce and Separation • 9781474773096

Coping with Illness and Disability • 9781474773133

Feeling Good About Yourself • 9781474773119

Gender • 9781474773126

EARN IT, SAVE IT, SPEND IT!
How do people earn money? And how do they use 
the money once they earn it? These practical guides 
have all the information you need to make the most 
of the money that you have while learning about the 
world of finance.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍFills a need for an easy-to-read series on financial 
literacy

 ÍHigh-interest but also excellent classroom PSHE 
tools with at-level, accessible text for young readers

 Í Includes practical information on how readers can 
donate, earn, save and spend any money that they 
might have

 Í Includes real-life examples to make tough topics 
more accessible

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 203 x 203  •  pages: 24

Donate Money • 9781474781633

Earn Money • 9781474781602

Save Money • 9781474781619

Spend Money • 9781474781626
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CHILL
Strong social and emotional skills are shown 
to lead to success in and out of the classroom. 
Self-awareness, personal growth, and recognizing 
and dealing with emotions are important steps 
to helping students thrive. This series helps young 
readers hone their skills through age-appropriate 
scenarios plus plenty of practical suggestions, 
activities and exercises.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍSupports key PSHE topics

 ÍProvides students with age-appropriate activities 
and suggestions for developing skills in each of the 
subject areas

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

Be a Good Friend • 9781398214484

Less Stress • 9781398214545

Be Mindful • 9781398214507

How to Deal with Life • 9781398214521

LIFE TOOLKIT
The Life Toolkit series confronts the most pressing 
issues for today’s teens and pre-teens. From family 
arguments to the risks of drinking and from teenage 
spots to making money, readers will benefit from 
sound advice and practical, up-to-date solutions to 
problems.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍDown-to-earth advice for today’s teens

 ÍExamples and scenarios that readers can relate to

 ÍPractical tips and advice

 ÍEngaging magazine-feel

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 9–14  •  trim: 178 x 229  •  pages: 48

Avoiding Drink and Drugs • 9781398201170

Outsmarting Bullies • 9781398201149

Making Money...and Keeping It! • 9781398201118

Surviving Puberty • 9781398201088

Surviving Your Weird Family • 9781398201057
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LET’S FIND SIMPLE MACHINES
Take a look around. It’s likely you’ll see simple 
machines. Levers, pulleys and other simple 
machines are everywhere. They help us as we work 
and play. Colourful photos and engaging text help 
kids discover simple machines in their world.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍLarge, vibrant photos introduce readers to simple 
machines in fun and engaging ways

 ÍLively, playful text informs readers of the ways in 
which simple machines are useful

 ÍThe books help readers make connections 
between the simple machines presented in the 
books and the simple machines they see and use 
in their daily lives

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

NEW Let's Find Wedges • 9781398205062

NEW Let's Find Wheels and Axles • 9781398205086

NEW Let's Find Levers • 9781398205000

NEW Let's Find Screws • 9781398205048

NEW Let's Find Inclined Planes • 9781398204980

NEW Let's Find Pulleys • 9781398205024

NEW SERIES

COOL RIDES
If you’re going to go somewhere, why not make 
the trip with a cool ride? Go way beyond buses and 
cars. Check out what it would be like to fly in your 
personal air vehicle. Then land and catch a ride on a 
high-speed maglev train or speed through the water 
in a hydroplane. From military to recreational vehicles, 
young readers will find out about the most wow-
worthy vehicles in the sky, on land and in the water.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍShort chapters focusing on a particular high-
interest vehicle will appeal to at-level and reluctant 
readers alike

 Í Includes information on the technology behind 
how the vehicles work

 ÍCovers both modern and more futuristic vehicles 
that are just going into development

 ÍHigh-action photos of each vehicle with a strong 
photo-text match

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Cool Rides on Rails • 9781398203464

NEW Cool Rides that Fly • 9781398203495

NEW Cool Rides in Water • 9781398203440

NEW Cool Rides on Wheels • 9781398203471

NEW SERIES
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WILD ABOUT WHEELS
Zoom! Rumble! Squeal! Get kids hooked on reading with 
books about the vehicles they love. Vehicles big and 
small are covered, from electric cars to All-Terrain Vehicles 
and racing cars to motorbikes. Readers will learn about 
each vehicle’s key parts and features, how they work and 
how each vehicle is used. Carefully levelled text and high-
action photos will get young learners’ reading skills rolling!

SELLING POINTS

 ÍA strong choice for supplemental material for 
transportation units

 ÍHighly demanded self-selection topic area

 ÍContent about machine parts and how they work 
ties in with STEM standards

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

Construction Vehicles • 9781491421178

Emergency Vehicles • 9781491421154

Farm Machines • 9781491421185

Military Vehicles • 9781491421161

ATVs • 9781977124821

Electric Cars • 9781977124845

Motorcycles • 9781977124784

Race Cars • 9781977124838

RVs • 9781977124814

Semitrucks • 9781977124807

Ambulances • 9781977132314

City Buses • 9781977132321

Delivery Trucks • 9781977132338

Fire Trucks • 9781977132345

Garbage Trucks • 9781977132352

Police Cars • 9781977132369

Snowplows • 9781977132376

Tow Trucks • 9781977132383
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FUN STEM CHALLENGES
Inspired by real STEM challenges in the library 
makerspace and classroom, this series gives K-2 
readers the building basics for a variety of projects, 
including towers, boats, bridges, traps, and marble 
runs. These projects in turn support physical science 
concepts of forces and motion, energy, buoyancy, 
and simple machines. A kid-friendly inquiry approach 
mimics student questions, leading to simple, clear 
answers for grades K-2. Fun STEM Challenges 
encourage students to experiment with, test, and 
learn from their designs. It’s perfect hands-on 
learning to build confidence in all young engineers!

SELLING POINTS

 ÍSimple, kid-friendly inquiry approach introduces 
basic engineering concepts to build confidence

 ÍSupports project-based learning and design 
thinking skills in early elementary

 ÍPerfect K-2 elementary support for Next Generation 
Science Standards (NGSS) for physical science and 
engineering and design practices.

PEBBLE

age level: 4–8  •  trim: 279 x 229  •  pages: 24

Building Boats that Float • 9781977117779

Building Marble Runs • 9781977117809

Building Simple Traps • 9781977117786

Building Strong Bridges • 9781977117793

Building Sunshades • 9781474796392

Building Tough Towers • 9781474796408

CIRCUIT CREATIONS
Readers of this series will learn all about circuits—by 
creating them! Each book is full of easy projects for 
the beginning circuit creator. These interesting and 
enticing projects let readers’ creativity flow. Each 
project contains a list of easy-to-find, affordable 
supplies and step-by-step instructions. Information 
about safety while creating each project is included.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍPerfect for Year 4 Science curriculum on making 
circuits

 ÍFun and varied circuit projects

 Í Includes a list of supplies needed and simple step-
by-step instructions

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 8–10  •  trim: 203 x 254  •  pages: 48

Make Art with Circuits • 9781474767873

Make Games with Circuits • 9781474767903

Make Circuits You Can Wear • 9781474767880

Make Circuits That Glow or Go • 9781474767897
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TECH ON WHEELS
How do cars get around without human drivers? 
What can vehicles run on besides gasoline? What’s 
behind the mind-blowing speed of a race car? Give 
young readers an under-the-hood look at some 
of the most cutting-edge, high-tech vehicles on 
the market and in development. From amphibious 
vehicles to electric cars and more, the technology 
inside that makes each vehicle so amazing will be 
revealed. Entice reluctant readers with a topic they 
love while meeting standards for STEAM and the 
Next Generation Science Standards.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍRelates directly to Next Generation Science 
Standards for engineering and design and is part of 
STEAM and STEM initiatives

 ÍContent discusses not only current technology but 
also what engineers are planning or hoping to have 
in the future

 ÍUseful for hi-lo readers in middle school reading at 
a third or fourth grade level

 Íhigh-interest topic of vehicles entices reluctant 
readers

CAPSTONE PRESS

age level: 8–14  •  trim: 178 x 229  •  pages: 32

The Tech Behind Amphibious Vehicles • 9781543573060

The Tech Behind Concept Cars • 9781543573046

The Tech Behind Electric Cars • 9781543573077

The Tech Behind Off-Road Vehicles • 9781543574227

The Tech Behind Race Cars • 9781543574210

The Tech Behind Self-Driving Cars • 9781543573053
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EARTH’S LANDFORMS
Look around! What land features do you see? Do 
you see mountains or islands? Maybe you see 
hills or valleys. Teach young learners about Earth’s 
landforms, and start building their geography 
knowledge. Readers will learn about the different 
landforms, including their key characteristics, how 
they are formed and where they can be found 
around the world.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍCarefully levelled text covers the basics of each 
landform, while also presenting little-known and 
surprising facts that will fascinate readers

 ÍEach book concludes with a related activity to 
extend learning

 ÍSupports key topics in the KS1 Geography curriculum

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

NEW Islands • 9781398202771

NEW Valleys • 9781398202818

NEW Caves • 9781398202733

NEW Hills • 9781398202757

NEW Canyons • 9781398202719

NEW Mountains • 9781398202795

NEW SERIES

EXTREME EXPLORERS
Modern-day explorers take risks and go to dangerous 
depths and stunning heights to uncover some of earth’s 
best-kept secrets. They push the limits of exploration by 
scaling mountains, trekking across polar ice, following 
deadly rivers, or diving into the ocean depths. Follow 
these amazing explorers and learn what they uncover 
about themselves and some amazing places on earth.

SELLING POINTS

 ÍScience curriculum covered in exciting, highly 
readable short narratives

 ÍProvides real-world connections to modern-day 
exploration and discoveries

RAINTREE PUBLISHERS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Explorers of the Coldest Places on Earth • 
9781398203518

NEW Explorers of the Remotest Places on Earth • 
9781398203570

NEW Explorers of the Deepest Places on Earth • 
9781398203532

NEW Explorers of the Highest Places on Earth • 
9781398203556

FEATURED SERIES
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WOrld PASSPOrT
Grab your World Passport and explore some of the 
world’s most exciting countries. Learn about the 
customs, traditions, food, celebrations, and landmarks 
that distinguish these countries from others. Readers 
experience what it might be like to live in different 
spots around the globe through vibrant photos, 
engaging text, unique recipes, and fun activities.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍCovers a broad range of countries and each of their 
key facts, customs, and traditions

 ÍSupports C3 Framework and National Social Studies 
Standards

 Í Introduces kids to widely varied cultures throughout 
the world, broadening their understanding of how 
people are similar and different worldwide

CAPSTONE PrESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Your Passport to Australia • 9781663959256

NEW Your Passport to Egypt • 9781663959263

NEW Your Passport to England • 9781663959270

NEW Your Passport to Mexico • 9781663959287

Your Passport to China • 9781496684011

Your Passport to Ecuador • 9781496684028

Your Passport to El Salvador • 9781496684035

Your Passport to Ethiopia • 9781496684042

Your Passport to France • 9781496684059

Your Passport to Iran • 9781496684066

Your Passport to Kenya • 9781496684073

Your Passport to Peru • 9781496684080

Your Passport to Russia • 9781496684097

Your Passport to Spain • 9781496684103

Your Passport to Argentina • 9781496695383

Your Passport to Guatemala • 9781496695505

Your Passport to Italy • 9781496695512

Your Passport to South Korea • 9781496695536

Your Passport to Sri Lanka • 9781496695543

Your Passport to Turkey • 9781496695550

4 NEW TITlES
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lET’S lOOK AT COuNTrIES
What is life like in a Chinese city? What do people 
do for fun in the United Kingdom? What sport 
is popular in Germany? Each country offers the 
world different gifts and flavors. Get your passport 
stamped and find out what makes a nation unique. 
Let’s look at countries!

SEllING POINTS

 ÍEasy-to-read text and clear photos make a 
complex topic accessible for beginning readers

 Ífills a need for easy-to-read country series

 Íaligns to social studies curriculum standards 
relating to culture, history, people and places, 
governance, economics, and global connections;

CAPSTONE PrESS

age level: 4–8  •  trim: 279 x 229  •  pages: 24

Let's Look at Cuba • 9781515799146

Let's Look at Greece • 9781515799177

Let's Look at Peru • 9781515799153

Let's Look at Russia • 9781515799184

Let's Look at South Africa • 9781515799160

Let's Look at Syria • 9781515799191

Let's Look at Australia • 9781977103864

Let's Look at Brazil • 9781977103802

Let's Look at Canada • 9781977103819

Let's Look at Japan • 9781977103840

Let's Look at Mexico • 9781977103833

Let's Look at North Korea • 9781977103796

Let's Look at Somalia • 9781977103857

Let's Look at the United States of America • 
9781977103826

Let's Look at China • 9781543572056

Let's Look at Colombia • 9781543572063

Let's Look at Ecuador • 9781543572070

Let's Look at Egypt • 9781543572087

Let's Look at Germany • 9781543572094

Let's Look at India • 9781543572100

Let's Look at Nigeria • 9781543572124

Let's Look at the United Kingdom • 9781543572148
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SAVING Our PlANET
Kids today may be more eco-savvy than past 
generations, but complex topics can still be 
confusing. This series breaks down saving our planet 
into kid-friendly pieces that are easy to understand. 
Each book offers a variety of examples and 
introduces other young people making an impact 
on our environment.

SEllING POINTS

 Í Introduces early readers to environmentalist 
concepts and activities

 ÍUses simple examples of things kids can do to 
make sustainable, useful  changes to help save the 
environment of our plenet

 ÍFeatures real-life kids like Greta Thunberg who have 
made a difference

PEBBlE

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 178 x 229  •  pages: 32

Clean It Up! • 9781977125811

Conserve It! • 9781977125835

Grow It! • 9781977125781

Recycle It! • 9781977125798

Reuse It! • 9781977125804

Save the Animals! • 9781977125828

rEAd All ABOuT IT
These beautifully designed books introduce young 
children to the wonders of nonfiction. Each book 
uses a Table of Contents to organize the information 
into sections, making facts fun and easy-to-find. 
Facts are presented at a depth which young children 
can understand and relate to. With information on a 
wide variety of topics, kids will be reaching for these 
books over and over again!

SEllING POINTS

 ÍAppeals to the curiosity of young learners

 ÍHighly visual, with a kid-friendly aesthetic

 ÍDepth of content is appropriate to the K-2 early 
reader market

PEBBlE

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

Read All About Cats • 9781977125286

Read All About Dogs • 9781977125279

Read All About Rocks and Gems • 9781977125293

Read All About The Ocean • 9781977125309

Read All About Dinosaurs • 9781977132239

Read All About the Human Body • 9781977132246

Read All About the Universe • 9781977132253

Read All About Transportation • 9781977132260
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CuSTOMS ArOuNd THE WOrld
Have you ever wondered what life is like halfway 
across the world? Journey with Customs Around 
the World to discover what people from diverse 
cultures have in common and what makes them 
unique. With easy-to-read text complemented 
by engaging photos, this relatable series will help 
kids to develop knowledge, skills and attitudes to 
understand the world in which they live and their 
place in it.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍExpertly levelled text accompanied by striking, full-
colour photos

 ÍEach book has been reviewed by a consultant with 
specialist knowledge

rAINTrEE PuBlISHErS

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

Celebrations Around the World • 9781398202610

Clothing Around the World • 9781398202559

Birthdays Around the World • 9781398202535

Food Around the World • 9781398202573

Games Around the World • 9781398202597

School Around the World • 9781398202658

Shopping Around the World • 9781398202672

Homes Around the World • 9781398202634

Transport Around the World • 9781398202696
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TrAdITIONS & CElEBrATIONS
People celebrate holidays and special days in many 
different ways. This series helps young readers 
understand the basic information about special 
occasions and highlights the traditions and celebrations 
surrounding them. Readers can compare and contrast 
the traditions featured with their own, gaining greater 
appreciation for the world around them.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍHelps readers understand that while not everyone 
celebrates the same way, all celebrations have 
special meanings

 ÍUnique viewpoint examines holidays through the 
lens of customs and culture

 Í Introduces readers to experiences beyond their 
own household

 ÍFun way to support NGSS standards for Culture and 
Individual Development and Identity

PEBBlE

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

100th Day of School • 9781977132857

Chinese New Year • 9781977132864

Cinco de Mayo • 9781977132871

Earth Day • 9781977132888

Groundhog Day • 9781977132895

Juneteenth • 9781663903501

Martin Luther King Jr Day • 9781977132901

Presidents' Day • 9781977132918

Ramadan and Eid al-Fitr • 9781977132925

Christmas • 9781663920874

Día de los Muertos • 9781663920881

Diwali • 9781663920898

Eid al-Adha • 9781663920904

Hanukkah • 9781663920928

Indigenous Peoples' Day • 9781663926340

Kwanzaa • 9781663920942
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Our WOrld

KIdS CAN HElP
We do better when we all do better. Introduce 
readers to ways they can become involved and make 
a difference in the world around them. Each book has 
several service project ideas, as well as suggestions 
for a more active role in fighting for the cause.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍKid-appropriate introduction to being a good 
global citizen

 ÍSupports the C3 Framework for State and National 
Social Studies standards

 Í Includes four to six service projects or activities

CAPSTONE PrESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 178 x 229  •  pages: 32

Kids Can Help Animals • 9781496683755

Kids Can Help Fight Poverty • 9781496683786

Kids Can Help Kids • 9781496683779

Kids Can Help the Environment • 9781496683762

WEATHEr ANd ClIMATE
Weather can be unpredictable, especially with 
the impact of climate change. Learn about typical 
weather patterns in different locations around the 
world. Find out how natural hazards including floods, 
droughts and tornadoes can affect people. Also find 
out what the effects of climate change are, and what 
people are doing about it. Rich in curriculum content, 
these high-interest volumes bring weather to life!

SEllING POINTS

 ÍA high-interest way to show weather patterns and 
changes in the natural world

 ÍUseful for hi-lo readers in middle school reading at 
a third or fourth grade level

 ÍHigh-interest topic ties to Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Art, and Math (STEAM) curriculum

CAPSTONE PrESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 178 x 229  •  pages: 32

Climate Change and You • 9781496657794

The Power of Weather • 9781496657770

Weather Watch • 9781496657787

Wide World of Weather • 9781496657800
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dEAdlY EXPEdITIONS
Forging paths through uncharted areas. Quests for 
lost cities of gold. Races to the ends of the earth. 
Thrill-seekers have chased adventure and the 
promise of fame and fortune for ages. But if history 
has shown us anything, it’s that these expeditions 
can take a deadly turn. Readers will follow legendary 
explorers around the globe and see if they survived 
to tell their tales.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍHigh-interest approach to well-known expeditions

 ÍSupports C3 Framework for cause and effect, and 
connecting a sequence of events

 ÍContent and format appeals to reluctant or 
struggling readers

 ÍGraphic novel format brings history to full-color life

CAPSTONE PrESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW The Deadly Race to the South Pole • 
9781666322200

NEW The Disastrous Wrangel Island Expedition • 
9781666322361

NEW The Doomed Search for the Lost City of Z • 
9781666322286

NEW The Vanished Northwest Passage Arctic 
Expedition • 9781666322446

NEW SErIES

HISTOrY’S MYSTErIES
An entire English colony lost. An abandoned ship 
found adrift at sea. The disappearance of a famous 
pilot. History is filled with unsolved mysteries. 
Through engaging text, intriguing photos, and eye-
opening infographics, readers will explore popular 
theories that track the clues and offer answers for 
these unexplained events.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍHigh-interest presentation of supplemental social 
studies content

 ÍMystery focus will engage reluctant or struggling 
readers

 ÍSupports C3 Framework for generating questions 
about historical sources and their relationship to 
events

CAPSTONE PrESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Amelia Earhart's Final Flight • 9781666320503

NEW Area 51 Alien and UFO Mysteries • 
9781666320855

NEW Daring Escape From Alcatraz • 9781666320572

NEW Disappearance of Skyjacker D B Cooper • 
9781666320718

NEW The Lost Roanoke Colony • 9781666320787

NEW The Mary Celeste Ghost Ship • 9781666320640

NEW SErIES

HISTOrY
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HISTOrY

MOVEMENTS ANd rESISTANCE
Throughout history, movements that promote 
change have been driven by the determination 
of those who call for justice. Explore the stories 
of persistent leaders who would not be silenced 
in their social movements, and learn how the 
collective action of individuals has changed the 
course of history.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍExplores various historical movements and 
resistances via a particular event

 ÍSource material to help readers create and use 
a chronological sequence of related events to 
compare developments that happened at the 
same time

 ÍKids can learn how to change society through their 
own actions

 ÍNonfiction graphic novel format brings history to 
full-color life

CAPSTONE PrESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW School Strike for Climate • 9781666324396

NEW Shays' Rebellion • 9781666323016

NEW SErIES

INFECTEd!
Deadly diseases have killed millions of people 
throughout history, but modern medicine has 
discovered ways to fight back. Infected! explores 
how deadly diseases have shaped human history. 
Readers will learn how scientific discoveries have 
improved the treatment of these diseases.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍHigh-interest topic hooks readers and skillfully 
weaves in history and science content

 ÍEdge Books are carefully leveled and written for 
reluctant and struggling readers

 ÍUseful for hi-lo readers in middle school reading at 
a third or fourth grade level for units on the Middle 
Ages (bubonic plague), American colonization 
(smallpox), and modern diseases

 ÍHigh-interest topic ties directly to Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) curriculum

 ÍTies to Next Generation Science Standards related 
to engineering, technology, and the applications 
of science

CAPSTONE PrESS

age level: 8–14  •  trim: 178 x 229  •  pages: 32

Bubonic Plague • 9781543555073

Influenza • 9781543555004

Malaria • 9781543555059

Smallpox • 9781543555028

Cholera • 9781543572384

Ebola • 9781543572391

Measles • 9781543572407

Tuberculosis • 9781543572414
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HISTOrY

THE SCIENCE OF HISTOrY
Go beyond the history books to discover the 
science behind some well-known historical events. 
Find out how science helped the Mayflower cross an 
ocean and preserved the secrets of King Tut’s tomb. 
Discover the science used to explore Antarctica 
and guide settlers along the Oregon Trail. The 
chronological telling of historical events combined 
with scientific content help readers think like 
scientists and discover new facts about history.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍThis series introduces a unique approach that 
combines family history topics with scientific content

 ÍProvides students with essential support for C3 
Framework, national history standards, and Next 
Generation Science Standards

 ÍScience concepts introduced throughout the 
books are supported with diagrams, infographics, 
and charts to aid learning

CAPSTONE PrESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 48

Science in King Tut’s Tomb • 9781496696939

Science on Shackleton’s Expedition • 9781496696922

Science on the Mayflower • 9781496696946

Science on the Oregon Trail • 9781496696915

HOrrId HISTOrY OF BEAuTY
With plenty of gory stories and fascinating examples, 
this series is a fun and fascinating read. But it 
also exposes the reasons behind the sometimes 
unappealing methods people have historically 
employed in a quest for beauty. Social, scientific, 
historical and commercial aspects all play a part in 
understanding the context behind the stories.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍHello beautiful’ boxes highlight examples of famous 
people from history and today

 Í ‘To die for’ boxes reveal the scariest aspects of our 
quest for beauty

 ÍHumourous, high-interest stories and a lively writing 
style engage readers

 ÍScientific and factual information give context to 
the historical journey through beauty

rAINTrEE PuBlISHErS

age level: 9–13  •  trim: 184 x 235  •  pages: 48

Dangerous Diets • 9781474777674

Horrible Haircare • 9781474777681

Murderous Make-up • 9781474777698
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SCIENCE

ANIMAlS
Animals are amazing! Creatures large and small, mighty 
and meek are subjects of kids’ curiosity, and these books 
tap into that interest—and into kids’ broader sense of 
wonder about nature. The series offers a perfect blend 
of easy-to-read text and rich detail for first reports.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍFun and curriculum-connected facts perfect for 
sharing or first reports

 ÍBrilliant photos captivate readers

 ÍPerfect one-two punch to cover reading and Next 
Generation Science Standards

PEBBlE

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Hippos • 9781663971883

NEW Jellyfish • 9781663971807

NEW Pangolins • 9781663971753

NEW Sea Otters • 9781663971760

Anacondas • 9781977113405

Blue Whales • 9781977113412

Gorillas • 9781977113429

Great White Sharks • 9781977113436

Parrots • 9781977113443

Prairie Dogs • 9781977113450

Tarantulas • 9781977113467

Wolves • 9781977113474

Bearded Dragons • 9781977123121

Capybaras • 9781977123138

Cheetahs • 9781977123145

Dung Beetles • 9781977123152

Lemurs • 9781977123169

Manatees • 9781977123176

Puffins • 9781977123183

Pythons • 9781977123190

Giant Tortoises • 9781977131959

Jumping Spiders • 9781977131966

Macaws • 9781977131973

Mambas • 9781977131980

Octopuses • 9781977131997

Quokkas • 9781977132000

Tigers • 9781977132017

Tree Frogs • 9781977132024

4 NEW TITlES
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SCIENCE

ANIMAlS uNdErCOVEr
Nature has some clever masters of disguise! Animals 
Undercover explores how animals use camouflage 
and cover to hide in different habitats. Try to spot the 
creature hidden in the desert, forest, ocean, or snow. 
Then, turn the page to learn more about the animal!

SEllING POINTS

 Í Interactive turn-and-see format encourages 
sharing, discussion, and fun

 ÍKid-friendly examples and vibrant images keep 
engagement level high

 ÍDevelops new vocabulary with close photo-text match

 Í Introduces young readers to early science concepts

PEBBlE

age level: 5–8  • trim: 198 x 254 •  pages: 32

NEW Animals Hidden in the Desert • 9781666318029

NEW Animals Hidden in the Forest • 9781666318128

NEW Animals Hidden in the Ocean • 9781666318166

NEW Animals Hidden in the Snow • 9781666328301

NEW SErIES

HABITAT dAYS ANd NIGHTS
Spend a day and night in the world’s most wondrous 
habitats! Learn about these landscapes through their 
amazing animal residents. Slither through shimmering 
desert sand with a snake. Soar above a forest with a red-
tailed hawk, sprint across prairies with antelope, and stalk 
prey with tundra wolves. Graze on tall trees with giraffes, 
and swing in the rain forest’s canopy with gibbons. These 
habitats bustle with life morning, noon, and night. What 
will tomorrow bring to each environment?

SEllING POINTS

 ÍContent supports kindergarten and grade 1 NGSS 
standards for life science

 ÍYoung readers love animal books for self-selection 
pleasure reading and for research

 ÍAt-level text and engaging photos make content 
accessible for emergent and early readers

 ÍEach book teaches about animals, ecosystems, and 
habitats

 ÍBackmatter includes an activity to extend the learning

PEBBlE

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

NEW Day and Night in the Desert • 9781666327632

NEW Day and Night in the Forest • 9781666325393

NEW Day and Night in the Rain Forest • 9781666327793

NEW Day and Night in the Savanna • 9781666327878

NEW Day and Night on the Prairie • 9781666327953

NEW Day and Night on the Tundra • 9781666327717

NEW SErIES
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MY LiFe cYcLe
Help young readers get to know plants, animals, 
and other living things from start to finish. My Life 
Cycle books use adorable, first-person narratives 
to introduce a variety of life cycles. These illustrated 
nonfiction picture books combine science and 
humor to deepen students’ understanding of 
different organisms and help young readers make 
easy comparisons between their life cycles and that 
of other living things. Fact boxes present additional 
science information, and each book ends with a 
complete life-cycle diagram.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍFun, illustrated introductions to life cycles of plants 
and animals from the point of view of the subject

 ÍSupports Next Generation Science Standards for 
understanding that plants and animals have unique 
and diverse life cycles

 ÍPerfect for use as a readaloud or anchor text

 ÍPair titles in this series to compare and contrast 
different types of life cycles

PicTURe WinDOW BOOKS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

NEW My Life as a Dandelion • 9781663984869

NEW My Life as a Great White Shark • 9781663984852

NEW My Life as an Emperor Penguin • 9781663984845

NEW My Life as an Oak Tree • 9781663984838

neW SeRieS

LiGHT AnD SOUnD
Learn all about light and sound. Light and sound 
waves help us to see and hear. They’re all around us, 
even if we can’t always see them. Discover how light 
and sound waves are created, how they move and 
how we use them every day.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍStandard science topic presented in a fresh way 
that relates to the reader’s experience

 Í Informative, at-level text, colourful photos, and 
diagrams help explain key curriculum content

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

NEW Light • 9781398204171

NEW Sound • 9781398204195

neW SeRieS
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Science

WiLD eARTH Science
From afar, Earth seems still. But up close, Earth is always 
changing, moving, and reacting. Wild Earth Science 
explores the weather and natural events that make 
our planet an ever-changing place—and how to be 
aware and prepared. Providing age-appropriate and 
reassuring content, the Wild Earth Science series offers 
up-to-date information about these events and helps 
children understand their effects.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍSupports Next Generation Standards for Earth Science

 ÍNew series fills a content area gap at grade 2 Earth 
Science

 ÍSeries provides a resource for readers looking for 
additional information on weather events they 
experience or see or read about in the news

PeBBLe

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Droughts • 9781666327397

NEW Earthquakes • 9781666327151

NEW Floods • 9781666327311

NEW Hurricanes • 9781666325317

NEW Tornadoes • 9781666327076

NEW Tsunamis • 9781666327236

NEW Volcanic Eruptions • 9781666327472

NEW Wildfires • 9781666327557

neW SeRieS
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SCIENCE INQuIrY
Investigation is the heart of science. It helps young 
learners produce answers to questions and solve 
problems. This series uses science investigation to 
introduce readers to important science topics, such 
as animal classification, traits, habitats, pollination, 
and the needs of plants and animals. Each book 
explores questions and answers related to the Next 
Generation Science Standards.

SEllING POINTS

 Í Inquiry-based focus on Next Generations Science 
Standards life science topics

 ÍEncourage young scientists to recognize patterns 
and formulate answers to questions about the 
world around them

 ÍA science-based activity introduces and explains 
the concept featured in the book

PEBBlE

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW How Do Pushes and Pulls Affect Motion? • 
9781663970329

NEW How Do We Classify Materials? • 9781663970572

NEW How Do We Use Light? • 9781663970640

NEW How Is Sound Made? • 9781663970619

How Are Animals Grouped? • 9781977131386

How Are Plants Pollinated? • 9781977131393

Is It a Food Web or a Food Chain? • 9781977131409

Is It Living or Nonliving? • 9781977131416

What Are Traits? • 9781977131423

What Do Animals Need to Survive? • 9781977131430

What Do Plants Need to Survive? • 9781977131447

What Is a Habitat? • 9781977131454

4 NEW TITlES
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SCIENCE

FuTurE SPACE
Cutting-edge rocket science makes the final space 
frontier more exciting than ever, with new missions to 
the Moon, Mars and beyond. What do partnerships 
between NASA and private companies mean for 
future space travel? What can space telescopes and 
probes tell us about planets and galaxies far, far away? 
Space science meets far-out fun in these accessible, 
up-to-date volumes, perfect for fans of Star Wars, 
Doctor Who and other science fiction stories.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍAppeals to fans of Star Wars, Doctor Who and other 
science fiction time-travel shows

 ÍHigh-interest topics to get children interested in STEAM

 ÍGood topics for hi-lo readers

rAINTrEE PuBlISHErS

age level: 8–14  •  trim: 178 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Selfies from Space • 9781474788540

NEW Space Survival • 9781474788472

NEW Space Telescopes • 9781474788533

NEW Space, Incorporated • 9781474788489

NEW SErIES

MICrO SCIENCE
Some of the most amazing parts of science are the 
smallest! Atoms, cells, viruses, and bacteria can be 
seen only through a microscope. But don’t be fooled 
by their tiny size. They can have a huge impact on you 
and the world. With up-close images and engaging 
text, get an inside look at the micro world of science.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍCross-curricular support for grades 3 and 4 NGSS 
life and physical science standards

 ÍMicroscopic images support content and add 
high-interest appeal for self-selection

 ÍAt-level, engaging text explores complex science 
concepts in clear and engaging manner for young 
readers

CAPSTONE PrESS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW The Micro World of Animal and Plant Cells • 
9781666320923

NEW The Micro World of Atoms and Molecules • 
9781666320992

NEW The Micro World of Dust Mites and Other 
Microscopic Creatures • 9781666321067

NEW The Micro World of Viruses and Bacteria • 
9781666321135

NEW SErIES
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THIS Or THAT?: SCIENCE EdITION
Everyone has an opinion. Here’s a chance to give 
yours! Each book in the This or That?: Science 
Edition series presents multiple mind-tickling 
questions, each with two thought-provoking 
answers to choose from. Great for debate and 
critical thinking, these books bring science to 
readers in an interactive way. From questions about 
animals to the human body, technology, space and 
more, learning about science has never been so fun!

SEllING POINTS

 ÍHigh-interest “would you rather” format makes 
learning feel like a game

 ÍAsking young readers to make a choice helps them 
develop critical thinking skills

 ÍHigh-interest topics about a variety of science 
subjects show how Science, Technology, Engineering, 
Art and Maths (STEAM) is used in everyday life as well 
as in planning future technologies

rAINTrEE PuBlISHErS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW This or That Questions About Technology • 
9781398214705

NEW This or That Questions About the Human 
Body • 9781398214729

NEW This or That Questions About Animals and 
Plants • 9781398214668

NEW This or That Questions About Space and 
Beyond • 9781398214682

NEW SErIES

SEASON TO SEASON
This series combines bright, colourful illustrations 
with fun but age-appropriate text to introduce 
young readers to the seasons, and how they 
progress in a variety of different habitats. Each 
book includes information about plants, animals 
and human behaviours and how they change 
throughout the year in each location.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍReal-world examples that children understand 
to demonstrate how places and habitats change 
through the seasons

 ÍPlayful yet content-driven text at appropriate level 
for emergent readers

 Í Information about plants, animals and human 
behaviousr and how they chnage through the year

rAINTrEE PuBlISHErS

age level: 4–8  •  trim: 279 x 229  •  pages: 24

A Year in the City • 9781474795463

A Year in the Forest • 9781474795470

A Year in the Pond • 9781474795487

A Year on the Farm • 9781474795494
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INSECT EXPlOrEr
This series looks at the fascinating lives of some 
of the world’s most common insects and other 
minibeasts. Find out what entomologists do and 
study the life of insects, their behaviour, habitats, life 
cycles, classification and other scientific topics. Each 
title gives an overview of the insect and then looks at 
specific species or family groups. Graphic organizers, 
fascinating fact boxes and stunning photographs 
make this the perfect introduction to insect life!

SEllING POINTS

 ÍA close-up look at species of insect and how to 
identify them

 ÍPerfect for KS1 Science curriculum: includes topics 
such as classification, behaviour and life cycles

 ÍGraphic organizers, fascinating fact boxes and 
stunning photographs make this the perfect 
introduction to insect life

 ÍStunning macro photography

rAINTrEE PuBlISHErS

age level: 4–8  •  trim: 197 x 222  •  pages: 32

Cool Crickets • 9781474794596

Powerful Praying Mantises • 9781474794619

Splendid Spiders • 9781474794633

Wonderful Worms • 9781474794640

Amazing Ants • 9781474770620

Beautiful Butterflies • 9781474770651

Brilliant Beetles • 9781474770644

Buzzing Bees • 9781474770637

Dashing Dragonflies • 9781474770668

Grand Grasshoppers • 9781474770675

SCIENCE
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WHOSE IS THIS?
Grrr, chomp, swish! This photo-guessing game 
challenges kids to figure out which animal they 
are seeing in each eye-catching picture. What’s so 
tough about that? The images show only the eyes, 
teeth, ears, nose, feet or tail of each beast. These fun 
read-alouds will both amuse and spark scientific 
thinking!

SEllING POINTS

 ÍAn interactive, turn-the-page-and-see format 
makes these fun and entertaining for new readers

 ÍLively introductions to basic animal parts

rAINTrEE PuBlISHErS

age level: 4–7  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

Who Hears With These Ears? • 9781398202320

Who Wiggles This Tail? • 9781398202405

Who Chomps With These Teeth? • 9781398202306

Who Walks With These Feet? • 9781398202382

Who Sees With These Eyes? • 9781398202344

Who Sniffs With This Nose? • 9781398202368

AMAZING ANIMAl Q&AS
Do cows really sleep standing up? Can flying fish 
really fly? Why are flamingos pink? Young children are 
naturally inquisitive about everything around them. 
This fun series offers kid-appropriate and accurate 
answers to some of their most asked animal questions. 
High-impact photos and close picture-text match 
make this an ideal choice for emerging readers.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍSimple scientific answers to kids’ real questions 
about the animal world

 ÍUnique approach to the popular topic of animals

 ÍCovers curriculum topics while appealing to 
readers’ love of animals, nature and questioning

rAINTrEE PuBlISHErS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

Do Flying Fish Really Fly? • 9781398215658

Why Do Cows Sleep Standing Up? • 9781398215702

Why Are Flamingos Pink? • 9781398215696

Why Do Flies Like Gross Stuff? • 9781398215719

How Do Spiders Walk on the Ceiling? • 9781398215672

Why Don't Fish Have Eyelashes? • 9781398215726

Do Vampire Bats Really Drink Blood? • 9781398215665

Where Do Worms Go in Winter? • 9781398215689
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SCIENCE

BABY ANIMAlS
Follow the journey of these adorable baby animals as 
they grow, develop, and discover important survival skills 
in the early stages of their lives. Find out what animal 
babies need to survive and how their parents care for 
and protect them from birth until they are independent.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍHigh-interest content will encourage early readers 
to self-select these books while also learning useful 
science-curriculum-related information

 ÍUp-close, adorable photos of baby animals provide 
immediate appeal but also suppport the simple, 
age-appropriate text to aid further understanding

rAINTrEE PuBlISHErS

age level: 5–7  • trim: 198 x 203 •  pages: 24

All About Baby African Elephants • 9781398223776

All About Baby Cheetahs • 9781398223813

All About Baby Penguins • 9781398224018

All About Baby Sea Lions • 9781398224056

All About Baby Dolphins • 9781398223851

All About Baby Koalas • 9781398223936

All About Baby Flamingos • 9781398223899

All About Baby Orangutans • 9781398223974

FEATurEd SErIES

CYClES OF NATurE
Earth’s natural cycles are always at work. Life cycles, 
rock cycles, water cycles and the phases of the 
Moon are all natural cycles. These cycles change 
naturally, but humans can affect these cycles of 
nature. This series introduces the different cycles of 
nature and explains how certain things can upset 
their balance.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍFills a need for easy-to-read nature cycles series

 Í Includes diagrams for a closer look at nature cycles

 ÍFits in with curriculum work on cycles of nature

rAINTrEE PuBlISHErS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 203 x 173  •  pages: 24

Phases of the Moon • 9781474760737

The Carbon Cycle • 9781474760744

The Rock Cycle • 9781474760713

The Water Cycle • 9781474760720

Day and Night • 9781474795258

Hibernation • 9781474795265

Life Cycles • 9781474795296

Seasons • 9781474795289
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dISCOVEr PHYSICAl SCIENCE
In this introductory series, kids will learn the basic 
concepts behind key physical science subjects. 
Young readers will learn how forces, gravity, magnets 
and motion work and how these things affect the 
world around them every day. At the end of each 
book students can put what they’ve learned into 
practice with a simple activity.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍPerfect introductions to key science currriculum 
topics

 ÍCarefully levelled text to support early and 
emergent readers in sentence fluency and 
comprehension

 ÍEach book concludes with an activity to enhance 
learning

rAINTrEE PuBlISHErS

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

Discover Magnets • 9781398202269

Discover Motion • 9781398202283

Discover Forces • 9781398202221

Discover Gravity • 9781398202245

FAST FACTS ABOuT  
BuGS & SPIdErS
Welcome to the wonderful world of bugs and spiders! 
Did you know only female bees have stingers? How 
about that butterflies are covered in tiny scales? Or 
that there are more than 12,000 ant species? In these 
introductions, young readers will learn all about their 
favorite insects and spiders. They’ll find out the basics, 
including body parts, habitats, and life cycles, and along 
the way uncover surprising and fascinating facts! Simple 
text, up-close photos, and a fun activity in every book 
make it easy for kids to get fast facts on creepy-crawlies.

SEllING POINTS

 Í Inviting design makes it easy for readers to find fun facts

 ÍOffers engaging, kid-friendly support to first grade 
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)

 ÍCraft activity at the end of the book encourages 
further exploration

PEBBlE

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

Fast Facts About Ants • 9781977131461

Fast Facts About Bees • 9781977131478

Fast Facts About Beetles • 9781977131485

Fast Facts About Butterflies • 9781977131492

Fast Facts About Cockroaches • 9781977131508

Fast Facts About Dragonflies • 9781977131515

Fast Facts About Grasshoppers • 9781977131522

Fast Facts About Spiders • 9781977131539
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lOOK-AlIKE ANIMAlS
Splash! Was that a crocodile or an alligator? Buzz! Was 
that a honeybee or a wasp? Some animals look and 
act so similar it can be tough to tell them apart. The 
Look-Alike Animals series explores the ways two similar 
species are alike and how they are different. Filled with 
stunning photos and lively text, this series is just right 
for budding scientists and young nature lovers.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍLighthearted, fun tone combines with clear text 
and labeled photos to help young learners expand 
their concept of same and different

 ÍConnects easily with observations and encounters 
that kids make with these animals in the natural 
world, providing them with a deeper understanding 
and appreciation of life science

 ÍDirectly supports Next Generation Science 
Standards for Grade 1 related to how animals use 
their unique features and behaviors to survive 
as well as standards for Grade 3 relating to how 
animals’ life cycles are similar and different

 ÍAs a read-aloud, the playful tone is perfect to 
engage pre-readers who will also delight in the 
bright, clear images of some of their favorite animals

PEBBlE

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

Is It a Butterfly or a Moth? • 9781663908476

Is It a Dolphin or a Porpoise? • 9781663908551

Is It a Frog or a Toad? • 9781663908599

Is It a Honeybee or a Wasp? • 9781663908636

Is It a Turtle or a Tortoise? • 9781663908674

Is It an Alligator or a Crocodile? • 9781663908513

ANIMAl dETECTIVES
Be an animal detective! By looking at the beautiful 
illustrations, labels, charts, mini facts and fact files 
you can discover what different animals eat, how 
big they are, where they live and more. Then test 
your new-found knowledge in the quiz at the back 
of the book.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍHigh-interest animal books

 Íeach animal is presented with a stunning illustration 
and fact file containing information about weight, 
food and habitat

 Ímini facts and a size chart give extra fun information

 ÍCarefully levelled text makes the books perfect for 
early readers

rAINTrEE PuBlISHErS

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 178 x 229  •  pages: 24

Apes and Monkeys • 9781474798440

Big Cats • 9781474798457

Minibeasts • 9781474798464

Sharks • 9781474798471

Snakes • 9781474798488

Whales and Dolphins • 9781474798495
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PrOPErTIES OF MATErIAlS
Why is sandpaper rough? Is a pillow light or heavy? 
Does a rock sink or float? Children come across 
different materials every day. With simple, engaging 
language and approachable photographs, this 
series helps young scientists describe the properties 
of materials and objects in their world.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍMakes science accessible by connecting material 
properties to familiar objects

 ÍEngaging non-fiction designed and levelled for 
nearly fluent readers

rAINTrEE PuBlISHErS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

Is It Smooth or Rough? • 9781398224247

Is It Stiff or Bendable? • 9781398224285

Is It Hard or Soft? • 9781398224124

Will It Float or Sink? • 9781398224322

Is It Heavy or Light? • 9781398224148

Is It Shiny or Dull? • 9781398224209

WAVES IN MOTION
Waves are long and short. They bounce and bend. 
They’re all around us, even if we can’t see them. 
Waves help us see, hear, and get information. 
Discover how light waves, sound waves, radio waves, 
and microwaves are created. Learn how these waves 
move and how we use them every day. Informative, 
at-level text, colorful photos, and diagrams help 
uncover waves in motion.

SEllING POINTS

 ÍStandard science topic presented in a fresh way 
that relates to the reader’s experience

 ÍSupports Next Generation Science Standards

PEBBlE

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 203 x 203  •  pages: 24

Light Waves • 9781977122728

Microwaves • 9781977122711

Radio Waves • 9781977122735

Sound Waves • 9781977122742
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DiScOVeR MeTeOROLOGY
Discover Meteorology will tap into children’s natural 
curiosity about the world around them. Readers will 
learn how to define the difference between climate 
and weather, how meteorologists predict severe 
weather and how children around the world can 
prepare for it. Sidebars and infographics supplement 
the text to really help readers get to grips with the 
topics.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍPerfect introductions for beginning learners 
keen to understand the complicated subject of 
meteorology

 Í Includes maps, diagrams and striking photography

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

How Do We Measure Weather? • 9781398215207

Understanding Climate • 9781398215245

How Do People Prepare for Severe Weather? • 
9781398215184

How Do We Predict Weather? • 9781398215221

Understanding Weather • 9781398215269

Understanding Weather Patterns • 9781398215283

WiLD BiOMeS
Wild animals live in different biomes on Earth. 
Discover how these animals thrive in these unique 
places and how they depend on each other to 
survive. From the wet Amazon rainforest to the cold 
Arctic tundra and the Great Barrier Reef, beginning 
readers will get an inside look at the wildlife that call 
these places home.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍEarly introduction to the concept of biodiversity

 ÍPerfect to support the study of living things and 
their habitats in Year 2

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

Animals of the Amazon Rainforest • 9781398224803

Animals of the Great Barrier Reef • 9781398224889

Animals of the African Savanna • 9781398224766

Animals of the Arctic Tundra • 9781398224841
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eARTH MATeRiALS AnD SYSTeMS
Earth’s materials and systems are all around us. What 
are these parts of nature? And how do they affect 
us? From air to rocks to water, readers explore Earth’s 
materials and systems and their importance to the 
planet.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍTeaches students about the Earth’s most important 
natural materials

 ÍUseful supports for key Science and Geography 
curriculum topics

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

Soil • 9781398204119

Water • 9781398204133

Erosion • 9781398204072

Rocks • 9781398204096

Air • 9781398204041

Fossils • 9781398204089

LiTTLe PHYSiciST
Physics helps explain the things in our world. It tells us 
how hard or soft something is. Physics explains how 
something can change from a solid to a liquid or a 
liquid to a gas. It also tells us if things give off heat. 
Find out the role that physics has in our daily lives.

SeLLinG POinTS

 Í Introduces key physics concepts to early readers; 
Perfect for KS1 Science curriculum

 Í Includes everyday occurrences that children can 
relate to

 ÍReviewed by Smithsonian experts and includes 
expert quotes

 Í Includes graphic organizers such as charts and maps

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 197 x 222  •  pages: 32

Energy • 9781474787109

Light • 9781474787116

Matter • 9781474787123

Motion • 9781474787130

Sound • 9781474787147
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OUR PLAce in THe UniVeRSe
What is the universe, and what is Earth’s place in it? 
Our place in the universe determines what we see 
in the night sky and the length of every day. This 
fascinating series helps young readers learn how 
the patterns of nature they see in the world around 
them fit into the grand scheme of the universe.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍAn early introduction to the concepts of space 
and the universe using comparisons with everyday 
things that young readers see in the world around 
them (such as the Milky Way galaxy is shaped like a 
giant whirlpool)

 ÍPopular high-interest topic mixed with basic 
Science curriculum principals such as observation 
and interpretation

 ÍText features including fact boxes and infographics 
are worked seamlessly into the design for easy 
reading and better comprehension

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 6–9  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

Earth and Other Planets • 9781474786911

The Milky Way and Other Galaxies • 9781474786928

The Moon and Other Satellites • 9781474786935

The Sun and Stars • 9781474786942

PLAneTS in OUR SOLAR SYSTeM
From the rocky planets like our own Earth to the 
great gas giants in outer orbit, get to know our solar 
system! Each planet has its own unique features: 
discover them all and let your space knowledge 
blast off!

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍThe series provides basic introductions and key facts 
about the different planets in Earth’s solar system

 ÍContains the latest information on planets, 
including probe observations

 ÍAppropriately levelled text perfect for young readers

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 6–8  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

Mercury • 9781398205222

Venus • 9781398205307

Earth • 9781398205161

Mars • 9781398205208

Neptune • 9781398205246

Saturn • 9781398205260

Jupiter • 9781398205185

Uranus • 9781398205284
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enGineeReD BY nATURe
Animals and plants can be amazing engineers! They 
adapt, build, create and fight to help ensure their 
survival in the wild. From carnivorous plants and animal 
warfare to thorny devils and hypnotic stoats, find out 
how animals and plants have developed ingenious 
ways of staying alive in sometimes harsh habitats.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍLinks to curriculum topics on adaptation and habitats

 ÍHigh-interest approach to the skills animals and 
plants use to survive in the wild

 ÍActivities throughout to help readers see what they 
are learning in action

 ÍUnusual examples to engage reluctant readers

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 7–9  •  trim: 160 x 229  •  pages: 32

Animal Adaptations • 9781398200470

Animal Homes and Hang-outs • 9781398200487

Animal Traps and Lairs • 9781398200456

Born Survivors • 9781398200463

Deadly Predators • 9781398200494

Killer Plants • 9781398200500

MARVeLLOUS DiScOVeRieS
Look behind the microscope or telescope with 
scientists as they learn more about the world around 
us and beyond. From invisible crustaceans and 
flying frogs to giant tsunamis on Mars, find out all 
about new and exciting discoveries from the past 
decade.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍBooks reviewed by Smithsonian experts

 Í information provided in multiple ways to 
encourage learning, including main text, bold and 
colourful images, separate facts, sidebars and 
graphic organizers

 Í Includes expert quotes and critical thinking 
questions to promote discussion

 ÍCarefully written text based on levelled content and 
reading levels

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 7–10  •  trim: 254 x 203  •  pages: 32

Animal Discoveries • 9781474759724

Ocean Discoveries • 9781474759748

Planet Earth Discoveries • 9781474759755

Space Discoveries • 9781474759731
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ALL ABOUT PHYSicS
From atoms to solar panels, light waves to ultraviolet 
light, sonic booms to sound waves, physics has some 
fascinating scientific concepts to learn about. Find 
out all about this and much more in this fascinating 
series, including what lies ahead for the science of 
the future. “Super Science” fact boxes give interesting 
stats and lesser-known facts so you can impress your 
friends with your science knowledge!

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍPerfect for KS2 Science curriculum

 ÍColourful, fun and interesting presentation of 
physics topics

 ÍBreaks down information in easy chunks for the reader

 Í “Super Science” fact boxes give interesting stats 
and lesser-known facts so readers can impress their 
friends with their science knowledge!

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 8–13  •  trim: 203 x 254  •  pages: 48

All About Electricity • 9781474777247

All About Energy • 9781474777254

All About Forces and Motion • 9781474777261

All About Light • 9781474777278

All About Magnetism • 9781474777285

eXPLORinG eARTH’S HABiTATS
Our world is made up of many different habitats. In 
this series, readers learn about the animals, plants, 
climate and geography of each habitat. Readers will 
understand what makes each habitat unique, why 
people live in each habitat, as well as what each 
habitat’s future might look like.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍUses maps, satellite images, photographs, and 
other representations to explain relationships 
between the locations of places and regions and 
their environmental characteristics

 ÍDescribes how environmental characteristics influence 
population distribution in specific places or regions

 ÍExplains how environmental characteristics affect the 
distribution and movement of people, goods and ideas

 ÍExplains how human settlements and movements 
relate to the locations and use of various natural 
resources

 ÍShows why environmental characteristics vary 
among different regions

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 197 x 222  •  pages: 32

Desert Habitats Around the World • 9781474785853

Forest Habitats Around the World • 9781474785860

Freshwater Habitats Around the World • 9781474785877

Grassland Habitats Around the World • 9781474785884

Marine Habitats Around the World • 9781474785891

Tundra Habitats Around the World • 9781474785907
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HiGH TecH Science AT HOMe
High-tech devices are having an impact in new ways 
every day, as new technologies change how young 
people watch television and movies, how they listen 
to music, how they get news and information, how 
they study and learn, and even how they turn the 
lights on and off. What’s the science behind these 
technologies, how do they work, and where is the tech 
world heading next? Super-engaging text will connect 
with readers and help them better understand how 
advances in technology have changed their lives and 
homes - and what the future may hold.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍDiscusses how science and technology influence 
society

 ÍUses everyday examples that connect to the real-
world experiences of readers

 ÍHigh-interest topic ties to Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Art and Maths (STEAM) curricula

 ÍCarefully levelled, high-interest text will engage 
even the most reluctant readers

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 48

How Do Virtual Assistants Work? • 9781398204508

How Does Streaming Work? • 9781398204522

How Do Smart Homes Work? • 9781398204485

How Does Wi-Fi Work? • 9781398204546

PReDATOR VS PReDATOR
Have you ever wondered which animals really are 
the fiercest predators? Which are the fastest? Which 
are the most stealthy? Which have the upper hand 
when it comes to strength? In each Predator vs 
Predator book, two fierce animals from the same 
ecosystem are examined closely. Readers compare 
and contrast each animal’s features and skills before 
deciding which animal reigns as the top predator of 
the ecosystem. Which one will come out on top?

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍPopular content approach which has proven well-
received by readers

 ÍCreative approach to KS2 science topics such as 
food chains, animal characteristics and adaptation

 ÍAllows students to use compare and contrast skills 
to form their own opinions on which animals might 
be the ultimate predators

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

Jaguar vs Crocodile • 9781398235311

Wolf vs Golden Eagle • 9781398235441

Lion vs Hyena • 9781398235359

Polar Bear vs Orca • 9781398235403
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SHARKS cLOSe-UP
Dive in and get up close to sharks! From how far 
away can a shark really smell blood? Do sharks attack 
people for food? What’s it like to swim alongside the 
toothy top predators of the seas? Through stunning 
action photos and lively text, young readers will hunt 
down the most fascinating facts about sharks. From 
digging up secrets about prehistoric sharks to busting 
myths about great whites, this series has something 
for all budding shark experts.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍBuilds upon the interest people of all ages 
have in sharks, as shown by hit shark-related TV 
programming such as Shark Week, which drew 
nearly 35 million viewers in 2018

 ÍClearly debunks common myths about sharks, 
presenting clear, up-to-date information rooted in 
the latest studies

 ÍAs with other large predators, sharks draw increased 
interest from kids, making these books great fits for 
self-selections that are sure to draw in reluctant readers

 ÍAmazing in-your-face photos combined with 
diagrams and lively text will take a bite out of 
boredom for even the most reluctant readers

cAPSTOne PReSS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

Busting Myths About Great White Sharks • 9781663906359

Megalodon and Other Prehistoric Sharks • 
9781663906397

Shark Superpowers • 9781663906434

Swimming with Sharks • 9781663906472

SOLVinG SPAce’S MYSTeRieS
Ever wonder how a black hole is created? Curious 
about dark matter? Spot something in the night sky 
and want to know exactly what it is? Solving Space 
Mysteries breaks down complicated space science 
topics in a way kids will understand. From constellations 
to moon phases to what’s in the farthest reaches of the 
universe, these books are a perfect introduction to the 
mysteries - and wonders - of space.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍTaps into children’s natural curiosity about space

 ÍSpace continues to be a hot topic because of 
conversation around climate change, technology 
advancements, and space exploration

 ÍCarefully leveled, high-interest text paired with 
beautiful photos

cAPSTOne PReSS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 178 x 229  •  pages: 32

Mysteries of Black Holes and Dark Matter • 
9781496680754

Mysteries of Meteors, Asteroids, and Comets • 
9781496680778

Mysteries of Moons and Moon Phases • 9781496680785

Mysteries of Planets, Stars, and Galaxies • 9781496680792

Mysteries of the Constellations • 9781496680815

Mysteries of the Universe • 9781496680808
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UnUSUAL LiFe cYcLeS
Mammals that hatch from eggs. Tadpoles that shrink 
as they become frogs. Fish that carry their eggs in 
their mouths. Insects born underground. Animal life 
cycles can be unusual—and fascinating! Close-up 
images and diagrams support the text as young 
readers uncover some of the most unusual life 
cycles on the planet.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍWith high-interest content on animals, books are 
perfect for self-selection

 ÍThe high-interest topic of animals ties to Next 
Generation Science Standards from grade 3, from 
Molecules to Organisms: Structure and Process

 ÍHelps readers compare and contrast the unusual 
life cycles with those of other animals in the same 
classification or species

cAPSTOne PReSS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

Unusual Life Cycles of Amphibians • 9781496697004

Unusual Life Cycles of Birds • 9781496697011

Unusual Life Cycles of Fish • 9781496697028

Unusual Life Cycles of Invertebrates • 9781496696991

Unusual Life Cycles of Mammals • 9781496697035

Unusual Life Cycles of Reptiles • 9781496697042

eneRGY ReVOLUTiOn
Fossil fuels are running out and destroying our 
environment. Never fear! There is an energy 
revolution afoot. Clean energy technology is getting 
cheaper, and jobs in these fields are growing. This 
series will introduce young readers to the science 
and engineering behind four of the most common 
sources of clean energy being used today: solar, 
wind, geothermal and hydropower.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍMeets STEAM and Next Gen Science Standards, as 
well as career-ready Common Core standards

 Í Introduces readers to the latest in energy 
technology.

cAPSTOne PReSS

age level: 8–10  •  trim: 197 x 222  •  pages: 32

Geothermal Energy • 9781543559088

Hydropower • 9781543559095

Solar Energy • 9781543559064

Wind Energy • 9781543559071
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AniMAL S.O.S.
People have been trying to save these magnificent 
animals for decades. So why are they still dying out? Find 
out all about giant pandas, gorillas, humpback whales 
and tigers in this fascinating series. Read about the 
threats that they face, what is being done to try and save 
them and how you can help to answer their SOS call.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍHigh-interest look at animals under threat of 
extinction and what is being done to help them

 ÍSuggestions for ways in which readers can help 
save these animals encourages empathy and 
environmental conscientiousness

 ÍExcellent for children who are interested in conservation 
work or working with animals when they are older

 ÍGood accompaniment for KS2 Science Habitats study

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 9–13  •  trim: 229 x 216  •  pages: 32

Save the Giant Panda • 9781474777506

Save the Gorilla • 9781474777520

Save the Humpback Whale • 9781474777476

Save the Tiger • 9781474777483

Save the Cheetah • 9781474797696

Save the Chimpanzee • 9781474797702
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ReAL-LiFe GHOST STORieS
Stories about ghostly hauntings terrify readers 
around the world. This spooky series features one 
real-life ghost story per book, written in a “can’t-put-
it-down” narrative style. Fact boxes and sceptic’s 
notes give readers real-world context for these 
frightening tales, including the legendary Popper 
the Poltergeist and Flying Dutchman ghost stories.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍWill appeal to fans of Stranger Things, Disney’s 
Descendants, Pirates of the Caribbean, 
Goosebumps and other paranormal and horror 
media

 ÍAppeals to those who may be interested in horror 
but who are too young for the “teen” versions

 ÍCarefully levelled text appeals to at-level reluctant 
readers as well as struggling readers in higher years

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 8–14  •  trim: 203 x 254  •  pages: 32

NEW Popper the Poltergeist • 9781474796163

NEW The Brown Lady • 9781474796156

NEW The Flying Dutchman • 9781474796132

NEW The Greenbrier Ghost • 9781474796149

neW SeRieS

THe WORLD AROUnD YOU
The World Around You picture book series looks at 
colors, shapes, counting, and more early learning 
concepts through everyday scenarios familiar 
to young children. Creative, rhyming text paired 
with bright, colorful photographs will engage 
readers, while quizzes at the end of each book 
will test readers on what they have learned and 
acknowledge their understanding of each concept.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍClose picture-text match to assist early learners

 ÍCharming rhymed text, kid-appealing examples 
and photographs

 ÍA photographic quiz at the end of each book 
engages readers and consolidates learning

PeBBLe

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 198 x 254  •  pages: 32

NEW Colors in Nature • 9781666325157

NEW Counting at the Store • 9781666326512

NEW Measuring at Home • 9781666326598

NEW Opposites at the Zoo • 9781666326352

NEW Shapes at the Park • 9781666326437

NEW Up, Down, and Around the City • 9781666326277

neW SeRieS
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SPORTS iLLUSTRATeD KiDS: 
AcTiViST ATHLeTeS
Professional athletes can have thousands of fans, giving 
them tremendous platforms. Some athletes use their 
influence to highlight social causes, often becoming 
famous figures in sports history. Sports Illustrated 
Kids: Activist Athletes introduces readers to dozens of 
athletes who made their marks both on and off the 
field by calling for change and progress in society.

SeLLinG POinTS

 Í In partnership with Sports Illustrated Kids, an elite 
sports magazine offering a kid-first perspective to 
7+ million young sports fans

 ÍFeatures today’s most popular team sports—
football, basketball, baseball, and hockey—and their 
respective superstars, both past and modern-day

 ÍConnects high-interest sports topics with historical 
events, attracting and supporting anxious and 
reluctant learners

cAPSTOne PReSS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Athletes Against War • 9781666321203

NEW Athletes for Gender Equity • 9781666321272

NEW Athletes for Racial Equity • 9781666321340

NEW Athletes for Social Justice • 9781666321418

neW TiTLeS

SPORTS iLLUSTRATeD KiDS: GOATS
For sports fans looking for more than just current stars 
and stats, SIK GOATs will leave readers debating the 
choices, thinking about their own picks, and satisfying 
their craving for sports analysis. With full biographies 
and facts on these top performers, young fans will 
have the information they need to decide—are these 
athletes just great, or truly the Greatest Of All Time?

SeLLinG POinTS

 Í In partnership with Sports Illustrated Kids, an elite 
sports magazine offering a kid-first perspective to 
7+ million young sports fans

 ÍGreatest of all time lists provide readers with the 
opportunity to debate and compare and contrast 
statistics

 ÍFeatures today’s most popular team sports—
football, basketball, baseball, and hockey—and their 
respective superstars, both past and modern-day

cAPSTOne PReSS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

NEW Baseball GOATs • 9781666321487

NEW Basketball GOATs • 9781666321555

NEW Football GOATs • 9781666321623

NEW Olympic GOATs • 9781666321692

neW SeRieS
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SPORTS iLLUSTRATeD KiDS:  
BiG-TiMe RecORDS
Sports records are more than numbers and names. 
Behind each mark is a story: a story of a record-
breaking athlete; a story of a team that defied the 
odds; or a story of a player who chased a chance to 
make history. Get the amazing stories behind sports’ 
biggest records and the players and teams who 
have chased and broken them to make history.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍProduced in partnership with Sports Illustrated 
Kids, an elite sports magazine offering a kid-first 
perspective to more than 7 million young sports fans

 ÍFeatures today’s most popular sports—football, 
basketball, baseball, hockey, soccer, and extreme 
sports—along with their superstars from the past 
and modern-day

 ÍAction-packed photographs provide a full-color, 
in-the-game perspective to some of sports’ 
greatest moments

 ÍNumerous record lists provide quick reference 
guides for avid sports fans

cAPSTOne PReSS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 64

Big-Time Baseball Records • 9781977159304

Big-Time Basketball Records • 9781977159298

Big-Time Extreme Sports Records • 9781977158963

Big-Time Football Records • 9781977159311

Big-Time Hockey Records • 9781977159328

Big-Time Soccer Records • 9781977159090

SPORTS iLLUSTRATeD KiDS: BALL
Get ready to hit the hardcourt with Sports Illustrated 
Kids: Ball! From basketball’s pathways to pro stardom 
and its flashy fashions to the sport’s ever-evolving history 
and its greatest players of all time, readers will bask 
in the glory of the game. With in-your-face graphics, 
action-packed photos, and heart-pounding text, this 
basketball-exclusive series is written with a voice, style, 
and authenticity that speaks to today’s young fans.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍDeveloped in partnership with Sports Illustrated 
Kids, an elite sports magazine offering a kid-first 
perspective to 7+ million young sports fans

 ÍFeatures today’s most popular basketball 
superstars, both past and modern-day

 Í Includes action-packed photographs to provide 
a full-color, in-the-game perspective that feels 
authentic to big-time basketball fans

cAPSTOne PReSS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

Basketball Greats • 9781663920713

Basketball Shoes, Shorts, and Style • 9781663920690

The Evolution of Basketball • 9781663920676

The Paths to Pro Basketball • 9781663920652
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SPORTS iLLUSTRATeD KiDS:  
MORe THAn A GAMe
Combining sports with social-emotional learning 
leads to winning results in this Sports Illustrated Kids 
series. Lessons of respect, perseverance, patience, 
and teamwork are demonstrated through on- and 
off-the-field sports examples. With engaging, full-
color photos and heart-pounding text, More Than 
a Game provides a fresh, exciting way to approach 
SEL skills while engaging sports fans, young and old.

SeLLinG POinTS

 Í In partnership with Sports Illustrated Kids, an elite 
sports magazine offering a kid-first perspective to 
more than 7 million young sports fans

 ÍFeatures today’s most popular team sports—
football, basketball, baseball, and soccer—and their 
respective superstars, both past and modern-day

 ÍAction-packed photographs provide a full-color, in-the-
game perspective to some of sports greatest moments

 ÍA fresh, exciting way to approach social and 
emotional learning (SEL);

cAPSTOne PReSS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

Courage on the Football Field • 9781663920614

Patience at the Plate • 9781663920591

Respect on the Court • 9781663920638

Teamwork on the Soccer Field • 9781663920737

SPORTS iLLUSTRATeD KiDS:  
nAMe GAMe
Sports legends always have nicknames, and sports 
nicknames always have legends. In this quirky and fun 
series, you will learn the meaning behind the nickname 
of some of history’s most well-known athletes. 
From baseball’s the Sultan of Swat and basketball’s 
Air Jordan to football’s Megatron and hockey’s the 
Great One, big-name players often have even bigger 
nicknames. Chock-full of fascinating facts, Sports 
Illustrated Kids’ Name Game is sure to be legendary!

SeLLinG POinTS

 Í In partnership with Sports Illustrated Kids, an elite 
sports magazine offering a kid-first perspective to 
7+ million young sports fans

 ÍFeatures today’s most popular team sports—
football, basketball, baseball, and hockey—and their 
respective superstars, both past and modern-day

 ÍAction-packed photographs provide a full-color, 
in-the-game perspective to some of sports 
greatest moments

cAPSTOne PReSS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

Baseball’s Greatest Nicknames • 9781663920393

Basketball’s Greatest Nicknames • 9781663920416

Football’s Greatest Nicknames • 9781663920492

Hockey’s Greatest Nicknames • 9781663920553
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SPORTS FUn
Have fun learning about the sports you love! This 
easy-to-read series presents early introductions to 
football, soccer, basketball, and many other popular 
sports. Each title focuses on the basics of the game, 
the equipment needed to play, and the importance 
of good sportsmanship. With a bonus skill-builder 
feature, readers can even get in the game and have 
fun playing it.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍEasy-to-read, carefully leveled text for early  
readers

 ÍVibrant, engaging full-color photos

 Í Ideal resources for kids just learning about sports

 ÍRepeatedly a top-selling topic for K-2

 ÍSkill-building feature allows readers to practice a 
skill needed to play the sport

PeBBLe

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 203 x 203  •  pages: 24

Baseball Fun • 9781977124722

Basketball Fun • 9781977124746

Boys' Lacrosse Fun • 9781977124760

Football Fun • 9781977124715

Girls' Lacrosse Fun • 9781977124777

Gymnastics Fun • 9781977124739

Hockey Fun • 9781977124753

Soccer Fun • 9781977124708

Dance Fun • 9781977132277

Martial Arts Fun • 9781977132284

Softball Fun • 9781977132291

Wrestling Fun • 9781977132307
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FAST FAcTS ABOUT DOGS
Dog lovers wanted! Looking for the ideal resource 
on dog breeds? Kids will learn all about dogs with 
punchy facts, beautiful photos, and a fun activity at 
the end of each book.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍHighly visual approach with a kid-friendly aesthetic, 
this series appeals to the curiosity of young learners

 ÍSubject matter is repeatedly a top-selling topic for 
grades K-2

 ÍDepth of content is appropriate to the K-2 early 
reader market and perfect for young dog-lovers

PeBBLe

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

Fast Facts About Beagles • 9781977124548

Fast Facts About Corgis • 9781977124555

Fast Facts About French Bulldogs • 9781977124531

Fast Facts About German Shepherds • 9781977124517

Fast Facts About Golden Retrievers • 9781977124524

Fast Facts About Labrador Retrievers • 9781977124500

FiGHTinG TO SURViVe
The odds are stacked against them. Time is running 
out. They’ll need courage, resourcefulness, and pure 
grit to succeed. Follow the gripping, true stories of 
these real people as they fight for their lives.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍTrue, inspiring stories of surviving dangerous 
situations against low odds

 ÍShort stories in magazine-like tone will pull readers in 
without dissuading them with large amounts of text

 ÍFilled with fact boxes to add to main content

 Í Ideal for struggling or reluctant middle grade readers

 ÍMaps will help set the scene and provide clarity for 
readers

cOMPASS POinT BOOKS

age level: 10–14  •  trim: 152 x 229  •  pages: 64

Fighting to Survive Airplane Crashes • 9780756562304

Fighting to Survive Space Disasters • 9780756562335

Fighting to Survive in the American West • 
9780756565695

Fighting to Survive Natural Disasters • 9780756565688

Fighting to Survive the Polar Regions • 9780756565701

Fighting to Survive Underground • 9780756565671

ReADinG FOR PLeASURe
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MYTHicAL cReATUReS
Learn all about your favorite (mythical) creatures! 
Where do mermaids sleep? How magical is a 
unicorn’s horn? Are centaurs fierce or friendly? From 
physical descriptions to daily behaviors, children will 
get to know these creatures in beautifully illustrated 
picture books.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍHigh-interest pop culture topics keep readers 
engaged

 ÍPerfect for fans of fantasy movies and cartoons, 
who are ready to start their reading journey into the 
fantasy genre

 ÍColorful, realistic illustrations and matter-of-fact 
text provide readers with a gateway to nonfiction

PicTURe WinDOW BOOKS

age level: 5–7  •  trim: 279 x 229  •  pages: 32

Dragons • 9781515844433

Griffins • 9781515844440

Mermaids • 9781515844426

Unicorns • 9781515844419

Centaurs • 9781663909589

Fairies • 9781663909626

Loch Ness Monster • 9781663909664

Trolls • 9781663909701

cAn YOU FinD iT?
Look! Can you find it? From the creators of the 
enduringly popular Spot It books comes a seek-and-
find series bursting with beautifully composed photo 
puzzles. Each book showcases a kid-friendly theme 
from zoo animals to food and introduces pre-readers 
and early readers to the joy of exploring a picture 
book and searching out all of the hidden treasures.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍHelps young readers to associate pictorial symbols 
with objects or words

 ÍCreates an opportunity for young readers to engage 
with print books and fosters a love of reading

PeBBLe

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 203 x 254  •  pages: 32

Around the World • 9781977118318

Food • 9781977118332

The Zoo • 9781977118349

Vehicles • 9781977118325

Fairy Tales and Fantasies • 9781977126238

Let's Celebrate! • 9781977126252

School Days • 9781977126245

Spooky Sights • 9781977126221

On the Farm • 9781977133144

Out in Space • 9781977133151
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SiLLY JOKe BOOKS
Silly jokes are the best jokes, and these jokes are 
some of the silliest around! Get ready to laugh out 
loud about fun topics kids love. Humorous images 
add to the laughter. These jokes are so silly that kids 
will be telling them over and over again.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍWritten by popular children’s author Michael Dahl, 
each book features a high-interest topic that kids 
love

 ÍJoke books encourage rereading, which builds 
literacy skills

 ÍSilly and engaging photos add to the fun

PeBBLe

age level: 5–8  •  trim: 198 x 203  •  pages: 24

Silly Jokes About Animals • 9781977131584

Silly Jokes About Bugs • 9781977131591

Silly Jokes About Food • 9781977131607

Silly Jokes About Monsters • 9781977131614

Silly Jokes About School • 9781977131621

Silly Knock-Knock Jokes • 9781977131638

AnYTHinG BUT ORDinARY
Strange things happen all around us. Take a look at 
some examples that are anything but ordinary! From 
bizarre beasts to incredible natural phenomena, readers 
will be enthralled. Carefully levelled text highlights a 
variety of bizarre information that will appeal to even the 
most reluctant readers. Sidebars and infographics will 
add extra interest to already fascinating topics.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍBizarre facts likely to appeal to fans of Ripley’s 
Believe It or Not

 ÍAge-appropriate text

 ÍMore than a dozen unusual and often bizarre 
examples of curious events, inventions, creatures 
and more are included in each book

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 48

Peculiar Nature • 9781398204348

Weird Inventions • 9781398204416

Strange Beasts • 9781398204379

Unusual Medicine • 9781398204386
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KiLLeR nATURe
Nature is incredibly beautiful—and surprisingly 
deadly! Cute and cuddly animals can be fierce and 
vicious killers. Beautiful flowers can be deadly to the 
touch. Even the smallest creatures can be extremely 
dangerous. Young readers can explore a world full of 
unexpected danger as they discover nature’s deadly 
plants and animals.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍHigh-interest content on nature and animals fills 
need for self-selection content

 ÍSupports NGSS grade 3 standards for ecosystems: 
interactions, energy and dynamics

 ÍHelps students compare and contrast potentially 
deadly plants and animals found in the natural world

 ÍQuick reference format allows readers to quickly 
and easily learn about the habitats and deadly 
abilities of dangerous animals and plants

cAPSTOne PReSS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

Adorable But Deadly Creatures • 9781663906199

Cuddly But Deadly Animals • 9781663906236

Silent But Deadly Plants • 9781663906274

Tiny But Deadly Critters • 9781663906311

MYSTeRY SOLVeRS
Be a mystery solver! Read about fascinating ancient 
treasures, lost worlds, forgotten kings, ingenious 
hoaxes and alien sightings and use the evidence in 
the text to decide what you believe.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍHigh-interest topic, always popular with boys and girls

 ÍEncourages critical analysis and reasoning through 
an evidence-based approach

 ÍThe inclusion of lots of different examples in each 
book gives a magazine approach that reluctant or 
dormant readers can dip in and out of

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 8–12  •  trim: 178 x 229  •  pages: 48

Atlantis and Other Lost Civilizations • 9781398200654

Incredible Hoaxes • 9781398200661

Forgotten Kings and Kingdoms • 9781398200715

The Bermuda Triangle and Other Deadly Places • 
9781398200722

Aliens, UFOs and Other Mysteries from Space • 
9781398200746

Ancient Tombs and Hidden Treasure • 9781398200739
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THiS OR THAT?: SURViVAL eDiTiOn
Would you rather chase a tornado or find yourself lost 
in the desert? Everyone has an opinion. Here’s a chance 
to give yours! This or That?: Survival Edition presents 
mind-tickling questions with two thought-provoking 
answers to choose from. Great for debate and critical 
thinking, these books bring a variety of survival topics to 
readers in an interactive way. Partnered with full-colour 
photographs and engaging, easy-to-read facts, this 
series invites readers to make informed decisions while 
also prompting further research.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍGets kids thinking about a range of exciting survival 
scenarios in an interactive “what would you do” format

 Í ”What would you do?” format is certain to appeal to 
even the most reluctant readers

 ÍAsking young readers to make choices helps them 
develop critical-thinking skills

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 8–11  •  trim: 173 x 229  •  pages: 32

This or That Questions About Antarctica • 9781398234574

This or That Questions About the Desert • 9781398234659

This or That Questions About Storm Chasing • 
9781398234536

This or That Questions About the Wilderness • 
9781398234611

FiGHTinG TO SURViVe
The odds are stacked against them. Time is running 
out. They’ll need courage, resourcefulness and pure 
grit to succeed. Follow the gripping, true stories of 
these real people as they fight for their lives.

SeLLinG POinTS

 ÍTrue, inspiring stories of surviving dangerous 
situations against short odds

 ÍShort stories in magazine-like tone will pull readers in 
without discouraging them with large amounts of text

 ÍFilled with fact boxes to add to main content; Ideal 
for struggling or reluctant readers

 ÍMaps help set the scene and provide context for readers

RAinTRee PUBLiSHeRS

age level: 10–14  •  trim: 152 x 229  •  pages: 64

Fighting to Survive World War II • 9781474789424

Fighting to Survive Animal Attacks • 9781474789462

Fighting to Survive Being Lost at Sea • 9781474789479

Fighting to Survive in the Wilderness • 9781474789493
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